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Abstract  
 
Ljubljana Basin is the most densely populated, highly urbanised and economically the highest 
developed part of Slovenia, experiencing moderate seismic activity with the strongest historical 
earthquake in 1895, M 6.1, Imax VIII-IX EMS-98, that devastated Ljubljana. Despite the recognised 
seismic risk faults capable of producing strong magnitude earthquakes are poorly known. This 
doctoral dissertation presents an investigation of active faults in the Ljubljana Basin using the 
approach of tectonic geomorphology. Active faults were identified with regional-scale 
geomorphologic mapping using remote sensing data. The right-lateral strike-slip Sava fault and 
reverse Vodice fault were investigated in detail with geomorphologic analysis of spatial topographic 
data and field survey. Study of these faults was focused on describing geomorphic indicators of 
activity, determining the fault kinematics, geometry and segmentation and on estimating offsets and 
ages of geomorphic markers. The obtained data alowed us to quantitatively constrain the Quaternary 
activity of Sava and Vodice faults. Furthermore, their seismogenic potential was estimated based on 
geometric type of segmentation using scaling laws. The results of this work and an extensive review of 
all available data enabled us to propose a structural and seismotectonic model of the Ljubljana Basin, 
explaining the kinematics of active faults, structural evolution of the basin and to give new insights on 
seismic hazard of this region.  
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Izvleček   
 
Ljubljanski bazen je najgosteje naseljeno, najbolj urbanizirano in gospodarsko najrazvitejše območje 
Slovenije, istočasno pa je to območje tudi zmerno seizmično aktivno z najmočnejšim zgodovinskim 
potresom leta 1895 (M 6.1, Imax VIII-IX EMS-98), ki je povzročil obsežno gmotno škodo in žrtve v 
Ljubljani. Kljub prepoznani potresni ogroženosti tega območja so prelomi, ob kateri bi lahko nastali 
močni potresi, slabo poznani. V doktorski disertaciji je predstavljena raziskava aktivnih prelomov v 
Ljubljanskem bazenu, izvedena s tektonsko-geomorfološkim pristopom. Aktivni prelomi so bili 
identificirani z geomorfološkim kartiranjem v regionalnem merilu na podlagi podatkov daljinskega 
zaznavanja. Desnozmični Savski prelom in reverzni Vodiški prelom sta bila podrobno raziskana z 
geomorfološkimi analizami prostorskih topografskih podatkov in terenskim delom. Študija teh dveh 
prelomov je bila usmerjena v opis geomorfoloških indikatorjev za aktivnost, določitev kinematike, 
geometrije in segmentacije preloma ter oceno premikov in starosti geomorfoloških indikatorjev. 
Pridobljeni podatki so omogočili kvantitativno določitev kvartarne aktivnosti Savskega in Vodiškega 
preloma. Poleg tega je bil z uporabo empiričnih zakonov in na podlagi geometrijskega tipa 
segmentacije ocenjen seizmogeni potencial obeh prelomov. Rezultati tega dela in obširen pregled 
dostopnih podatkov so omogočili predlagati strukturni in seizmotektonski model Ljubljanskega 
bazena, ki pojasnjuje kinematiko aktivnih prelomov in strukturni razvoj bazena ter omogoča nov 
vpogled v potresno nevarnost tega območja.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This study deals with active tectonics, seismotectonics and earthquake hazard in the Ljubljana Basin, 
central Slovenia using a morphotectonic approach. Active tectonics aims at studying tectonic 
processes that have occurred in recent time, namely over the Quaternary, and that could eventually 
produce deformations that will impact human society (Keller and Pinter, 2002), such as earthquakes. 
To understand whether a fault is susceptible to produce a large earthquake we have to study its 
repeated effects on the landscape over a much longer time span than the one of a single earthquake 
rupture – tens or hundreds of thousands of years, covering the Quaternary period. Landscape is shaped 
both by tectonics and climate. To be able to decipher the impact of active tectonics on landscape 
evolution, the field of tectonic geomorphology provides powerful tools. Tectonic geomorphology 
integrates various methods to study the relationship between tectonic processes and landscape 
evolution (Burbank and Anderson, 2001). Seismotectonics investigates the relationship between active 
tectonics and seismicity, involving tectonic, paleoseismologic, seismologic, geodetic and 
morphotectonic approaches. All the above approaches are essential to assess the seismic hazard of a 
region, which evaluates the probability of occurrence of a strong seismic event in a specific area.  
 
To define the role of active faults in the plate tectonic framework and to assess their seismic behaviour 
and potential hazard, the tectonic geomorphological approach has been applied worldwide (Bull, 1991; 
Burbank and Anderson, 2001; Replumaz et al., 2001; Benedetti et al., 2000, 2003, 2013; Simoes et al., 
2007a, 2007b; Maher and Harvey, 2008; Szekely et al., 2009; Yanites et al., 2010), especially in 
regions with high tectonic activity and consequently high seismic hazard, such as New Zealand (e.g. 
Langridge et al., 2005; Langridge and Berryman, 2005; Amos et al., 2007, 2010; Begg and 
Mouslopoulou, 2010; Nicol et al., 2010), Tibet (e.g. Van der Woerd et al., 2000; Lave and Avouac, 
2001; Li et al., 2005; Cowgill, 2007), California (e.g. Merritts et al., 1994; Pearce et al., 2004; Noriega 
et al., 2006; Arrowsmith and Zielke, 2009), Middle East (e.g. Daeron et al., 2004; Shabanian et al., 
2009; Authemayou et al., 2009; Le Beon et al., 2010), etc. In Slovenia, the study of geomorphology 
has been so far mainly applied in Quaternary studies of glacial, periglacial, fluvioglacial, fluvial and 
karst processes (e.g. Šifrer, 1961, 1969; Gams, 1968; Žlebnik, 1971; Meze, 1974), or has been used to 
define how geological faults have affected the landscape evolution, fluvial drainage, or karst 
phenomena (e.g. Gospodarič and Habič, 1978, Šušteršič et al., 2002, 2003; Šušteršič and Šušteršič, 
2003; Šušteršič, 2006; Šmuc and Rožič, 2009; Placer and Jamšek, 2011), but identifying active faults 
and assessing their seismic behaviour trough the observation of combined morphology, geology and 
seismology has only began to develop in the last decade (Verbič, 2004a, 2005, 2006, 2008; 
Cunningham et al., 2006; Jamšek et al., 2011a, 2011b; Jamšek Rupnik et al., 2012, 2013; Moulin et 
al., 2013, submitted).  
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Active tectonics in Slovenia is related to post-collisional processes documented at large scale in the 
Alpine orogen, which will be discussed thorougly in chapter 2. In the Ljubljana Basin, recent tectonic 
activity is evident from geodetic observations: national vertical network levelling survey, GPS 
measurements and PSInSAR (Permanent Scatterers Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry) 
measurements (see details in chapter 2, Rižnar et al., 2005; Vrabec et al., 2006; Weber et al., 2006, 
2010; Bavec et al., 2007, 2008, 2009; Sušnik, 2009), that all indicate recent activity. Active tectonics 
is evident also from deformed Quaternary sediments at various places (Drobne et al., 1960; Šifrer, 
1961; Žlebnik, 1971; Kuščer, 1990; Vrabec, 2001; Bavec et al., 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2010; Placer, 
2004; Verbič, 2006; Jamšek Rupnik et al., 2012, 2013).  
 
The Ljubljana Basin is the most densely populated and a highly urbanized region of Slovenia. Among 
the natural hazards affecting the basin and its surroundings, such as flooding, landsliding and 
earthquakes (e.g. Jemec and Komac, 2013; Komac and Ribičič, 2006; Komac and Zorn, 2011; Bavec 
et al., 2012), seismic hazard is probably the least investigated, despite the ongoing seismic activity in 
the area with earthquake magnitudes frequently reaching 3-4. For example, according to the 
earthquake catalogue of Živčić (2009) there were on the average 2.6 earthquakes of magnitude 3-4 per 
year over the last 100 years. The seismic hazard is further increased by the unconsolidated Quaternary 
sedimentary infill of the basin, reaching up to 280 m of thickness, which may significantly enhance 
site effects during earthquakes (Gosar et al., 2010; Sirovich et al., 2012). The largest recorded event in 
the basin is the destructive 1895 Ljubljana earthquake with macroseismic magnitude (Mm) 6.1 
(Ribarič, 1982) and maximum intensities of VIII-IX EMS-98 (Cecić, 2011a). But despite the 
recognized hazard, the active faults capable of producing strong magnitude earthquakes are still poorly 
investigated. For example, it is still unknown which fault was responsible for the 1895 earthquake.  
 
Recognition of seismic hazard is crucial in areas like Ljubljana Basin, where destructive earthquakes 
can represent a huge danger for population and also for infrastructure. Investigations in active 
tectonics are the first step towards prevision and prevention of seismic risk, leading to protection of 
human lives as well as to a decrease of economical damage in case of a destructive seismic event.  
 
Active deformation affecting the Ljubljana Basin has so far been interpreted as resulting from: a) 
transtension in a releasing overstep between basin-bounding NW-SE-striking dextral strike-slip faults, 
where individual blocks are subsided along WSW-ENE-striking normal faults (Vrabec, 2001; Vrabec 
and Fodor, 2006), b) compressional strike-slip deformation controlled by regional NW-SE-striking 
dextral strike-slip faults producing folds, normal and strike-slip faults within the Ljubljana Basin 
(Poljak in Bavec et al., 2003), c)  NNW-dipping reverse faults (Verbič, 2006), d) active folding in N-S 
compression, propagating westward from the Sava Folds region (Rižnar, 2009; Žlebnik, 1971).  
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To assess the seismic hazard, the active faults must first be located and their activity quantized. Then, 
it has to be estimated which faults can produce strong seismic events and what is their seismic 
behaviour. In this study we aim to provide the information for seismic hazard potential in the 
Ljubljana Basin, to interpret the structure of the basin and to contribute to the knowledge about the 
regional geodynamic system. In particular, we will address the following questions: 
- Where are the active faults in the Ljubljana Basin? 
- What is their geometry? Are they segmented? If yes, how long are the segments?  
- How much are their slip-rates and how can their recent activity be quantified?  
- Are those faults capable of producing strong seismic events? If yes, what magnitudes can be 
expected? 
- How those faults accommodate deformation in the context of the larger scale tectonic framework of 
Slovenia within the Alpine-Dinaric collision belt? 
 
In chapter 2 we synthesise the current knowledge of active tectonics, seismotectonics and earthquake 
hazard in the studied area and present the outstanding questions. Geographic and geologic location of 
the studied area is presented and placed in the framework of Adria-Europe collision and post-
collisional processes. Recent geodynamic constrains, active faults and associated earthquake hazard 
are presented for wider area and the existing structural models of the Ljubljana Basin, its active 
deformation and its strongest historical seismic event are presented.  
 
Chapter 3 presents the tectonic-geomorphological approach to study of active faults worldwide and the 
methods and materials we used in this work to identify active faults, to quantitatively constrain their 
activity, and to estimate their probable seismogenic potential.  
 
Chapter 4 deals with identification of active faults in the Ljubljana Basin at regional scale. We present 
geomorphology and geology of the Ljubljana Basin, identify active faults with geomorphic traces and 
discuss their activity.  
 
Chapter 5 is focused on the Sava fault. We first present regional expression of the Sava fault, its 
geometry, kinematics and segmentation between Jesenice and Godič, and geomorphic indicators of its 
long-term activity at the regional scale. Then we focus on specific sites that were investigated in detail 
to constrain offsets of geomorphic markers along the fault. We estimate age of displaced geomorphic 
markers and constrain the long-term geologic and geomorphic slip-rates, and compare them  with 
recent slip-rates of the Sava fault. Furthermore, we estimate the probable seismogenic potential of this 
fault using scaling laws.  
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Chapter 6 focusses on the Vodice fault. We present geomorphic evidences for its reverse activity and 
quantitatively constrain its offset. We asses the age of deformed surfaces by 36Cl cosmogenic nuclide 
dating, optically stimulated luminiscence, and infrared stimulated luminiscence dating. We then 
estimate the fault throw-rate and interpret the fault geometry at depth from available geological and 
geophysical data, which allows us to estimate fault slip-rate. Probable seismogenic potential of the 
Vodice fault is estimated using scaling laws and its possible connection to the 1895 Ljubljana 
earthquake is disscused.  
 
In chapter 7 we combine our results to present a structural, and seismotectonic model of the Ljubljana 
Basin in relation to Alpine post-collisional geodynamical processes in the Adria-Eurasia collision 
zone. We discuss the kinematics of active faults in the basin and its vicinity, geodynamics of the basin 
and implications for seismic hazard.  
 
In the last chapter we summarise the main conclusions of this work, importance of its social-economic 
aspects and scientific contribution, and present perspective and ideas for further work.  
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2 ACTIVE TECTONICS, SEISMOTECTONICS AND EARTHQUAKE HAZARD IN THE 
STUDIED AREA – CURRENT KNOWLEDGE AND OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS 
 
2.1 Studied area 
 
The Ljubljana Basin is located in central Slovenia, in the Northern Adriatic region, in the transition 
zone between two orogens, the Alps on the N-NW and the Dinarides on the S-SE (Figure 2.1). 
Geographically, the basin is placed between Karavanke Mountains and Kamnik-Savinja Alps on N, 
Julian Alps on NW, Škofja Loka – Polhov Gradec Hills on W, Sava Hills on E and Dinaric Karst on S 
(Figure 2.1). The Ljubljana Basin (sensu lato) consists of several smaller basins, following from N to 
S: Radovljica Basin, Dobrave, Kranj-Sora Polje, Skaručna Polje, Kamnik-Mengeš Polje, Ljubljana 
Polje and Ljubljana moor (Figure 2.1). The common name of the low relief area, i.e. the Ljubljana 
Basin, usually refers to the northern part of the basin between Jesenice and Ljubljana, while the 
southern part is referred to as the Ljubljana moor. The focus of this study was directed to the Ljubljana 
Basin (sensu stricto) or Gorenjska Basin (sensu Vrabec and Fodor, 2006), thus without the Ljubljana 
moor Basin.  
 
In geotectonic sense the Ljubljana Basin is located in the northeasternmost corner of the Adria-Europe 
convergent margin, at the contact between two geotectonic units, the Southern Alps on N and External 
Dinarides on S (Placer, 1999, 2008; Vrabec, 2001) (Figure 2.2). The basin margin and its bedrock 
consist of predominately clastic rocks of Carboniferous-Permian age, predominately carbonate rocks 
of Mesozoic age, and Oligocene to Miocene mostly clastic rocks, while the basin itself is filled with 
Quaternary sediments (Buser, 2009) (Figure 2.3).  
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Figure 2.1: Location of the Ljubljana Basin and its sub-basins. Digital terrain model from SRTM data (Shuttle 
Radar Topography Mission), 90 m resolution, accessible from Global Land Cover Facility 
(http://glcf.umiacs.umd.edu/index.shtml).  
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Figure 2.2: Simplified tectonic map of the central Slovenia (after Placer, 1999, 2008; Vrabec, 2001; Vrabec and 
Fodor, 2006, and references therein).  
 
 
Figure 2.3: Geological map of the central Slovenia (Buser, 2009). Legend is on the following two pages.   
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2.2 Adria-Europe collision and post-collisional processes 
 
Active tectonic processes in the studied area are driven by the convergence between Africa and 
Eurasia. Africa-Europe plate convergence initiated already about 140 Myr ago as a consequence of the 
opening of the Atlantic Ocean (Stampfli et al., 1998; Stampfli and Borel, 2002). Since then the oceans 
that were separating the two continents, Meliata, Vardar and Alpine Tethys consisting of the northern 
Valais ocean and the southern Piedmont-Ligurian ocean, were consumed and closed (e.g. Stampfli et 
al., 1998; O’Brien, 2001; Stampfli and Borel, 2002; Lippitsch et al., 2003; Handy et al., 2010, and 
references therein). Adria microplate1, a former African promontory, began to move independently 
since 67-35 Myr between the European plate to the north, the Iberian microplate to the west, and the 
African plate to the south (e.g. Handy et al., 2010, and references therein). About 40-35 Myr ago, the 
Adriatic microcontinent collided with the European continent (e.g. Stampfli et al., 1998; O’Brien, 
2001; Stampfli and Borel, 2002; Lippitsch et al., 2003, and references therein). This collision led to 
the formation of two orogens, the Alps at the northern and the Dinarides at the northeastern margin of 
the Adriatic microplate. Our study area is located in the transition between the two orogenic belts 
(Figures 2.1 and 2.4).  
 
 
Figure 2.4: Simplified tectonic map of the Mediterranean (from Vignaroli et al., 2009). Red square indicates the 
location of the study area.  
 
                                                            
1 Adria microplate usualy refers only to the partly undeformed microplate located south of the present-day Periadriatic fault 
system (e.g. Stampfli et al., 1998; Handy et al., 2010). 
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Teleseismic tomography of the upper mantle structure through the Alps shows that in the Western and 
Central Alps, the European lower lithosphere is subducting towards the S-SE beneath the Adriatic 
microplate, while in the Eastern Alps the Adriatic lower lithosphere is subducting northeastward 
beneath the European plate (Figure 2.5, Lippitsch et al., 2003). 160-180 km of subducted European 
lower lithosphere and about 210 km of subducted Adriatic lower lithosphere are seen as high velocity 
features at depth of 50-320 km (Figure 2.5), suggesting about 200 km of crustal shortening in the 
eastern part of the Alps after the collision about 40 Myr ago (Lippitsch et al., 2003; Ustaszewski et al., 
2008).  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Teleseismic tomography profiles through the upper mantle crossing a) the western, b) the central, and 
c) the eastern Alps (Lippitsch et al., 2003).  
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The contact between the Adriatic and the European lithosphere can be interpreted from the map of the 
Moho discontinuity (Figure 2.6., Ziegler and Dezes, 2005; Šumanovac, 2010). The Moho 
discontinuity is deeper and clearly offseted below the Apennine, Alpine and Dinaric chain (Figure 
2.6). Figure 2.6 shows that the zone of contact between the Adriatic and the European plate runs 
through our studied area in a rough NW-SE direction. Along the Dinarides, the Adriatic lithosphere is 
underthrusting towards NNE below the Pannonian segment of the European plate (Šumanovac, 2010).  
 
a)                 b) 
 
Figure 2.6: a) Depth map of the Moho discontinuity (Ziegler and Dezes, 2005). Red lines show offsets of the 
Moho discontinuity. b) Structure map of the Moho discontinuity with the inferred main thrust fault below the 
Dinarides (Šumanovac, 2010).  
 
Large-scale interpretative geological-geophysical cross-sections show that the Moho discontinuity 
depressions are the mountain roots of the Alps and Dinarides (Figure 2.7, Schmid et al., 2004; Tari, 
2002, and references therein). The TRANSALP (Figure 2.7a) and the Eastern Alps interpretative 
sections of the eastern part of the Alpine orogen (Figure 2.7b) show that the upper crustal units, 
belonging to the continental margin of the Adria microplate, are thrusted over the European 
continental margin north of the Adria-Europe contact, but the Adriatic lower crust and mantle is 
subducted northward below the European continent (Schmid et al., 2004, and references therein). 
 
The southern side of the orogen is dissected by steep right-lateral and reverse north-dipping faults, 
among which the Periadriatic line probably roots at the boundary of the Adria microplate-Europe plate 
in the Eastern Alps (Figure 2.7b). At the surface, the Periadriatic line represents the boundary between 
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the Eastern Alps and the Southern Alps (e.g. Schmid et al., 2004, and references therein). Note that in 
the Western and the Central Alps, the European upper crust is overthrusted southward on the Adriatic 
units and the European lower crust and mantle are subducted southward below the Adriatic units (e.g. 
Schmid et al., 2004, and references therein). The Dinarides cross-section shows that the Dinaric units 
are thrusted southwestward on the Adriatic units and a series of NW-SE striking NE dipping thrusts 
and antithetic SW dipping thrusts dissect both the Adriatic and Dinaric units (Figure 2.7c, Tari, 2002).  
 
 
Figure 2.7: Interpretative geological-geophysical cross-sections: a) TRANSALP section, and b) Eastern Alps 
section, both from Schmid et al. (2004), and references therein (note that the Adria microplate is referred as to 
Apulia plate on the sections).  
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Figure 2.7: continued. c) Dinarides section (Tari, 2002).  
 
Collisional and post-collisional processes were controled by continuous northward motion and 
counterclockwise rotation of the Adriatic microplate, partitioned between thrusting in the Alpine and 
Dinaric chains and eastward escape in front of Adriatic indenter, north of the Periadriatic line (e.g. 
Vrabec and Fodor, 2006). The age of southwestward thrusting in the Dinarides is post-Eocene to 
recent (e.g. Placer, 1999; Tari, 2002), the age of eastward extrusion of the Eastern Alps is Oligocene-
Middle Miocene (e.g. Fodor et al., 1998) and might be still ongoing (e.g. Grenerczy et al., 2000; 
Caporali et al., 2013), and in the Southern Alps the southward thrusting is of Miocene to recent age 
(e.g. Vrabec et al., 2006, and references therein). In the wider studied area, the South-Alpine thrusts 
thrusted over and deformed the older Dinaric fold-and-thrust structures (Placer, 1999) (Figure 2.2, 
2.3).  
 
Since the late Miocene or Pliocene the Adriatic microplate rotated for about 30° in counterclockwise 
sense as suggested by paleomagnetic data (Márton et al, 2003). The induced shortening was 
accompanied by a major change in kinematics at around 6 Myr ago, related to termination of 
subduction in the Carpathians that blocked the eastward escape of the Eastern Alps north of the 
Periadriatic line (Vrabec and Fodor, 2006, and references therein). Kinematical inversion around 6 
Myr BP is reported on the entire Alpine-Carpathian-Pannonian system (e.g. Peresson and Decker, 
1997; Bada et al., 2001; Caporali et al., 2013). As a consequence, a major change in regional tectonics 
of the studied area occurred, leading to right-lateral faulting along Dinaric (NW-SE) striking faults 
(Vrabec and Fodor, 2006). These faults crosscut the Dinaric thrusts and the South Alpine thrusts 
(Vrabec and Fodor, 2006; Placer et al., 2008; Kastelic et al., 2008) (Figure 2.2). Regional strike-slip 
faulting thus represents the neotectonic style of deformations in our studied area (Vrabec and Fodor, 
2006; Poljak et al., 2010). Heat flow data in conjunction with modelling the shear heating of a half 
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space suggest the intitiation of slip phase of regional strike-slip faults at the beginning of Pliocene 
(Caporali et al., 2013).  
 
2.3 Recent geodynamics  
 
The insight into recent geodynamics is provided by precise geodetic measurements of the earth surface 
movement, mainly by GNSS technology, and by seismological data such asearthquake focal 
mechanisms and slip vectors during the earthquakes.  
 
Africa actively converges towards Europe at a rate of 4-6 mm/yr (Nocquet, 2012, and references 
therein). Figure 2.8 shows the motion and convergence rates of the Africa with respect to Eurasia 
along a simplified plate boundary. The Adria microplate, moving independently of Africa(e.g. 
Anderson and Jackson, 1987), moves north to northeastward relative to the stable Eurasia, causing 
earthquake activity localized on deformation zones delimiting the microplate boundaries (Figure 2.9). 
GPS vectors indicate northeastward movement of the stations located north of the Apennines and in 
the Dinarides and northward movement of the sites located in the Southern Alps, suggesting counter-
clockwise rotation of the Adriatic microplate and predicting NE-SW extension along the Apennines 
and transition from N-S shortening in Southern Alps to NE-SW shortening along the Dinarides, with 
an increasing rate from north to south (Anderson and Jackson, 1987; Nocquet, 2012, and references 
therein) (Figure 2.9c, d).  In the Southern Alps, the kinematic models and direct GPS observations 
estimate about 2 mm/yr of N-S shortening, whereas in the Dinarides about 2-4 mm/yr of Adria-Europe 
convergence is accommodated (Grenerczy et al., 2000; Weber et al., 2010; Nocquet, 2012, and 
references therein) (Figure 2.9c, d). The distribution of seismicity, geodetic data and earthquake slip 
vectors suggest that the Adria microplate is not a single plate but is split into two distinct microplates, 
the northern microplate (Adria) and the southern microplate (Apulia) with the boundary between them 
running from Dubrovnik, the Tremiti islands and the Gargano (D’Agostino et al., 2008, Nocquet, 
2012, and references therein) (Figure 2.9). The inversion of GPS vectors and earthquake slip vectors 
constraints the position of the pole of rotation of Adria relative to stable Eurasia to the Western Alps at 
45.03°N and 6.52°E (pole GPS-17) with angular velocity of 0.297 ± 0.116°/Myr (Weber et al., 2010) 
(Figure 2.10). GPS velocity field in the eastern Alps and in Slovenia indicates that the N-S 
convergence is additionally accommodated  by eastward extrusion along ~ E-W striking strike slip 
faults, such as the  Periadriatic line and Mid-Hungarian shear zone, at a rate of about 2 mm/yr 
(Grenerczy et al., 2000; Vrabec et al., 2006; Caporali et al., 2013) (see Figure 2.11). How is this 
movement distributed across the area and which faults accommodate this motion? 
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Figure 2.8: Africa motion with respect to Eurasia based on geodetic data (Nocquet, 2012, and references 
therein).  
 
 
Figure 2.9: a) tectonic map of Adriatic region, b) seismicity distribution and focal mechanisms, c) velocity field 
in a Eurasia fixed reference frame, d) kinematic model of the Adria microplate (Nocquet, 2012, and references 
therein).  
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Figure 2.10: Rotation of the Adria microplate from GPS vectors and earthquake slip vectors with a pole (GPS-
17)  in the Western Alps (Weber et al., 2010).  
 
West of our study area, approximately at the border between Italy and Slovenia, GPS velocity profile 
suggest that the major part of the shortening is absorbed in the Southern Alps up to the Periadriatic 
line, where velocities drop down from about 2-3 mm/yr to below 0.5 mm/yr (Figure 2.12a) (Grenerczy 
et al., 2005; Bechtold et al., 2009; Caporali et al., 2013). There, both GPS velocities and distribution of 
seismicity indicate that shortening is concentrated within a narrow 70-km-wide deformation zone 
south of the Periadriatic line (Grenerczy et al., 2005; Bechtold et al., 2009; Caporali et al., 2013). 
Preliminary results from the Slovenian SLOKIN-PIVO network of ~70 GPS sites also indicate that 
most of the shortening is accomodated in a relatively narrow belt along the Southern Alps and their 
eastward extension, with 1 – 2 mm/yr of dextral slip in the Sava fault – Periadriatic fault system, 
whereas NW-SE-striking right-lateral faults in SW Slovenia show no measurable strike-slip motion 
(Vrabec et al., 2011; Bavec et al., 2012). On the other hand, from comparing velocity of a single site 
RADO in northern Slovenia with sites along the Adriatic coast (TRIE, GORI, MDEA, PALM, JOAN), 
up to 3 mm/yr of dextral motion along NW-SE direction can be inferred, about 1 mm/yr of which is 
apparently accommodated on the Raša fault in SW Slovenia (Figure 2.11a, Caporali et al., 2013). 
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a)  
 
b)  
Figure 2.11: Intraplate crustal velocities in the Alpine-Pannonian-Dinaric junction zone inferred from GPS data: 
a) wide-aperture study of Grenerczy et al. (2000), b) regional network of permanent GPS stations (Caporali et 
al., 2013).  
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Figure 2.12: GPS velocity, and seismicity profiles across the Southern Alps and Eastern Alps (Grenerczy et al., 
2005).  
 
Surface GPS velocities suggest the presence of shortening and shear strain in the studied area. 
Regional stress field was evaluated from the GPS data, earthquake focal mechanisms, borehole 
breakout data and in situ measurements (Heidbach et al., World Stress Map database, 2008). Maximal 
horizontal compression in the area is oriented in approx. N-S direction (Grenerczy et al., 2000; Poljak 
et al., 2000; Heidbach et al., 2008) (Figures 2.13, 2.14).  
 
The observed shear and contraction imply the present Periadriatic fault system activity of mainly right-
lateral strike-slip character with some thrust component, contributing to present eastward extrusion of 
the Eastern Alps (Grenerczy et al., 2000; Vrabec et al., 2006; Caporali et al., 2013).  
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Figure 2.13: World stress map 2008 (Heidbach et al., 2008). Maximum principle compressive stress (Shmax) 
orientations for different kinematic regimes (Heidbach et al., World Stress Map database, 2008): NF – normal 
fault, SS – strike-slip, TF – thrust, U – unknown tectonic regime. 
 
 
Figure 2.14: Principal strain rates and their directions (Grenerczy et al., 2000).  
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2.4 Active faults and associated earthquake hazard in Slovenia 
 
Focal mechanisms as well as geological observations suggest recent activity of the E-W-trending north 
dipping thrusts in the Southern Alps and NW-SE-trending right-lateral faults in the Dinarides (Ribarič, 
1982; Poljak et al, 2000; Benedetti et al., 2000; Bajc et al., 2001; Zupančič et al., 2001; Galadini et al., 
2005; Vrabec and Fodor, 2006; Kastelic et al., 2006, 2008; Burrato et al., 2008; Bavec et al, 2013; 
Basili et al., 2013), (Figure 2.15).  
 
The NW-SE striking faults of the Dinarides are sub-vertical to steeply north-dipping (e.g. Placer et al., 
2008; Kastelic et al., 2008). Because of their orientation parallel to the prevailing structural grain of 
the Dinarides, they are classically called “Dinaric faults”, although their origin is not related to the 
Dinaric thrusting episode (Vrabec and Fodor, 2006). Among the “Dinaric faults”, several observations 
suggest that the Ravne, the Idrija, and the Raša faults might be active and seismogenic. The Ravne 
fault has been the source of 1998 and 2004 earthquake sequences (1998 Ms 5.7 and 2004 Mw 5.2, Bajc 
et al., 2001; Kastelic et al., 2008), (Figure 2.15). PSinSAR measurements (Milanič et al., 2009), with 
extensometers on the fault planes (Gosar et al., 2011), evidence for displaced geomorphic markers 
(Moulin et al., 2013, submitted), observations of faulted Quaternary slope breccia (Vrabec, 2012), and 
paleoseismological trenching (Bavec et al., 2013), all point to ongoing motion along the Idrija fault 
with a predominant right lateral motion, possibly with a vertical component suggested by levelling 
survey data (Rižnar et al., 2007). Levelling survey (Rižnar et al., 2007), extensometer measurements 
(Gosar et al., 2011), and earthquake activity also suggest recent actvity along the Raša fault (Figures 
2.15, 2.16). South of Ljubljana, the Žužemberk, the Želimlje, the Mišja dolina, and the Borovnica 
faults are presumably active “Dinaric faults” (Bavec et al., 2012), as suggested by earthquake activity 
in the area (Figures 2.15, 2.16), deformation of Quaternary sediments recorded by high-resolution 
seismic reflection profiles in the Ljubljana moor (Atanackov, 2013) and levelling survey (Bavec et al., 
2009).  
 
East of the Ljubljana Basin outcrop about 150 km long and 50 km wide belt known as the Sava Folds, 
where Oligocene – Miocene sediments are folded into tight E-W-trending synclines between pop-ups 
of pre-Tertiary basement, uplifted along moderately-steeply dipping reverse faults (Placer, 1998; 
Tomljenović and Csontos, 2001). A Pliocene to probably Quaternary age of deformation was inferred 
from seismic reflection profiles in the Croatian part of the Sava Folds (Tomljenović and Csontos, 
2001). Levelling survey (Bavec et al., 2009) and seismicity (Figures 2.15, 2.16) indicate that 
shortening, faulting and folding in the Sava Folds might be still active.  
 
North of Ljubljana, the E-W to NW-SE faults delimiting the Karavanke mountains and Kamnik-
Savinja Alps from the Ljubljana Basin southward and from the Klagenfurt Basin northward (the 
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Periadriatic line, the Sava, the Labot (Lavanttal) and the Šoštanj faults) are apparently all right-lateral 
strike-slip faults that would guide the eastward extrusion of the Eastern Alps (Figure 2.15), (Vrabec 
and Fodor, 2006; Vrabec et al., 2006; Grenerczy et al., 2000). Instrumental seismicity as well as 
geodetic observations both suggest those faults might be active (Poljak et al., 2000, 2010; Vrabec and 
Fodor, 2006).  
 
 
Figure 2.15: Synthesized map of active or presumably active faults in Slovenia according to available data (see 
text for explanation). Instrumental seismicity of the SE Alps and NW part of the Dinarides (ANSS catalogue, 
1976-2012) and earthquake focal mechanisms (Bajc et al., 2001; Zupančič et al., 2001; Kastelic et al., 2006, 
2008; Ložar Stopar and Živčić, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2012; Čarman et al., 2010). 1 - focal mechanism of the 1998 
Ms 5.7 (Bajc et al., 2001), and 2 – focal mechanism of the 2004 Mw 5.2 earthquake (Kastelic et al., 2006). 
Historical earthquake epicentres with estimated M > 5 (Živčić, 2009); see next figure for complete historical 
earthquake catalogue. Topography is SRTM 90 m, available from the Global Land Cover Facility 
(http://glcf.umd.edu/data/).  
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Within the Ljubljana Basin, morphological observations of Verbič (2006) suggest that the NE-SW 
striking Kokra fault, the WSW-ENE striking Vodice and Utik faults, the ~ W-E striking Litija thrust 
and WSW-ENE striking Vič fault are active reverse north dipping faults (see details in chapter 2.5).  
 
The historical earthquake catalogues span the last ~ 1000 yrs (Ribarič, 1982; Živčić, 2009; Grünthal 
and Wahlström, 2012; Stucchi et al., 2013). The catalogue by Živčić (2009) contains three events with 
estimated Mm > 6 and 22 events with estimated Mm ≥ 5 over the last 665 yrs (Figure 2.16). The 
strongest historical earthquake in the area is the one that occurred in 1511 in the Idrija region with 
estimated Mm 6.8 (Ribarič, 1982) and maximum intensities X EMS-98 (Cecić, 2011b), (Figure 2.16). 
Its source and mechanism remains debated, but it most probably occurred on the NW-SE striking 
Idrija fault in W Slovenia (Fitzko et al., 2005; Camassi et al., 2011; Bavec et al., 2013, Moulin et al. 
2013, submitted). The second strongest was the Villach earthquake in 1348 with estimated Mm 6.4 and 
maximum intensities IX-X EMS-98 (Živčić, 2009) (Figure 2.16). In 1895 the Ljubljana earthquake 
shook the area with estimated Mm 6.1 and maximum intensities VIII-IX EMS-98 (Živčić, 2009) 
(Figure 2.16). The sources of those two events are still unknown.  
 
 
Figure 2.16: Historical earthquake epicentres (Živčić, 2009). Topography is SRTM 90 m, available from the 
Global Land Cover Facility (http://glcf.umd.edu/data/).  
 
Among the 19 events with estimated magnitude between 5 and 6 that occurred over the last 665 yrs, 
11 ruptured over the last ~ 100 years (after the 1895 Ljubljana earthquake). Is this apparent cluster of 
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earthquakes in the last century a consequence of an increased seismic activity or an incomplete 
historical record that improved after the first seismometer was installed in Ljubljana after the 1895 
event? As observed elsewhere, it is obvious that the advent of instrumentally recorded earthquakes in 
the 20th century increased drastically the accuracy of earthquake catalogues.  
 
The earthquake hazard map of Slovenia shows the highest seismic hazard for 475 yrs return period in 
NW Slovenia, in the Ljubljana Basin and in Brežice. These areas were the sites of the strongest 
earthquakes in the last ~ 100 yrs (Figure 2.17) (Lapajne et al., 2001). In those areas, the predicted 
ground acceleration in rock or firm soil is 0.25 g with 10 % probability of exceeding this rate in 50 yrs 
(Lapajne et al., 2001). For return period 1000 yrs, the predicted peak ground acceleration could reach 
up to 0.3 g and up to 0.55 g for return period 10 kyrs (Lapajne te al., 2001).  
 
The historical earthquake catalogues contain the stronger events that were described in written record 
and therefore do not represent the complete record of the historical seismicity. Moreover, the span of 
historical catalogue (~ 1000 yrs) is much shorter than the return periods of large earthquakes (usually 
in the range of several thousand or ten thousand years, e.g. Benedetti et al., 2013). Hence, the 
earthquake hazard can not be evaluated solely based on seismological data, and the existing hazard 
map is clearly biased. Deciphering active faults with tectonic geomorphologic and geophysical 
investigations and learning their seismic history from paleoseimological studies is thus essential to 
improve the seismic hazard assessment of the area.  
 
 
Figure 2.17: Earthquake hazard in Slovenia, map of design ground acceleration in rock or firm soil for return 
period 475 yrs and 10 % probability of exceeding the design ground acceleration in 50 yrs (Lapajne et al., 
2001a).  
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2.5 Ljubljana Basin 
 
The 1895 Ljubljana Mm 6.1 earthquake and the potential threat of another event of similar magnitude 
in this highly populated and urbanized area has stimulated several geological, seismological and 
geodetic studies (Bavec et al., 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012; Rižnar et al., 
2003, 2005, 2009; Verbič, 2006; Sušnik, 2009; Gosar et al., 2010; Jamšek et al., 2011a, 2011b; Cecić, 
2011a, Jukić et al., 2012; Pattenati et al., 2012; Sirovich et al., 2012; Jamšek Rupnik et al., 2012, 2013; 
Atanackov, 2013). Their purpose is to better assess which are the active faults capable of producing 
future strong events in this area of major social and economic importance.  
 
2.5.1 Structural models and active deformation 
 
First reports of tectonically deformed Quaternary sediments came with systematic mapping of the 
Quaternary terraces and their sediments (Drobne et al., 1960; Šifrer, 1961; Žlebnik, 1971; Kuščer, 
1990). Drobne et al. (1960) and Šifrer (1961) described the mesoscopic anticline formed in Pleistocene 
sediments in the Lokarje clay pit near Vodice. From the asymmetrical shape of the anticline and its 
SSW vergence they assumed it was formed as a consequence of south-directed shortening. Using 
morphostratigraphic mapping and borehole data Žlebnik (1971) discovered that in the large part of the 
Kranj-Sora Polje the youngest sediments lay on top of older ones, whereas at the northern and the 
southern boundary of the Polje the youngest terraces are in lower altitudes than the oldest (Figure 
2.18). He interpreted the Kranj-Sora Polje as a syncline which had its centre subsided for about 100 m 
since the formation of the Older conglomerate fill (supposed age Günz) (Figure 2.18). Kuščer (1990) 
plotted all morphostratigraphically mapped terraces between Radovljica and Ljubljana on one profile 
(Figure 2.19), showing that the terraces gradients are higher than the gradient of the present-day Sava 
River and are increasing with their age. In Kuščer’s interpretation, terrace gradients imply continuous 
uplift of the area between Radovljica and Kranj and of the part between Medvode and Medno, and 
continuous subsidence in the Kranj-Sora Polje and in the Ljubljana Polje during the Quaternary, with 
no abrupt steps that could be attributed to an active fault (Kuščer, 1990).  
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Figure 2.18: Interpretation of synclinal folding on the Kranj-Sora Polje in Quaternary (Žlebnik, 1971).  
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Figure 2.19: Schematic profile of the Sava River terraces between Radovljica and Ljubljana (Kuščer, 1990).  
 
With the growing need for understanding the active tectonics of this area the investigations were later 
focused into the structure of the basin and evidence of active deformation. Several structural models of 
the Ljubljana Basin have been proposed (Vrabec, 2001; Bavec et al., 2003; Rižnar, 2003, 2009; 
Verbič, 2006).  
 
a) Vrabec model (Vrabec, 2001; Vrabec in Fodor, 2006) (Figure 2.20) 
Gorenjska Basin was interpreted as a pull-apart that formed during the early Quaternary in a releasing 
over-step between the Sava fault on the NE and Žužemberk fault on the SE boundary of the basin. A 
southward transfer of dextral slip could have been initiated by transpressional shortening in the Sava 
Folds that blocked slip on the eastern part of the Sava fault. The basin is a system of half-grabens 
where individual blocks asymmetrically rotate along WSW-ENE striking normal faults. Central part of 
the Gorenjska Basin was interpreted as northwestward tilted half-graben that subsides along NNE-
SSW striking normal Kranj fault related to the NW-SE striking right-lateral Žužemberk fault. Another 
half-graben is the Skaručna Polje that asymmetrically subsided and tilted towards SE along NE-SW 
striking normal fault running on NW part of Šmarna Gora, and Rašica hills. Eastern boundary of the 
Gorenjska Basin deforms due to uplift of the Sava Folds, and the pre-Quaternary basement is 
additionally deformed along NNW-SSE striking faults related to transfer of deformation between the 
Sava, and the Žužemberk fault.  
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Slika 2.20: Schematic structural map of the Gorenjska Basin (Vrabec, 2001). Legend: a) pre-Tertiary rocks of the 
External Dinarides, b) pre-Tertiary rocks of the Southern Alps, c) Tertiary (Oligocene and Miocene), d) 
Quaternary, e) depocentres of the Gorenjska Basin, more than 100 m of Quaternary sediments, f) borehole data.  
 
b) Poljak model (in Bavec et al., 2003) (Figure 2.21) 
The model stresses the importance of regional NW-SE striking right-lateral strike-slip faults (Sava, 
Dražgoše, and Žužemberk fault) and N-S striking boundary normal faults, with secondary structures 
within the basin (folds, normal and strike-slip faults) that formed contemporaneously in the same N-S 
compressional stress regime. 
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Figure 2.21: Simplified structural model of the Ljubljana Basin (Poljak, in Bavec et al., 2003).  
 
c) Rižnar model (Rižnar, 2003, 2009) (Figure 2.22, 2.23) 
This model interprets the Ljubljana Basin as a part of the Sava Folds and presumes their continuation 
westward of the basin. Pliocene-Quaternary folding in N-S compression in the Sava Folds was 
documented by geological mapping and seismic sections (Placer, 1998; Tomljenović and Csontos, 
2001), and folding of Quaternary strata in the Ljubljana Basin was inferred by Žlebnik (1971) and 
Kuščer (1990). According to this model, the Sava Folds bend for 45° across the Ljubljana Basin and 
hence partially tensional and partially compressional structures are forming in the basin. The northern 
fold is the Kranj anticline with its axis dipping towards ENE below the Quaternary infill of the basin. 
Southward, the Škofja Loka anticline dips towards ENE below the Quaternary of the Kranj-Sora Polje 
and continues into the Motnik syncline. Smaller anticline runs through the Smlednik crest and another 
syncline through the Skaručna Polje. Šmarna Gora and Rašica are interpreted as westward 
continuation of the Trojane anticline, and Ljubljana moor is possibly related to the Laško syncline 
eastward. West of the Ljubljana Basin the folds are less evident, not so tightly folded, and are less 
numerous.  
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Figure 2.22: Structural model of the Sava Folds bending across the Ljubljana Basin and zones of tensional and 
compressional deformation (Rižnar, 2003).  
 
 
Figure 2.23: Structural map of the Sava Folds connecting westward across the Ljubljana Basin (Rižnar, 2009). 
Legend: 1 – South Alpine thrust front, 2 – Thrust between the Hrušica, and the Trnovo nappe, 3 – lower 
boundary of Oligocene strata, 3 – main faults, 5 – simplified lithological boundary, 6 – anticline and syncline 
with span of less than 3 km, 7 – anticline and syncline with span of more than 8 km, 8 – Poljansko-Vrhnika 
anticline, 9 – Southern Alps, 10 – Trnovo nappe, 11 – Hrušica nappe, KA – Kranj anticline, ŠLS – Škofja Loka 
syncline, SS – Sovodenj syncline, MS . Motnik syncline, TA – Trojane anticline, LS – Laško syncline, LA – 
Litija anticline, SAP – Sava fault, RSP – Raša-Sovodenj fault, BRP – Borovnica-Ravnik fault, IP – Idrija fault, 
ŽP – Želimlje fault, STP – Stična fault.  
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d) Verbič model (Verbič, 2006) (Figure 2.24)  
This neotectonic model was proposed based on the study of Quaternary surfaces, soil and sediments. It 
suggests that ENE-WSW striking and northward dipping reverse faults are the dominant active 
structures in the Ljubljana Basin. These are the Kokra, Vodice, Utik and Vič faults. The model 
moreover suggests the Quaternary activity of a reverse fault between Šmarna Gora and Rašica, 
belonging to the Litija thrust system. Verbič interpreted the fold in Quaternary sediments in Lokarje 
described by Drobne et al. (1960)  as a fault-bend fold above a north-dipping reverse Vodice fault, and 
proposed that small-scale topographic culminations along the top of the scarp are anticlinal bulges 
along the hangingwall of the fault. Activity of the Utik fault is expressed with anomalous topographic 
curve between eastern and western part of the Smlednik crest, supposedly showing the active anticline 
bulge above the fault. The southern branch of the Utik fault also created similar anticlinal bulges 
around Skaručna. According to Verbič, the Skaručna Polje was formed as a tectonic lens between both 
branches of the Utik fault. Between Šmarna Gora and Rašica the horizontal or even north sloping 
Quaternary surfaces are probably northward tilted due to activity of a reverse north dipping fault, 
suggesting post-Middle Pleistocene activity of the Litija thrust. Arguments for the Vič fault activity 
are inset terraces of Mali graben stream in the hangingwall of the fault and their absence in the 
footwall, northward dipping of the Pleistocene Sava conglomerate in the “Vič terrace” (opposite of 
sedimentary slope), and northward gradient of the ground water in the “Vič terrace”.  
 
 
Figure 2.24: Ascertained and presumed Quaternary active reverse faults in the Ljubljana Basin (Verbič, 2006).  
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The four models are clearly different and some are kinematically in contradiction. To critically 
evaluate those models the first step is to understand which faults have been active over the last 1 kyr to 
2 Myr and to assess their kinematics.  
 
The PSInSAR campaigns of ERS (between 1992 and 2000) and ENVS2 (between 2004 and 2007) 
satellites suggests a relative vertical movement in the basin which would yield a subsidence rate of up 
to 15 mm/yr and uplift rate of up to 4 mm/yr relative to the reference point located in Črnuče, north 
Ljubljana (Bavec et al., 2007, 2008; Sušnik, 2009) (Figure 2.25a, 2.25b). Those data suggest strong 
subsidence of the Ljubljana moor in the range of 12-14 mm/yr. (Figure 2.25a, 2.25b). However, 
observed vertical movements may also reflect slope mass movements (e.g. Žibret et al., 2012), 
sediment compaction (especially of highly-compressible peat in the Ljubljana moor), and anthropic 
activity (water pumping from aquifer in Pleistocene sediments, infrastructural loading), and are 
therefore not a reliable indicator of tectonic activity. 
 
 
Figure 2.25a: Interpolated PSinSAR data from ENVS2 campaign showing subsidence and uplift in the Ljubljana 
Basin relative to the reference point in Črnuče – N Ljubljana (Bavec et al., 2007). Interpolation method: Natural 
Neighbour. Red lines present geological faults from Basic geological maps (OGK). Vertical displacement rates 
are in mm/yr.  
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Figure 2.25b: Interpolated PSinSAR data from ERS campaign showing subsidence and uplift in the Ljubljana 
Basin relative to the reference point in Črnuče – N Ljubljana (Bavec et al., 2007). Interpolation method: Natural 
Neighbour. Red lines present geological faults from Basic geological maps (OGK). Vertical displacement rates 
are in mm/yr.  
 
Levelling survey from Ljubljana to Rateče (Figure 2.26) also show that the NW parts of the basin are 
uplifting relative to the SE parts, with relative uplift rate between Ljubljana and Rateče of ~ 3 mm/yr 
(Rižnar et al., 2005). Some anomalies in the levelling velocity profile are notable that may be related 
to the Sava fault and Kranj fault (sensu Grad and Ferjančič, 1974) activity. 
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Figure 2.26: Levelling network Ljubljana – Rateče, Sava River profile and vertical velocity profile projected on 
N128°E (Rižnar et al., 2005). Major discrepancies in vertical velocity profile are marked with A, B, C and F.  
 
Vrabec (2001) model could explain the formation of the Ljubljana Basin in early Quaternary to result 
from transtensional tectonics as indicated by structural data from the basin boundary, but is in 
disagreement with recent focal mechanisms and measured state of stress in the area that would suggest 
transpressional faulting at present. Similarly, there are no geomorphic or seismological evidence of the 
presence of active N-S normal faults bounding the Ljubljana basin as suggested by Poljak model (in 
Bavec et al., 2003). On the other hand, Quaternary folding in the basin proposed in the model of 
Rižnar (2003, 2009) could explain the morphology of the eastern basin margin, the presence of 
isolated hills in the central parts, and the synclinal structure of pre-Quaternary basement and 
supposedly of the Quaternary strata according to interpretations of Kuščer (1990) and Žlebnik (1971). 
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The activity of the Sava Folds east of the Ljubljana Basin is evidenced both by the earthquake activity 
and levelling survey (Bavec et al., 2009). Active reverse faulting in the basin suggested by Verbič 
(2006) seems convincing, is possible in the current stress regime and is in agreement with the 
earthquake activity, but does not explain the relation with the strike-slip active faulting on the basin 
boundaries. Several questions rise up. Which faults in the Ljubljana Basin and its surrounding are 
active? Is the Ljubljana Basin internally deforming and how? What is the kinematic of those faults? 
Has there been a major change in the kinematics over the Quaternary? These are some of the questions 
we address in this dissertation.  
 
2.5.2 The 1895 Ljubljana earthquake and site effects 
 
The strongest known destructive seismic event struck the area in 1895. With Mm 6.1 (Živčić, 2009) the 
Ljubljana earthquake resulted in maximum intensities of VIII-IX EMS-98 in the Ljubljana – centre, 
Ljubljana – Dravlje, Vodice and Utik (Cecić, 2011a) (Figure 2. 27). In the past several authors 
suggested the earthquake occured on a N-S striking Ljubljana fault, which is supposedly running 
between Ig in the Ljubljana moor and Vodice (e.g. Rakovec, 1935). The assumption was based on the 
distribution of maximum intensities interpreted in those areas. The review of the historical record by 
Cecić (2011a) shows that in some of these locations the damage was not described accurately enough 
to determine whether intensity V, VI or VII should be attributed. The new revised intensity map does 
not show the N-S trend of the maximum intensities between Ig and Vodice (Figure 2.27).  
 
When assessing the earthquake source from the macroseismic data, one should know that the site 
effects that amplify the seismic waves may significantly increase the observed intensities. The 
influence of site effects due to Quaternary sediments in the Ljubljana Basin was assessed with 
microtremor study (Gosar et al., 2010). By comparing the sediment frequencies obtained in the free-
field and fundamental frequency of the buildings, a potential soil-structure resonance that can increase 
earthquake damage was observed in some buildings (Gosar et al., 2010). Sirovich et al. (2012) showed 
that significant site effects have been present during the Ljubljana earthquake; regional effects of 
uncertain origin and effects due to soft soils. Moreover, the intensity data may be biased by population 
and hence they may not present the earthquake effects adequately.  
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Figure 2.27: Intensities of the Ljubljana 1895 M 6.1 earthquake (dataset by Cecić, 2011a). Value V-VII presents 
the data where damage was reported but the degree of damage was not possible to estimate. Digital terrain model 
from SRTM 90 m data, accessible from Global Land Cover Facility (http://glcf.umiacs.umd.edu/index.shtml).  
 
Geophysical inversion of the intensity data suggest the 1895 earthquake source was a thrust fault with 
dinaric orientation, located SW of Ljubljana (Jukić et al., 2012). The best fit model solution was a 
fault plane striking 282°, dipping 38° and with a rake angle of 86°, located at 30 km depth (Jukić et al., 
2012). Note that the inversion model did not account for the site effects and the solution may change 
to some extent when site effects will be taken into consideration. However, the intensity data suggests 
that the Ljubljana earthquake in 1895 occured on ~ NW-SE striking fault, whereas the dip of the fault 
plane is more difficult to constrain reliably. Our study may help towards the answering of which fault 
is the most likely candidate for the source of the 1895 earthquake.  
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3 TECTONIC-GEOMORPHOLOGICAL APPROACH 
 
Tectonic geomorphology studies the competition between tectonic processes that tend to build 
topography and surface processes that comprises erosion that tends to smooth it (Burbank and 
Anderson, 2001). To interpret the landscape that results from this competition, tectonic 
geomorphology encompasses various fields, such as geology, geodesy, seismology, geomorphology, 
and geochronology. Acquiring data from all these fields help us understanding the tectonic forces that 
drive the evolution of topography. In contrast to geodesy and seismology which provide data on the 
very recent (a few years) tectonic activity, tectonic geomorphology provides an essential tool to 
decipher tectonic activity over longer time scale. In this work, the tectonic geomorphological approach 
has been employed to identify active faults in the Ljubljana Basin, to quantify their activity and 
estimate their possible seismogenic potential.  
 
3.1 Identification of the fault activity over the Quaternary using geomorphic markers 
 
The fault activity over the Quaternary may be constrained by identifying deformed geomorphic 
markers attesting for the recent fault activity.  
 
3.1.1 Geomorphic markers 
 
Geomorphic markers are “identifiable geomorphic features or surfaces that provide a reference frame 
against which to gauge differential or absolute deformation” (Burbank and Anderson, 2001, p. 13). 
Geomorphic markers are landforms, surfaces or linear trends with known initial undeformed geometry 
and age and with high preservation potential regarding the time scale of studied tectonic processes 
(Burbank and Anderson, 2001). Their formation is often related to climatic or tectonic control and in 
either case they can record a tectonic signal that preserves in their deformed form. Geomorphic 
markers are also landforms, surfaces or linear trends for which an accurate age can not be assessed 
(e.g. slopes, valleys, ridge crests), but the deformation may still be evaluated and compared with 
deformation measured on other datable geomorphic markers.  
 
Geomorphic markers may be divided in two categories:  
- planar geomorphic markers such as marine terraces, beaches, shorelines, deltas, river terraces, 
alluvial fans, valleys and paleovalleys, lava and debris flows, landslides and different erosional 
surfaces (slopes, peneplains, etc.),  
- linear geomorphic markers such as rivers, river risers, ridge crests, glacial moraines, and anthropic 
linear features (e.g. roads).  
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River terraces and risers, alluvial fans, streams and paleovalleys are most frequently used geomorphic 
markers in terrestrial setting (e.g. Meritts et al., 1994; Benedetti et al., 2000, 2003; Lave and Avouac, 
2001; Replumaz et al., 2001; Van der Woerd et al., 2002; Daeron et al., 2004; Li et al., 2005; Noriega 
et al., 2006; Simoes et al., 2007a; Shabanian et al., 2009; Le Beon et al., 2010). They can record both 
vertical and lateral displacements along active faults. River terraces and alluvial fans are deposited 
with certain slope. Accurate levelling of this slope can reveal potential vertical perturbations that may 
be related to vertical displacements or tectonic warping. The shape of an alluvial fan is conical, 
accurate mapping of this surface may also show a potential lateral offset. Fluvial terraces are delimited 
by risers that constitute a marker to map lateral displacements. Levelling the streams and paleovalleys 
reveals a potential gradient change and knickpoint, which may be either a consequence of lithological 
change or due to a vertical displacement of one of the fault compartment. Deflected or beheaded 
streams and paleovalleys are indicators of lateral movement along the fault. The shape of the valley 
itself bears the information of the river regime: incising or aggrading. The V shape valleys with 
narrow bottom and no fluvial plain are being actively incised in response to lowering of the base level 
or/and uplift of the area. The valleys with flat bottom and fluvial plains are being filled with sediments 
in response to uplifting of the base level or/and subsidence of the area.  
 
Especially river terraces and alluvial fans are often dated by assembling ages from individual marker 
and correlating markers over broad area, which is reasonable and often the only practical approach 
(Burbank and Anderson, 2001). However, such markers may be formed by local conditions and may 
not necessarily be related to the regional sequence. For example, a very large landslide may 
overwhelm the transport capacity of a river, causing the river to aggrade and create an aggradational 
terrace unrelated to other climatically controlled terraces in the nearby fluvial systems. Such an event 
was for example observed in the Julian Alps in November 2000, when a large landslide occurred 
above Log pod Mangartom, dammed the stream and later caused the debris flow that was downstream 
deposited as a terrace (Zorn and Komac, 2002).  
 
3.1.2 Offset geomorphic markers 
 
In the following we present examples of fault offsetting geomorphic markers. We focus on strike-slip 
and reverse fault offsets, since this is an active faulting style in the studied area.  
 
3.1.2.1 Earthquake rupture 
 
Seismic slip on a fault or earthquake rupture may reach the surface during strong earthquakes. Surface 
rupture produces a fault scarp. Fault scarps may result from one event or multiple events. Most co-
seismic surface displacements have an asymmetric triangular shape along the fault length 
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independently of the type of slip (e.g. Manighetti et al., 2005, and references therein), (Figure 3.1). 
However the morphology of the scarp at the surface varies.  
 
 
Figure 3.1: Displacement versus length profiles for co-seismic surface rupture (top), co-seismic rupture at depth 
(middle) and long-term cumulative displacements (bottom), from Manighetti et al. (2005).  
 
Morphology of a reverse fault scarp at the surface may vary due to the fault dip, the geometry of the 
fault plane, and the lithology of surficial material (McCalpin, 2009). Seven types of reverse fault 
scarps were produced during the 1988 Ms 6.9 Spitak, Armenia, earthquake (Figure 3.2, McCalpin, 
2009, and references therein). Simple-geometry thrust or reverse scarps (Figure 3.2, A) are produced 
by steeply dipping reverse faults (dip > 45°). Hangingwall collapse scarps (Figure 3.2, B) are produced 
by steep faults in brittle unconsolidated materials. Thrust faulting at lower angels produces pressure 
ridges (Figure 3.2, C-F); fissuring of the leading edge is produced in more brittle materials (Figure 3.2, 
C and D) and more displacement increases the chance of developing a secondary normal fault in the 
hanging wall (Figure 3.2, D). Pressure ridges have smoother fronts in plastic surface materials, where 
backthrusts (Figure 3.2, E) or low-angle pressure ridges (Figure 3.2, F) may display. En-echelon 
pressure ridge (Figure 3.2, G) and oblique tension fissures in pressure ridge front (Figure 3.2, D) may 
occur with increasing oblique component. An example of single rupture reverse fault scarp from New 
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Zealand, that formed during 1968 Inangahua M 7.1 earthquake as a secondary rupture is presented on 
Figure 3.3 (Yeats, 2012, and references therein).  
 
 
Figure 3.2: Types of reverse-fault scarps produced along the Spitak fault during the 1988 Ms 6.9 Spitak, 
Armenia, earthquake (McCalpin et al., 2009, and references therein); A – simple thrust or reverse scarp, B – 
hangingwall collapse scarp, C – simple pressure ridge, D – dextral pressure ridge, E – backthrust pressure ridge, 
F – low-angle pressure ridge, G – en-echelon pressure ridges, 1 – bedrock, 2 – soft Quaternary sediments, 3 – 
turf.  
 
 
Figure 3.3: Reverse fault scarp that formed during 1968 Inangahua M 7.1 earthquake as a secondary rupture 
(Yeats, 2012, and references therein).  
 
Strike-slip surface ruptures pierce the surface and produce characteristic assemblage of landforms, 
such as linear valleys, offset or deflected streams, shutter ridges, sag ponds, pressure ridges, benches, 
scarps, and small horst and grabens (McCalpin, 2009, and references therein) (Figure 3.4). Examples 
of single earthquake rupture strike-slip scarps from China are presented on Figure 3.5 (Yeats, 2012, 
and references therein).  
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Figure 3.4: Assemblage of landforms associated with strike-slip faulting (McCalpin, 2009, and references 
therein).  
 
a)                                                     b) 
 
Figure 3.5: Strike-slip surface ruptures (Yeats, 2012, and references therein); a) strike-slip fault surface rupture 
on the hillside associated with the 1931 M ~8 earthquake along the Fuyun fault, Xinjiang Province, China, b) 
offset river channel associated to surface rupture of 2001 Kunlun Shan earthquake (Mw 7.9) along Kunlun fault, 
Qinghai Province, China.  
 
3.1.2.2 Cumulative offsets 
 
Long-term cumulative displacements along active faults create escarpments. Cumulative slip profiles 
along faults (displacement vs. length profiles) are the result of large number of earthquakes, 
sometimes also associated with aseismic creep.  Cumulative displacements along the fault length 
apparently have the same triangular profile as individual earthquake slip profile, i.e. asymmetric 
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triangular slip profiles (Manighetti et al., 2005, see Figure 3.1 bottom). The cumulative displacements 
amplitude increases usually with the age of the fault, as well as geomorphic markers that record this 
displacement. Thus the older the geomorphic marker, the bigger is the offset. For example the age of 
the terraces on Figure 3.6 increases from T0 to T4 with T1 being laterally offseted of 3 m, T2 of 6 m, 
T3 of ≈ 30 m and T4 of ≈ 63 m. Similarly for reverse faults, the oldest geomorphic marker is the most 
uplifted and tilted. Figure 3.7 presents the uplift and tilt of paleo-Piave River terraces across the 
Montello anticline in the Po Plain, Italy, as a consequence of active, blind, north dipping ramp and flat 
thrust system (Benedetti et al., 2000). An example of multiple rupture fault scarp from the Po Plain 
that formed above of emergent active Stradella thrust fault in Italy is presented on Figure 3.8 
(Benedetti et al., 2003).  
 
 
Figure 3.6: Satellite image and geomorphic interpretation of multiple rupture left-lateral strike-slip fault scarp 
displacing river terraces along Kunlun fault, Tibet (Li et al., 2005). 
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Figure 3.7: Paleo-Piave River terraces across the Montello anticline in the Po Plain, Italy, projected 
perpendicular to the fold axis; terraces are progressively uplifted and tilted due to activity of a blind, north 
dipping ramp and flat thrust system during their formation (Benedetti et al., 2000).  
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Figure 3.8: The Stradella scarp that formed above emergent thrust fault in the Po Plain, Italy (Benedetti et al., 
2003); a) village perched on top of about 19 m high scarp, b) perched valley on Stradella scarp.  
 
Mapping of all active faults in the world is now done through the identification and detailed mapping 
of those geomorphic markers that record the motion on the fault with time and allow constraining its 
geometry (e.g. Burbank and Anderson, 2001, and references therein).  
 
3.1.3 Mapping active faults in Slovenia and in Europe 
 
Identification of active faults in Slovenia and in general in Europe depends on our ability to observe 
morphology and potentially displaced geomorphic markers. Those observations are made first at a 
great scale by remote sensing view of the area, using satellite images (for example SPOT at 2.5 m 
resolution). This allows identifying the most important faults that are clearly seen in the morphology 
that will disrupt the topography and the drainage at a large scale. A second step allows mapping of 
faults in more detail using a combination of aerial pictures, topographical and geological maps and 
field observations. Both the detailed geometry of the fault, its segmentation and also the potential 
geomorphic markers such as fluvial terraces, alluvial fans or any other Quaternary deposits (moraines, 
ridges) are mapped during this second step. However, in Slovenia, there are some limitations to this 
methodology and new tools have to be developed. 
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Climate  
Moderately humid continental climate is favourable for vegetation, weathering and erosional processes 
that together blur or destroy tectonic signal more efficiently than in some other climate conditions. 
Combining surface observations with subsurface geophysical investigations is important to further 
confirm the tectonic and seismogenic activity of the studied fault. The annual precipitation sum varies 
in Slovenia from 800 mm in the NE part of the country to around 1400 mm in the Ljubljana Basin and 
more than 3500 mm in the Alpine NW part of the country (Dolinar, 2006). These values are 
significantly higher compared to regions with best preserved geomorphic evidence of active faulting in 
for example Tibet (up to 400 mm/yr; Wang et al., 2013) and California (up to 500 mm; USGS, 2013) 
 
 
Landslides  
Due to mechanically weaker fault zones, weathering and rainfalls, and also associated with on-going 
uplift, the slopes in the vicinity of active faults are unstable and often covered with gravity mass 
deposits. Such material covers possible faulted morphology. Rockfall or landslide is not a geomorphic 
marker as its shape and extend can evolve with time, however, they might be indicators of unstable 
slopes that may be related to fault zones and possible earthquake activity (Bull, 2007). In Slovenia, 
one of the countries in Europe that is most affected by mass movement phenomena over 30 % of its 
territory has a significant (from medium to high) susceptibility for occurrence of mass-movement 
phenomena (Komac and Ribičič, 2006).  
 
Vegetation  
Forest vegetation covers most of Slovenia below the treeline. In Julian Alps the treeline is estmitaed at 
between 1600 and 1700 m a.s.l., in Kamnik-Savinja Alps between 1700 and 1800 m a.s.l., and in 
Karavanke between 1800 and 1900 m, while due W in the Dinarides it may be as low as 1500 m 
(Perko, 2001). Dense forest such as the one along Idrija fault trace or along the Sava fault trace blurs 
the detailed morphology. LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) allows removing the vegetation cover 
using specific algorithm (e.g. Cunningham et al., 2006, Moulin et al., 2013, submitted).  However it is 
still very expensive and not available for our studied area. Fortunately, the youngest Quaternary fluvial 
terraces are usually not forested and are visible using remote sensing approach.  
 
Anthropogenic surface processes 
Fluvial plains and terraces are favourable environments for settlement and man has been actively 
reworking the surface at least from the Bronze Age (Djurić et al., 2004). In Slovenia, landscape 
morphology thus also records anthropogenic changes over the last ~ 4 ka. In particular those changes 
might have considerably affected small geomorphic features such as small alluvial terraces and have 
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induced canalization of many drainage systems. Density of urbanisation and anthropogenic impact on 
the morphology in the Ljubljana Basin was one of the main obstacles to accurately decipher the trace 
of active faults.  
 
Geomorphic mapping of both the fault traces and associated geomorphic markers were performed 
using the following material: Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5.000 and 1 : 10.000 scales (Public 
Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, TTN 5 
and TTN 10, 1999), Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale (Public Information of Slovenia, the 
Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, GKB 25, 2005), digital terrain model 
with 5 m resolution made from digital elevation model – DEM 5 data (Public Information of Slovenia, 
the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 2006), slope inclination 
map (derived from DEM 5 m data), aerial photos in stereo pairs (the Surveying and Mapping 
Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, Aerial photos, 1:17.500 scale, cyclic aero-photo survey 1985-
1995) and satellite SPOT imagery with 2.5 m resolution in stereo pairs (SPOT satellite images, 2.5 m 
resolution, Astrium 2009). Moreover, the locations where the fault crosses the Quaternary surfaces 
were investigated with a field survey.  
 
Different geomorphic forms, surfaces and linear trends were defined with geomorphic mapping, such 
as terraces, alluvial or colluvial fans, dry valleys, ravines, perched valleys, scarps, slope breaks, 
saddles, fault traces, etc. Topographic profiles of alluvial surfaces and streams were extracted from 
DEM 5 m data or from Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5.000 and 1 : 10.000 scales.  
 
Depend on the availability of data in each area investigated other particularities in materials and 
methodology for geomorphological analysis are described in each chapter covering different areas.  
 
3.2 Quantitative constraints of the fault activity  
 
To quantify the fault activity, one has to measure the offset of geomorphic marker and date their age to 
calculate the associated fault displacement rate.  
 
3.2.1 Cumulative displacement using remote sensing 
 
When geological units of known age have been displaced over the long-term (> 5 Myr) the total fault 
offset can be estimated using available geophysical and geological data (e.g. geological maps, 
boreholes) and geophysical data. Here we will discuss how to estimate displacement of geomorphic 
markers accumulated along active faults over several thousand years to 2 Myr.  
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The lateral offset of geomorphic markers such as alluvial fan or terrace riser can be restored back in its 
original position or undeformed form. Using a feature such as a riser or the contour of the fan the 
marker can be restored in the state before the cumulative displacement. In Figure 3.9 a right-lateral 
offset of an alluvial fan along the southern San Andreas fault, USA, has been estimated with left-
lateral restoration along the fault (van der Woerd et al., 2006).  
 
Topographical profiles of displaced geomorphic markers can be used to estimate vertical 
displacements by measuring the elevation change through the piercing point (Figure 3.10). 
Topographical profiles may be derived from DEM or topographic map and are usually presented with 
vertical exaggeration. Since the DEM contains also interpolated elevation data, the topographical maps 
are usually better source to evaluate the vertical displacement if they are accurate enough. In our case, 
the topographical profiles were derived from Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5.000 and 1 : 10.000 scales 
(Public Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, 
TTN 5 and TTN 10, 1999) or from DEM with 5 m resolution (Public Information of Slovenia, the 
Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 2006). Profiles were often 
projected into fault perpendicular direction to localise the piercing points of several geomorphic 
markers into one point on joint graph and also to measure the fault vertical offset perpendicular to the 
fault. The vertical component of the offset is a fault throw. Fault offset (D) for a thrust fault can be 
estimated from fault throw (T) and dip of the fault (α) by equation:  
D = T/sinα.  
 
 
Figure 3.9: Estimation of cumulative offset of an alluvial fan along southern San Andreas fault (van der Woerd 
et al., 2006); left image – right-lateral displacement of alluvial fan, right image – left-lateral restoration of 
western edges of alluvial fan and estimation of offsets.  
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Figure 3.10: Topographical profile derived from 1 : 10.000 scale maps and projected to fault perpendicular 
direction, example of estimation of offset by Stradella scarp in the Po Plain, Italy (Benedetti et al., 2003).  
 
3.2.2 Offsets measured in the field 
 
To estimate more subtle deformation and to accurately measure the offsets of geomorphic markers 
measurements can be made in the field. Lateral offsets of several meters are measured with 
distancemeter along the fault from the marker on one side of the fault to the marker on the other side 
of the fault. Figure 3.11 shows an example of field measurements of offseted river terraces. Offset was 
measured from the top riser on one side of the fault to the top of the same riser on the other side of the 
fault and along the fault direction (Figure 3.11; Li et al., 2005).  
 
 
Figure 3.11: Example of field measurements of short-term offset; terrace T1 is offset for 3 m due to 2001 
Kokoxili Mw ~7.9 earthquake rupture and terrace T2 is offseted for 6 m due to ultimate and penultimate 
earthquake along Kunlun fault, Tibet (Li et al., 2005).  
 
Several meters of short-term vertical offsets are measured in the field with precise levelling or 
theodolite instruments or differential GPS. Topographical profiles derived from the field 
measurements are then used to evaluate vertical offset (or throw) by determining regional slope of 
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geomorphic marker and its vertical offset. Vertical offset is obtained by linear extrapolation of the 
regional slope on each side of the scarp onto a vertical plane passing in between two slopes (Avouac et 
al., 1993). Example is presented on Figure 3.12, where alluvial fans were cut by thrust fault and 
topographical profiles were levelled across fault scarps with theodolite. Note that even small 
irregularities in the surface were interpreted in terms of the underlying structure.  
 
 
Figure 3.12: Example of surveyed offsets of the alluvial fans and interpretation of structure beneath the surface 
in the Northern Tien Shan (Avouac et al., 1993).  
 
To measure shorter term offset (≈ 100-5 ka), we levelled the surface using levelling instrument (Ni 
025 instrument, Carl Zeiss Jena) and lath (Figure 3.13). Relative height differences were measured 
every meter to every three meters along the profile, more densely at the slope and less densely on 
more horizontal parts. Vertical accuracy of the height differences is ± 1 cm. From relative height 
differences among the levelled points we calculated the altitude change along the profile distance and 
present the results on topographical profiles. Vertical offset was obtained from topographical profiles 
as described above and in Avouac et al. (1993).  
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Figure 3.13: Levelling with a Ni 025 instrument, Carl Zeiss Jena, and a lath. Photo: Petra Jamšek Rupnik.  
 
3.2.3 Age of geomorphic markers 
 
The age of a geomorphic marker can be obtained by using one of the relative dating techniques or 
absolute dating techniques. Relative techniques yield only relational information about the age of the 
marker relative to another marker, whereas absolute dating techniques place a number on the age of 
the marker when the other markers in the system do not require attention (Burbank and Anderson, 
2001). The most used relative dating technique in the studied area was morphostratigraphic dating of 
Quaternary surfaces, which was based on comparison of relative elevation of the surfaces, the 
induration of conglomerates, and a degree of surface degradation in terms of erosion and 
karstification2 and soil thickness (e.g. Šifrer, 1961, 1969; Žlebnik, 1971; Meze, 1974). Four major 
morphostratigraphic units were distinguished in the Ljubljana Basin: the Older conglomerate fill of 
supposedly Günz age, the Middle conglomerate fill of supposedly Mindel age, the Younger 
conglomerate fill of supposedly Riss age, and Gravel fill of supposedly Würm age (Šifrer, 1961, 1969; 
Žlebnik, 1971; Meze, 1974; Kuščer, 1990). Würm was further divided into Würm I, Würm II and 
Würm III.  
 
Various absolute dating techniques are now available. The choice of method depends on type of 
material and the time range. Techniques that are most used in Quaternary fluvial environment are 
radioisotopic 14C and U/Th dating, infrared stimulated luminescence dating (IRSL), optically 
stimulated luminescence dating (OSL), cosmogenic radionuclides dating with 10Be, 26Al or 36Cl, and 
paleomagnetic dating. Time range and material needed for each method are presented in Table 3.1.14C, 
                                                            
2 Quaternary conglomerates in the Ljubljana Basin are composed from mainly carbonate material and are hence subjected to 
karstification. 
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and paleomagnetic methods give the time when sediment was deposited, whereas IRSL and OSL 
methods give burial ages, i.e. the time when deposits were buried. Hence these methods give 
maximum age of the surface, and geomorphic marker, respectively. U/Th dating of carbonate cement 
gives the time when deposits were cemented and therefore give the minimum age of the geomorphic 
marker. Exposure 10Be, 26Al and 36Cl dating yields the time since the surface was exposed and have 
begun to accumulate in situ cosmogenic nuclides, such dating is thus the most appropriate to 
accurately determine the age of displacement of geomorphic marker. For further information about 
dating techniques see in Noller et al. (2000).  
 
In the Ljubljana Basin, the ages of Tržiška Bistrica and Sava terraces were estimated with 
paleomagnetic analysis and isotopic 10Be dating (Pavic and Vidic, 1993; Vidic and Lobnik, 1997). 
Using morphostratigraphic correlation, those ages were extrapolated to other Quaternary terraces and 
alluvial fans in the area (Pavic and Vidic, 1993; Vidic and Lobnik, 1997). The extend of 
morphostratigraphic units Günz, Mindel, Riss, Würm I, Würm II and Würm III are presented on 
Figure 3.14 and their inferred ages in Table 3.2 (Pavic and Vidic, 1993; Vidic and Lobnik, 1997). 
After critical comparison with our geomorphic mapping, we use this estimates where possible to 
constrain the ages of our geomorphic markers (see chapter 5). Moreover, some identified geomorphic 
markers were dated with OSL on quartz, IRSL on K-feldspar (Bavec et al., 2005; Jamšek Rupnik et 
al., 2013) and with isotopic 36Cl dating on samples collected on a depth profile. OSL and IRSL dating 
was carried out in University of Bern, Switzerland, by Frank Preusser and 36Cl at ASTER-LN2C 
laboratory at CEREGE, France, by Adrien Moulin, Lucilla Benedetti and Valery Guillou. Further 
details on sampling sites and methodological aspects are described in chapter 6.  
 
Table 3.1: Absolute dating methods (from Burbank and Anderson, 2001).  
Method  Useful range Materials needed 
Radioisotopic  
14C 
U/Th 
Infrared stimulated luminescence 
Optically stimulated luminescence 
 
0-35 kyr 
10-350 kyr 
30-300 kyr 
0-300 kyr 
 
Charcoal 
Carbonate (corals, speleothems, cement) 
K-feldspar, quartz silt 
Quartz silt 
Cosmogenic nuclides 
10Be, 26Al 
36Cl 
 
0-2 Myr 
0-1 Myr 
 
Quartz  
Carbonate  
Paleomagnetic  
Identification of reversals  
 
> 700 kyr 
 
Fine sediments, volcanic flows 
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Figure 3.14: Quaternary morphostratigraphic units of the Ljubljana Basin and sampling sites (Pavic and Vidic, 
1993).  
 
Table 3.2: Inferred ages of morphostratigraphic units in the Ljubljana Basin (Pavic and Vidic, 1993; Vidic and 
Lobnik, 1997).  
Morphostratigraphic 
unit 
Terrace No. by 
Šifrer (1969) 
Estimated age 
(ka) 
Uncertainty 
intervals (ka) 
Dating methods 
 IX 5 0–10 Topographic position 
 VIII 10 0–10 Topographic position 
Würm III IV 32 20–35 10Be 
Würm II III 44 40–50 10Be 
Würm I II 62 50–70 10Be 
Riss I 450 435–515 10Be 
Mindel II IAa 960 > 780 Paleomagnetic analysis 
Mindel I IA 980 780–1000 10Be, paleomagnetic analysis 
Günz IB 1800 780–1800 Paleomagnetic analysis 
Günz IB 1800 > 1000 10Be 
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3.2.4 Fault throw-rate and slip-rate 
 
Fault slip-rate represents the amount of slip accumulated on a fault over a certain time period. 
According to McCalpin (2009, p. 22 in online supplementary chapter 9) the “slip-rate represents the 
amount of strain that accumulates and then is released across a fault in a given time period. Slip rates 
can be computed over spans of millions of years (many seismic cycles) to hundreds of years (a single 
seismic cycle, or a part of a cycle). Most slip rates published to date have been calculated from the 
cumulative displacement of dated landforms or deposits, over multiple seismic cycles, and are termed 
mean slip-rates, long-term slip-rates, or geologic slip-rates”.  
 
Any slip-rate represents an average velocity of a fault displacement and as such it does not tell 
anything about temporal variations of a fault activity. More data suggest that faults might not have a 
constant slip-rate but rather their slip-rate varies regarding the time scale of observations (Friedrich et 
al., 2003, Mouslopoulou et al., 2009, Mouslopoulou et al., 2012, Benedetti et al., 2013) (Figure 3.15). 
Regarding the size of a time window the fault may appear to have high, moderate, or low slip-rate. At 
long-term time scale (> 1 Myr) a slip-rate appears uniform, while on shorter time-scales (< 20 kyr) it 
appears variable (Mouslopoulou et al., 2009) (Figure 3.15). The slip-rate variations arise from 
variations in tectonic loading, clustered strain release, seismic cycle, fault interactions and fault grow 
(Friedrich et al., 2003, Mouslopoulou et al., 2009, Mouslopoulou et al., 2012, Benedetti et al., 2013). 
For example, on the Fucino faults in central Italy the strain is released during relatively short periods 
of earthquake clustering in synchrony and accumulates during long intervals between clustering 
periods, resulting in variation of slip-rates during intense activity, and  low activity phases (Benedetti 
et al., 2013). 
 
 
Figure 3.15: Shematic diagram of temporal variations of fault slip-rate (Mouslopoulou et al., 2009).  
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In this work we estimate: a) long-term geological slip-rate derived from offset of geological units and 
estimated time since initiation of faulting, and b) short-term to long-term geomorphic slip-rate derived 
from offset of geomorphic markers and their estimated ages. For strike slip-faults these are horizontal 
slip-rates. For reverse faults a throw-rate was calculated from vertical displacement (or uplift, or 
throw) and estimated age of a marker. Furthermore, with estimating the dip of the reverse fault the 
along fault displacement was estimated and used to calculate the slip-rate of reverse fault as well. Dip 
of a fault was estimated by interpretation of all available geological, structural and geophysical data. 
Fault throw-rate (TR) in mm/yr was estimated from fault throw (T) of a marker and its estimated age 
(A) by equation:  
TR = T/A.  
Using the offset length (D) and age (A) of a marker the fault slip-rate (SR) in mm/yr was calculated by 
equation:  
SR = D/A.  
The yielded throw-rate and slip-rate results present an averaged slip on the fault per year in a certain 
time span and should not be taken as an exact recent velocity of displacements. Because the slip-rates 
obtained by different methods (geological, geomorphological, paleoseismological, seismological, 
GPS) vary since different methods sample different time window of fault activity, the obtained 
geologic and geomorphic slip-rate estimations were compared with published recent slip-rates where 
available in order to analyse possible temporal variations of activity.  
 
Estimated slip-rates contain uncertainties that arise from uncertainties of offset estimation and 
uncertainties of age estimations. Offset estimation uncertainties depend on accuracy of field 
measurements and resolution of remote sensing data, whereas age estimation uncertainties depend on 
errors in dating offset geomorphic markers and deposits. The uncertainties of age estimations are 
larger where an age of a marker was estimated by correlation with other markers with published age 
estimations. In general, long-term slip-rates are less precise on slip and age than short term slip-rates 
(McCalpin, 2009).  
 
3.3 Estimation of the fault seismogenic potential  
 
Probable fault seismogenic potential can be estimated based on geometric characteristics of the fault 
using scaling laws. Geometric aspects that affect seismogenic potential of an active fault and methods 
for estimating expected earthquake magnitudes, co-seismic slips and recurrence times are presented in 
the following text.  
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3.3.1 Fault length and segmentation 
 
Geometry of faults has an important impact on fault slip and hence on seismic hazard as shown for 
example by Manighetti et al. (2005, 2007). Faults grow through time with addition of slip (earthquake 
slip and aseismic creep). Earthquakes were observed to nucleate near two strongly oblique faults 
intersects and to propagate and grow laterally until they reach another structural discontinuity (a 
barrier) and progressively die out (Manighetti et al., 2005). The slip thus depends not only on the 
energy release during earthquakes, but also on the fault length. However, most long active faults have 
historically ruptured over only part of their total length (e.g. McCalpin, 2009; Benedetti et al., 2013). It 
is known that faults are segmented, but the definitions of segments are various. According to Schwartz 
and Sibson (1989, ref. after McCalpin, 2009, p. 45 in online supplementary chapter 9) “faults are 
geometrically and mechanically segmented at a variety of scales. Segments may represent the repeated 
co-seismic rupture during a single event on a long fault and may be tens to hundreds of kilometers 
long, they may represent part of a rupture associated with an individual faulting event and only a few 
kilometers long, or they may represent local inhomogeneities along a fault plane and be only a few 
tens or hundreds of meters in length”. McCalpin (2009) stressed the importance of defining the 
segmentation type by which the segments were determined and propose division on several types of 
segments:  
- earthquake type defined on historical rupture limits,  
- behavioural type defined on prehistoric rupture limits by multiple and well dated paleoearthquakes, 
or by segments bounded by changes in slip-rates, recurrence intervals, elapsed times, sense of 
displacement, creeping vs. locked behaviour and fault complexity,  
- structural type defined by bounding by fault branches or intersections with other faults, folds, or 
cross structures,  
- geologic type defined by bounding by Quaternary basins or volcanic fields, restricting to a single 
basement or rheologic terrain, bounding by geophysical anomalies, or on geomorphic indicators such 
as range-front morphology and crest elevation,  
- geometric type defined on changes in fault orientation, stepovers, separations, or gaps in the 
faulting.  
 
Many published segmentation schemes rely on geometric evidence, however geometric type of 
segmentation have proven to be least likely to bound earthquake segments (McCalpin, 2009). In 
general, segment boundaries are defined as portions of faults where at least two earthquake ruptures 
have ended (McCalpin, 2009, and references therein). For strike-slip faults those are restraining or 
releasing bends and steps, branches and crosscutting structures, and changes in sense of slip, whereas 
on reverse faults segment boundaries are mapped fault terminations, branching and cross structures 
(McCalpin, 2009). Based on study of historical surface ruptures on strike-slip faults it has been shown 
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that 2/3 of the rupture endpoints are associated with fault stepovers that are more than 3-4 km wide or 
with terminations of active fault traces, when 30-50 % of ruptures continue through stepovers that are 
less than 3-4 km wide (Wesnousky, 2006). The slip therefore depends also on segmentation of the 
fault. 
 
Manighetti et al. (2007) propose that variable frictional strength of the faults depends not only on 
geometry, i.e. large-scale segmentation, but also on their long-term slip history, i.e. structural maturity. 
Strength of the segment boundaries is larger on immature faults, where the rupture of a first segment is 
unlikely to overcome the barrier and a single segment rupture results in a short, crack-like rupture. By 
contrast, the strength of segment boundaries on mature faults is lower, so that rupture of a first 
segment may easily overcome the resistance of the barrier and trigger the cascading rupture of several 
segments along the fault, resulting in a long multi-segment rupture (Manighetti et al., 2007). 
Therefore, the structural maturity is a major factor that governs the stress drop of earthquakes and 
hence the amplitude of ground motions (Manighetti et al., 2007).  
 
Fault total length and length of segments are some of the input parameters for seismic hazard analysis. 
It is therefore important to determine the fault length and segmentation, but also the structural maturity 
has to be considered. In this work we determined the geometric type of fault segmentation based on 
geomorphic mapping of active fault trace that reveal changes in fault orientations, stepovers, gaps and 
fault terminations as segment boundaries. Some of geometric segments boundaries are also structural 
segment boundaries, such as restraining bends, change of slip character and branches. It is important to 
note that we determine the surface segmentation of faults that may differ from segmentation at depth. 
The length of individual segments along the fault trace was measured using topographical spatial data.  
 
3.3.2 Expected earthquake magnitudes, co-seismic slips and recurrence times 
 
To estimate probable earthquake magnitudes expected on active faults various scaling laws are 
available (e.g. Wells and Coppersmith, 1994; Manighetti et al., 2007; Leonard, 2010). They are mostly 
based on empirical observations during worldwide historical earthquakes with known magnitude and 
correlate the fault length, co-seismic displacement, area of the fault plane and magnitude (e.g. Wells 
and Coppersmith, 1994). Some authors suggest that different relations hold for stable continental 
interiors vs. mobile belts, for plate boundaries vs. nonplate boundaries or for other subdivisions of the 
earth’s regions (McCalpin, 2009, and references therein), but in contrast, the comprehensive study of 
fault parameters by Wells and Coppersmith (1994) indicates no significant differences in regressions 
between plate boundary and other tectonic regions. Manighetti et al. (2007) however have shown that 
structural maturity influences the scaling relations.  
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For purpose of this work we have chosen the most commonly used scaling relationship, i.e. regression 
among the length of surface rupture (SRL) and magnitude (Mw) by Wells and Coppersmith (1994) 
(Figure 3.16):  
Mw = a + b * log (SLR),  
where a and b are coefficients calculated for strike-slip, reverse or normal faults (Table 3.3). Surface 
rupture length was estimated from the length of the fault scarp and from the length of fault segments at 
the surface. Length was measured along the active fault trace, since measurements of straight-line 
distance between the rupture endpoints have often proven to be unrealistically small regarding the 
magnitude for many historic earthquakes (McCalpin, 2009). Thus, the probable magnitude that may be 
expected on a fault was calculated. Uncertainties on such estimates arise from empirically derived 
equations and estimations of surface rupture length and segments length. Surface rupture length may 
be underestimated for several reasons that may lead to underestimation of probable earthquake 
magnitude: a) scarp continuation may be eroded or buried by younger surface, b) small-displacement 
ends are prone to erosional obscuring, c) small preservation potential of ruptures due to climatic, and 
topographic conditions, especially for scarps in noncohesive, fine materials, d) low slip-rate faults do 
not produce enough scarp compare to intensiveness of surface geomorphic processes that obscure the 
scarp. Moreover, the surface slip is generally only a fraction of actual slip at depth and presents 85 % 
of slip at depth for most large strike-slip ruptures with M ≥ 6.5 and 40 % for smaller (M between 6 and 
6.5) strike slip, reverse and normal earthquakes (Manighetti et al., 2007). Hence, the probable 
earthquake magnitude estimated from surface rupture length and segments length may be 
underestimated. Furthermore, the magnitudes may be higher in the case of multisegment rupture 
earthquake for which we do not account for in our estimations.  
 
 
Figure 3.16: Regressions among the length of surface rupture and moment magnitude (Wells and Coppersmith, 
1994). Part A – full line is a regression line for all-slip-type relationship and dashed lines indicate 95 % 
confidence interval. Part B – regression lines for strike-slip, reverse and normal-slip relationships. Note that in 
part B there is little difference between the regressions for the three fault types.  
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Table 3.3: Regressions of surface rupture length (SRL in km) and moment magnitude (Mw) (Wells and 
Coppersmith, 1994). 
Equation Slip type 
Coefficients 
Standard deviation 
a b 
Mw = a + b * log (SRL) 
strike-slip 5.16 1.12 0.28 
reverse 5.00 1.22 0.28 
normal 4.86 1.32 0.34 
all 5.08 1.16 0.28 
 
One of the aims of any seismic hazard study is to decipher possible strong earthquake recurrence time, 
which is the time span between two earthquakes. Several models of earthquake behaviour and hence 
earthquake recurrence models exist (Friedrich et al., 2003, and references therein) (Figure 3.17):  
a) periodic model: strain is periodically released, slip and recurrence time are relatively uniform,  
b) time-predictable model: earthquake occurs when a critical amount of strain is reached, slip-rate 
and size of the last earthquake predict the time of the next earthquake,  
c) slip-predictable model: all strain accumulated since the last earthquake is released, slip rate and 
time since the last earthquake predict the size of the next earthquake,  
d) Wallace-type model: strain releases in clusters, no relation with critical strain level required for 
slip, nor with amount of strain energy accumulated since the previous earthquake.  
Last three models all allow that earthquakes occur in clusters as observed for example on Fucino 
faults, central Italy (Benedetti et al., 2013). Earthquake recurrence time might thus vary depending if 
the fault is in a clustering phase or a quiescent phase (e.g. Benedetti et al., 2013).  
 
Mean earthquake recurrence time (RTmean) is calculated as:  
RTmean = D / (S – C),  
where D is the displacement during single, typical faulting event, S is the co-seismic slip-rate, and C is 
the creep-rate, the later assumed to be zero for most faults unless historically documented (McCalpin, 
2009). With tectonic-geomorphological approach an average recurrence time can be calculated using 
direct method of recurrence time estimation as follows: 
RT = AD / SR,  
where AD is assumed average displacement per event and SR is averaged (or long-term) slip-rate 
(McCalpin, 2009). This estimation incorporates multiple (paleo)earthquakes and therefore averaged 
time spans among the events (McCalpin, 2009). Assumed average displacement per event is derived 
from empirical earthquake scaling relations (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994) as follows:  
log (AD) = a + b * log (SRL),  
taken the coefficients a and b given in Table 3.4.  
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Figure 3.17: Earthquake recurrence models (Friedrich et al., 2003, and references therein): a) periodic model, b) 
time-predictable model where the size of the last earthquake predicts the time of the next earthquake, c) slip-
predictable model where the time since the last earthquake predicts the size of the next earthquake, d) clustered 
strain release and uniform, low strain accumulation.  
 
Table 3.4: Regressions of surface rupture length (SRL in km) and average displacement (AD in m) (Wells and 
Coppersmith, 1994). Regressions for reverse-slip relationships are not significant at a 95 % probability level.  
Equation Slip type 
Coefficients 
Standard deviation 
a b 
Log (AD) = a + b * log (SRL) 
strike-slip - 1.70 1.04 0.32 
reverse - 0.60 0.31 0.40 
normal - 1.99 1.24 0.37 
all - 1.43 0.88 0.36 
 
In this work we use direct method to estimate probable average recurrence time of strong earthquakes. 
The uncertainties in direct method estimation of recurrence time are quite large, since they originate 
from slip-rate uncertainties (offset estimation, age of geomorphic marker) and assumed average 
displacement uncertainties (surface rupture length estimation, empirical relations among average 
displacements and surface rupture length). Despite the average recurrence time estimated this way 
which does not tell us anything about temporal variations of earthquakes, it is still better than no 
estimate at all and is useful in reconnaissance sense (McCalpin, 2009). However, the preferred method 
of estimating recurrence time is dating of individual earthquakes through paleoseismological 
investigations.  
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4 IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVE FAULTS IN THE LJUBLJANA BASIN 
 
4.1 Geology and Geomorphology of the Ljubljana Basin  
 
The Ljubljana Basin is about 55 km-long and 30 km-large in its widest portion (Figure 4.1) and is 
composed of several sedimentary basin units. Surrounded by mountain ranges this depressional low 
elevation area has an altitude between 300-600 m a.s.l. with a mean slope southward of about 0-2°.  
The Ljubljana Basin is mainly drained by the Sava River and its tributaries (Figure 4.2). Sava enters 
the basin on its northwestern side and flows southeastward bounding the southern rim of the basin, 
north of Kranj. It then bumps into the Smlednik crest making a sharp turn westward around the hill to 
continue its way north of Ljubljana and exit the basin on its southeastern side, flowing eastward 
through a narrow valley into the Sava Folds area. Most tributaries flow southeastward, such as the 
Tržiška Bistrica, Kokra, Pšata and Kamniška Bistrica, but some tributaries like the Sora or the 
Ljubljanica flow eastward to northeastward (Figure 4.2).  
 
The area between Kranj, Škofja Loka, Vodice and Kamnik is characterised by the Sava, Reka, Pšata, 
and Kamniška Bistrica rivers and their deposits. Alluvial fans of those four rivers can be seen on the 
topography in Figure 4.2. The Sava fan is about 11 km long. It is located south of Kranj, west of the 
present Sava course, and has a south-southeastward dipping surface. The Kokra fan is about 10 km 
long and 9 km wide with a surface axis dipping southwards. Immediately to the east of it, Reka 
deposited a gently dipping fan of at least 5 km length. Finally the Kamniška Bistrica fan is about 16 
km long and begins just south of Kamnik. The ages of the fans have so far been only relatively 
estimated to the Würm I period (Žlebnik, 1971; Vidic et al., 1991) which is a morphostratigraphic unit 
described in the Ljubljana Basin with an age estimate from soil 10Be dating at about 50-70 kyr (Pavic 
and Vidic, 1993), however the samples used in dating were not taken from any of the alluvial fans 
described above.  
 
Up to 270 m of fluvial and lacustrine Quaternary strata deposited in the basin, which together with 
marine Oligocene and Miocene strata form up to ~ 2.700 m thick young sedimentary infill above the 
Paleozoic-Mezozoic basement (Car, 1991). Oligocene deposits outcrop between Jesenice and Kranj, at 
the rims of the basin between Škofja Loka and Kamnik and in the Smlednik crest, while Miocene 
forms an overturned syncline north of the Kamnik (Figure 4.1, Grad and Ferjančič, 1974, Premru, 
1983). Pliocene was not distinguished in the area of the Ljubljana Basin. This could be partially 
related to the end of the marine sedimentation in the area in Middle Miocene and consequent 
commencement of terrestrial sedimentation and erosion processes. It is unclear whether the Pliocene 
was ever deposited in this area, or was it just completely eroded in Quaternary. It is also possible that 
the sediments of Pliocene age are actually associated to the Quaternary deposits. For example,  
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Figure 4.1: Seismotectonic map of the Ljubljana Basin showing main active structures, Oligocene to Quaternary 
geological units (according to Buser, 2009), historical earthquake epicentres with magnitude above 5.0 
(according to Živčič, 2009; note that earthquakes magnitudes are obtained from macroseismic data and that 
locations of historical earthquake epicentres are not well constrained) and intensities of the Ljubljana 1895 
M=6.1 earthquake above VIII EMS-98 (Ribarič, 1982; Cecić, 2011a). Active faults are mapped from fieldwork, 
Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5.000 and 1 : 10.000 scales (Public Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and 
Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, TTN 5 and TTN 10, 1999), DEM 5 m (Public Information of 
Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 2006) and aerial photos in 
stereo pairs (the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, Aerial photos, 1:17.500 scale, 
cyclic aero-photo survey 1985-1995). Squares indicate the position of Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. Shaded 
relief from DEM 5 data.  
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sediments of presumably Plio-Quaternary age were mapped at the foothills south of Kamnik (Figure 
4.1, Premru, 1983). Quaternary deposits cover the Oligocene or Miocene deposits or lay directly on 
the bedrock between Jesenice and Ljubljana, with thicker Quaternary infill between Kranj and Vodice 
reaching 270 m thick southeast of Kranj (Figure 4.1, Grad and Ferjančič, 1974, Premru, 1983, Car, 
1991). 
 
 
Figure 4.2: The drainage in the Ljubljana Basin, Sava and its tributaries, with topographical contours in the basin 
area with 10 m equidistance derived from DEM 5 m (Public Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and 
Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 2006). Sava River flows from NW to SE and exit the 
basin E of Ljubljana, entering the W-E oriented narrow valley in the area of Sava Folds. Main tributaries such as 
Kamniška Bistrica, Kokra, Pšata and Kamniška Bistrica flow southwards, Sora flows eastward and Ljubljanica 
flows northeastward. Hydrography from Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale (Public Information of 
Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, GKB 25, 2005) and DTM with 5 m 
resolution from DEM 5 data. Faults are as in Figure 4.1. Square indicates position of Figure 6.1. 
 
Quaternary deposits were mapped during regional geological surveying campaigns (Grad and 
Ferjančič, 1974; Buser and Cajhen, 1978; Premru, 1983). Various commercial projects related to 
hydrogeological, infrastructural or mineral resources investigations also contributed to the knowledge 
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of the Quaternary geology of the Ljubljana Basin. Žlebnik (1971) maped Quaternary deposits as Older 
conglomerate fill (Günz), Middle conglomerate fill (Mindel), Younger conglomerate fill (Riss) and 
Gravel fill (Wurm). Ages of these morphostratigraphic units were later estimated with isotopic 10Be 
dating and paleomagnetic analyses to 780 kyr – 1980 kyr for Günz, 780 – 1000 kyr for Mindel, 435 – 
315 kyr for Riss, 50 – 70 kyr for Würm I, 40 – 50 kyr for Würm II and 20 – 35 kyr for Würm III 
(Vidic and Pavic, 1993, Vidic and Lobnik, 1997; see also Table 3.2).  
 
4.2 Active faults with geomorphic traces 
 
Tectonic-geomorphologic study of the Ljubljana Basin and its surroundings allows us to identify 
several active faults with geomorphic traces.  
 
Right-lateral transpressive NW-SE striking Sava fault (Vrabec, 2001) with spectacular geomorphic 
trace delineates the high relief of the Kamnik-Savinja Alps from the Ljubljana Basin and affects the 
drainage system evolved perpendicular to the fault (Figures 4.1, 4.2). Extensive study of 
geomorphology and geomorphic evidences along the Sava fault, together with the study of its activity 
are presented in Chapter 5.  
 
Parallel to the Sava fault is Zasip fault that runs between Radovna valley and Zasip village and enters 
the Ljubljana Basin on its northwestern corner (Figures 4.1, 4.3). Its geomorphic trace runs along the 
dry valley on the Mežakla Mountain and further along the southern slopes of Boršt and Hom where 
Radovna enters Blejski Vintgar gorge. Its trace then vanishes in Quaternary surface at Zasip near the 
Sava River, which here deviates from its southwestward to southeastward flowing direction. 
Prominent, nearly linear trace suggests the fault is almost vertical to steeply northward dipping. There 
are no obvious offsets of geomorphic markers but its geometry and direction parallel to the main Sava 
right lateral transpressive fault, strongly suggest its recent activity might be associated with right-
lateral motion.  
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Figure 4.3: Geomorphic trace of Zasip fault. Shaded relief from DEM 5 data and hydrography from the 
Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale.   
 
NW-SE striking right-lateral Dražgoše fault runs from the Pokljuka karst plateau across the Sava 
Bohinjka valley, along Blatnica valley S of Jelovica karst plateau, further down the slopes below 
Dražgoška gora and across Škofjeloško hribovje area before entering the Ljubljana Basin near Žabnica 
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village (Figures 4.1, 4.4). The continuation of the fault into the basin is not clear since no surface 
deformation can be observed. Its trace is however well seen where running through karst relief in 
Pokljuka and Jelovica, but is less clear when crossing fluvial relief of Škofjeloško hribovje. The 
northwestern part of Dražgoše fault apparently offsets the 600 m deep Sava Bohinjka valley in a 
dextral sense. Sava Bohinjka River flows towards NE. SW of Dražgoše fault the river valley bottom is 
about 300 m wide and is covered by fluvial deposits, whereas NE of the fault the valley bottom 
narrows and Sava Bohinjka incises into the bedrock (Figure 4.4). The valley slopes are very unstable 
and subjected to gravity mass movements (Jež et al., 2011, 2012). However the observed changes in 
the drainage and the slope mass movements could also be related to active uplift of the northeastern 
block along the Dražgoše fault. We thus estimate this fault is active with right-lateral reverse 
movement. The dip of the fault inferred from its geomorphic trace is sub-vertical to steeply northward 
dipping.  
 
There are five more geomorphic fault traces parallel with the Dražgoše fault in the area of Jelovica and 
Ratitovec (Figures, 4.1, 4.4), two of them belonging to right-lateral Jelovica and Ratitovec faults 
(sensu Grad and Ferjančič, 1974). All those traces are seen on the karstic relief which is known to 
preserve geomorphic features originating from tectonic action for relatively long time (Šušteršič, 
personal communication). Note that denudation and vertical drainage to karst aquifer and related 
vertical erosion and corrosion preserve the pre-existing geomorphology in karst landform (Gams, 
1968). Therefore, the geomorphic fault trace expressed solely in the karstic relief can not be indicator 
of the fault activity. However, considering the activity of nearby Dražgoše fault which has the same 
orientation, and taking into account favourable orientation of the faults with respect to the current 
stress regime, those faults may be active.  
 
Between Sava and Pšata Rivers the reverse north dipping WSW-ENE striking Vodice fault (sensu 
Verbič, 2006) displaces Quaternary alluvial surface (Figures 4.1, 4.2). Geomorphic evidences of its 
activity and its structural interpretation together with slip-rate estimation are presented in Chapter 6. 
South of Smlednik crest a fault scarp in Quaternary surface suggests activity of W-E striking north 
dipping reverse Utik fault (sensu Verbič, 2006) (Figure 4.2).  
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Figure 4.4: Geomorphic traces of Dražgoše fault and its parallel faults. Slope inclination map derived from DEM 
5 data and hydrography from the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale.   
 
The right-lateral NW-SE striking Žužemberk fault (Buser, 1969; Pleničar and Premru, 1976) (Figure 
4.1) runs from Sostro in the Ljubljana Basin towards SE through Mali Lipoglav and Luče, then 
follows along the northern side of the Krka River through Žužemberk and then splits in two branches, 
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the southwestern one continues along Črmošnjičica valley towards Črnomelj and the northwestern one 
(Toplice fault sensu Pleničar and Premru, 1976) runs along Sušica valley through Dolenjske toplice 
(thermal springs) towards Semič. Its geomorphic trace is well seen from Črnomelj to Sostro, where it 
enters the Ljubljana Polje, part of the Ljubljana Basin, but its continuation into the basin is not clear. 
No surface trace can be followed in the Quaternary surface of the Ljubljana Polje, but there are some 
indications that the Žužemberk fault may continue with the same strike towards Gameljne, such as 
dextral bending of the Ljubljanica River at Vevče and of the Sava River and its terrace risers at Ježica 
(Figure 4.5). Considering the notable geomorphic expression of the Žužemberk fault between 
Črnomelj and Sostro, occurrence of hot springs along the fault, and seismic activity in the wider 
Žužemberk fault zone we estimate this fault is probably active. Detailed geomorphic study of its trace 
SE of the Ljubljana Basin that would better constrain its recent activity is beyond the scope of this 
work.   
 
 
Figure 4.5: Geomorphic trace of the Žužemberk fault and its possible continuation in the Ljubljana Polje, part of 
the Ljubljana Basin. Shaded relief from DEM 5 data and hydrography from the Topographic database at 1 : 
25.000 scale.  
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Due southwest, Želimlje fault delineates the sharp eastern boundary of the Ljubljana moor, where 
slopes are rather steep and some triangular facets are visible (Figures 4.1, 4.6). Further towards 
southeast, the Želimlje fault runs along the Želimeljščica valley towards Rašica, Velike Lašče and 
Ortnek, further to Žlebič, where it merges with the subparallel Ortnek fault and continues towards 
Ribnica and Kočevje (Buser, 1969, 1974; Mencej, 1990; Placer et al., 2010). According to geological 
mapping the Želimlje fault is a a steep, almost vertical, NE dipping right-lateral strike slip fault with a 
strike between 320° and 345°. Its dip is estimated on 70° – 85° (Buser, 1969, 1974) and the 
displacement almost pure dextral with possible small vertical displacement component with a reverse 
character. Mišja dolina fault (Figures 4.1, 4.6) is a right-lateral fault parallel to the Želimlje fault, 
running from the Ljubljana moor across the Iška valley through the Velike senožeti along Mokrec and 
further along the Mišja valley (Mišja dolina) towards Sodražica (Buser, 1969). According to 
geological mapping this fault is sub-vertical to steeply northeastward dipping (Buser, 1969). 
Borovnica fault (Figures 4.1, 4.6) is another NW-SE-striking right-lateral strike-slip fault, running 
from southwestern part of the Ljubljana moor towards Bloke and steeply dipping towards northeast 
(Buser et al., 1967; Buser, 1970; Mencej, 1990). Borovnica, Mišja dolina, and Želimlje fault are 
presumably active faults (Bavec et al., 2012, Atanackov, 2013). Their geomorphic traces are relatively 
well seen on the DEM at large-scale (Figures 4.1, 4.6) and displacements of Quaternary sediments 
were detected with high resolution seismic reflection method in the Ljubljana moor in the area of 
probable continuation of Mišja dolina and Želimlje faults (Atanackov, 2013), (Figure 4.6). 
Instrumental seismicity (Figure 2.15) and historical earthquakes with estimated magnitudes of up to 
4.9 in the wider area (Figure 2.16) suggest these faults are possible seismogenic sources (Bavec et al., 
2012; Basili et al., 2013). A detailed geomorphic analysis would be needed to constrain their 
Quaternary activity.  
 
Sava, Zasip, Jelovica, Dražgoše, Ratitovec, Vodice, Utik, Žužemberk, Želimlje, Mišja dolina and 
Borovnica faults exhibit geomorphic signature of their activity. It is possible that other active faults are 
present in the wider Ljubljana Basin area, but they could not be identified solely with geomorphic 
mapping. No obvious geomorphic traces of active fault along the southwestern boundary of the 
Ljubljana Basin were found. Note that several previous studies presumed the active Žužemberk fault 
or Želimlje fault to continue along the southwestern boundary of the Ljubljana Basin (sensu stricto) 
towards the Sava fault on the north (Poljak et al., 2000, 2010; Vrabec and Fodor, 2006; Placer, 2008; 
Burrato et al., 2008; Placer et al., 2010). Obvious geomorphic traces of active faults were also not 
visible in the Ljubljana moor Basin (Figure 4.6), however since this is a drained basin it is possible 
that our approach is not suitable to investigate the recent activity or potential seismogenic sources in 
this area. Indeed, interpretation of high resolution seismic reflection profiles across the Ljubljana moor 
Basin suggests that the Želimlje fault and others neighbouring structures have been recently active 
(Atanackov, 2013; Bavec et al., 2012).  
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Figure 4.6: Geomorphic traces of Borovnica, Mišja dolina and Želimlje faults and geophysical evidences for 
Quaternary active faults in the Ljubljana moor Basin (Atanackov, 2013). Shaded relief from DEM 5 data and 
hydrography from the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale.   
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5 GEOMORPHIC EVIDENCE OF THE SAVA FAULT ACTIVITY 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
The 200 km long Sava fault is one of the most remarkable faults in the territory of Slovenia, crossing 
through the whole country from west to east (Figure 5.1). Its geometry and strike varies along length. 
On W, in the N Italy, it is W-E-striking and known as the Fella fault, then it enters the Upper Sava 
valley as the Sava fault and follows this valley to the Ljubljana Basin, where forming its NW-SE 
striking NE boundary. The fault then supposedly continues westward, crossing the Tuhinj syncline on 
its northern side and continuing along the southern boundary of the Celje Basin as the W-E-striking 
Celje fault (Kazmer et al., 1996; Placer, 1996; Fodor et al., 1998), eventually joining with the Šoštanj, 
and the Labot (or the Lavanttal) fault (Placer, 1996; Fodor et al., 1998; Vrabec and Fodor, 2006). In 
northern Italy the Sava fault is a reverse fault with some dextral component and changing 
progressively to a right-lateral strike-slip fault in the area of Upper Sava valley and between Jesenice 
and Preddvor. East of Preddvor, the Sava fault is a dextral transpressive (Vrabec, 2001; Vrabec and 
Fodor, 2006). Geological observations suggest the Sava fault is steeply northward dipping (Buser, 
1980; Vrabec, 2001; Kastelic, 2007).  
 
The Sava fault is the southernmost fault of the Periadriatic fault system (Vrabec and Fodor, 2006). The 
Sava and the Periadriatic fault delimited a mega shear lens zone with complex internal deformation 
including domino-type rotations of tectonic blocks (Fodor et al., 1998). Southward, the rectangular 
plain of the Ljubljana Basin (Gorenjska basin sensu Vrabec, 2001) was interpreted as a pull-apart 
basin formed in a releasing step-over between the Sava fault and the Žužemberk fault (Vrabec and 
Fodor, 2006).  
 
 
Figure 5.1: Simplified tectonic map of the Sava fault and the area (modified after Vrabec and Fodor, 2006). 
Digital terrain model from SRTM data (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission), 90 m resolution, accessible from 
Global Land Cover Facility (http://glcf.umiacs.umd.edu/index.shtml).  
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Based on map relationships and kinematic and paleostress analysis of fault-slip data, Vrabec (2001) 
suggested the following sequence of tectonic phase of the Sava fault: a) right lateral slip phase as the 
principal phase of slipping, b) right lateral transpression and formation of the restraining bend between 
Preddvor and Stahovica, c) tensional to transtensional deformations during the subsidence of 
Gorenjska basin, and d) repeated transpression that is still on-going. The total cumulative horizontal 
offset along the Sava fault was estimated by correlation of various Oligocene formations to about 25 
km (Hinterlechner-Ravnik and Pleničar, 1967), 40 km (Kazmer et al., 1996), and 65-70 km, (Placer, 
1996).  
 
Many authors considered the Sava fault as an active fault (e.g. Poljak et al., 2000, 2010; Vrabec and 
Fodor, 2006, Basili et al., 2013). Observations such as the prominent topographical expression of the 
fault (Vrabec, 2001; Kastelic, 2007) and deformations of Quaternary sediments with unknown 
absolute age (Vrabec, 2001) suggest its Quaternary activity. Potential recent activity of the fault is 
indicated by earthquake hypocentres in the wider area (Poljak et al., 2000, 2010). GPS study in the 
Periadriatic fault zone suggest ongoing right lateral movements at a rate of about 1 mm/yr along the 
NW-SE trending western part of the Sava fault (Vrabec et al., 2006), but up to now there were no 
reliable evdidences of its late Quaternary activity.  
 
The Sava fault might be capable of producing strong seismic events, although no strong historical 
earthquakes are proven to have been directly related with the Sava fault. The epicentre of the 1348 
Villach earthquake (maximum intensities IX-X EMS-98, estimated Mm 6.4; Živčić, 2009), was located 
~ 50 km northwest of the Ljubljana Basin, where the western part of the Sava fault is (Figure 2.15), 
and could be associated with the activity of this fault system (Merchel et al., submitted). In the wider 
area of the Sava fault (Figure 2.16) there are some earthquakes with magnitudes between 3 and 4.9 
known from the earthquake catalogue (Živčić, 2009), but since the hypocentres are not defined with 
accuracy enabling to correlate the earthquakes to specific faults, they may have happened either at the 
main Sava fault or at some other fault nearby. These events nevertheless indicate that the fault zone is 
seismically active.  
 
We have characterized the late Quaternary activity of the Sava fault and its seismogenic potential for 
the section from Jesenice to Kamnik, where the trace of the fault is particularly clear. We performed a 
detailed geomorphological investigation of its trace, identified geomorphological markers of its recent 
motion, determined the geometry and hierarchy of the overall fault network, and quantitatively 
constrained the associated displacements along the fault to determine its slip-rate and seismogenic 
potential.  
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5.2 Overall Geometry and Kinematics of the Sava fault: evidences for Quaternary offsets 
 
The Sava fault bounds the mountainous relief of the Karavanke and the Kamnik-Savinja Alps to the 
north and the low-relief of the Ljubljana Basin to the south (Figure 5.2). From Jesenice to Preddvor, 
the NW-SE-striking fault trace is almost rectilinear. The fault appears divided into several 
disconnected 3.5 to 15.5 km-long-segments that are both right-stepping and left-stepping along the 
mean strike of the fault zone. At Preddvor, the main souheastward-trending fault trace is joined by 
additional NW-SE to WNW-ESE-striking reverse faults suggesting the presence of a restraining bend 
between Preddvor and Godič, as already revealed by geological mapping (Vrabec, 2001). These 
geometrical arrangements suggest consistent pattern of right-lateral strike-slip along the segments that 
strike ~ N120°E, while those striking ~N90°E tend to display thrust components of slip.  
  
Most major rivers drastically change their regimes while crossing the main fault trace, with strong 
incision north of the fault and aggradation south of it, as evidenced from the presence of inset terraces 
and alluvial fans south of the fault (Figure 5.2). In particular, between Jesenice and Preddvor, where 
the fault trace is rectilinear and striking ~ N120°E, the Završnica, Begunjščica, Tržiška Bistrica, and 
the Kokra, are all deviated right laterally in the proximity of the fault (Figures. 5.2, 5.3). The apparent 
offsets are of 1 to 2 km for the Begunjščica and Tržiška Bistrica rivers while at both extremity of this 
portion of the fault, the Završnica and the Kokra are offsets by 4 to 5 km (Figure 5.2). Those 
systematic offsets of the main rivers can also be seen from two topographical profiles extracted from 
DEM 5 data parallel to the Sava main fault strike, north (blue profile in Figure 5.3) and south of the 
fault (green profile in Figure 5.3). The same river valleys are right laterally offseted by 4-5 km and ~ 1 
km.  
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Figure 5.2: Slope inclination map with the interpreted active trace of the Sava fault in the area between Jesenice 
and Tuhinj, showing estimated dextral offsets of major rivers. In the topographic profile across the Sava fault at 
Tržič, the position of slope break is marked as an indicator for the position of the active fault. Squares indicate 
the locations of Figures and Supplements related to this chapter. Map and profile were made from the DEM 5 
data (Public Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 
5, 2006). Data source of hydrography is the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale (Public Information of 
Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, GKB 25, 2005). 
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Figure 5.3: Topographic profiles parallel with the Sava fault showing right lateral displacement of major valleys.  
Shaded relief from the DEM 5 data, hydrography from the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale , 
topographic profiles derived from DEM 5 data. 
 
5.3 The Sava fault at Tržič: evidence for Quaternary offset of the Tržiška Bistrica terraces 
 
Tržiška Bistrica River takes its source above Jelendol in the Karavanke Mountains at the altitude of 
1460 m (Figure 5.4). It flows south-westward to southward through Jelendol, Dolžanova soteska 
(gorge) and after 14 km of its course it joins with the Mošenik Creek at Tržič at the altitude of 500 m. 
Shortly afterwards it leaves its valley carved in Carboniferous – Triasic bedrock, incised for about 
1000 m, crosses the Sava fault and enters in the Ljubljana Basin. There it flows southwards in the 200-
400 m wide valley, incising into fluvial Quaternary deposits, meandering for about 10 km before it 
outfalls into the Sava River west of Naklo at 370 m a.s.l.  
 
The Tržiška Bistrica river watershed was shaped with glacial and periglacial geomorphic processes 
investigated by Šifrer (1969) and Mrak (2003). South of the Sava fault the Tržiška Bistrica River 
formed a system of fluvioglacial and fluvial terraces (Figure 5.5). Those were mapped by Šifrer (1969) 
who distinguished between Günz, Mindel, Riss, Würm, late-glacial and Holocene terraces and fans. 
Some of the terraces were dated with paleomagnetic analysis and isotopic 10Be dating (Pavic and 
Vidic, 1993; Vidic and Lobnik, 1997). Using morphostratigraphic correlations the obtained absolute 
ages were extrapolated to other terraces and fans (Table 3.2).  
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Figure 5.4: Geological map of the Tržiška Bistrica catchment. Faults and simplified geological units after OGK 
(Basic geological map 1:100.000; Grad and Ferjančič, 1974; Buser and Cajhen, 1978), Sava fault segments as 
mapped in this work are superimposed in black. See Figure 5.2 for location. Shaded relief from DEM 5 data and 
hydrography from the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale.  
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Figure 5.5: Aerial view on the surfaces formed by fluvioglacial deposition by the Tržiška Bistrica River during 
the Pleistocene. Photo: Irena Mrak.  
 
5.3.1 Geomorphic map of the Tržiška Bistrica terraces 
 
Geomorphic markers were investigated along the Tržiška Bistrica River in the vicinity of the Sava 
fault geological trace to search for evidence of recent motion. All terraces and morphological markers 
were mapped in detail using Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5,000 and 1 : 10,000 scales, SPOT satellite 
images with 2.5 m resolution, and field observations. The resulting geomorphic map is presented in 
Supplement 1.  
 
Altogether 8 generations of terraces were mapped S of Tržič. Topographic profile extracted from 
DEM 5 data was made across them in direction approximately perpendicular to the Tržiška Bistrica 
flowing direction.  Profiles of each terrace surface and the river were also projected parallel with the 
river in approx. N110° direction, which is perpendicular to the Sava fault (Figure 5.6). The altitude 
points for terraces were collected along the risers on both sides of the river from the Basic topographic 
maps at 1 : 5,000 scale and the profile of the river was derived from DEM 5 data.  
 
All terraces are sloping towards S to SW (Supplement 1, Figure 5.6 b). The highest among the terraces 
is T4, which is well preserved about 120 m above the present river. It is preserved on W side at the 
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altitudes from 640 m to 570 m, in smaller patches on top of the crests due south at altitudes from 665 
m to 510 m and on E side SE of Sebenje at altitudes from 560 to 530 m and continues due south.  
20 – 40 m lower from T4 and approx. 80 m higher than the actual river is T3 terrace, preserved on W 
bank S of Kovor at the altitudes from 535 m to 500 m. 20 – 30 m lower and approx. 55 m above the 
present river is T2, well preserved on the W bank S of Bistrica at the altitudes of 580 – 475 m and 
continuing due south. Next terrace is T1 b, which is approx. 10 m lower than T2 but is still 40 – 45 m 
above the actual river. T1 b is the best preserved and the widest terrace, found on both banks and also 
N of Tržič as a few tens of meters wide terrace on both sides of the valley at the altitude of 550 m to 
470 m and further down towards south. T1 a is 10 – 15 m lower than T1 b and 30 – 35 m above the 
river. It is only preserved on the W bank at the altitudes of 500 – 485 m. T0 c is about 20 – 30 m 
higher than the actual river and up to 100 m wide terrace preserved on both river banks at the altitudes 
of 510 – 460 m. T0 b and T0 a are 10 – 20 m above the river, only on the W bank, at altitude of 485 – 
475 m (T0 b), and 484 – 470 m (T0 a), respectively. The flood plain is 200-400 m wide and is in 
average 4 m above the river. The Tržič is also placed in the flood plain. From the small difference in 
elevation between the river and the flood plain we assume that the lower parts of Tržič may also be 
flooded at very extreme rainfalls.  
 
The S to SW sloping direction of the terraces indicates that the deposition was approx. from N to S. 
Terraces T4 to T0 were therefore all deposited by Tržiška Bistrica River. Terrace ages increase with 
elevation above the present river, which is also evident from high degradation of the highest surfaces 
and good preservation of the lowest surfaces. Patches of T4 are most probably residuals of a larger 
surface that previously extended from the mouth of the valley southward and was later degraded by 
erosion of Tržiška Bistrica and side streams. Similar may be assumed for the T3 and T2, but we have 
found no remnants of these two surfaces also on the E bank.  
 
There are more terraces on the W bank then on the E one (Figure 5.6 a) which indicates that the river 
migrated eastwards. We interpret that this migration was governed by the Sava fault right-lateral 
activity by which the N block, i.e. valley mouth from the mountains was displaced eastwards and S 
block, i.e. terraces went westward, resulting in abandonment of the terraces on the W bank, migration 
of the river eastwards and erosion of surfaces on W bank S of the Sava fault.  
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The Sava fault trace is well seen on the 2.5 m resolution SPOT satellite image (Supplement 1), where 
it is recognized by sharp slope breaks, and active screes (Figure 5.7). At Tržič the fault trace splits into 
three branches, among which the northern one appears less prominent. All three traces run through the 
saddles in the N-S oriented crest NW of Bistrica. This crest is right-laterally displaced along the faults.  
Along the fault trace several colluvial fans are present, formed by slope mass movements and ravines. 
There, the presence of screes together with colluvium indicates unstable slopes. Colluvial fans are also 
abundant at the bottom of the steep valleys of the Tržiška Bistrica and Mošenik north of Tržič. Some 
of the fans reach the actual river while others were incised by the river for up to few tens of meters.  
 
 
Figure 5.7: View on the eastern bank of the Tržiška Bistrica River at Tržič showing a sharp slope break at the 
trace of the Sava fault. Photo: Petra Jamšek Rupnik.  
 
Beside the indirect indications for the Sava fault activity (fault trace expression, slope break, 
abundance of slope mass movements along the trace and arrangement of terraces) we also found a 
direct evidence of right-rateraly displaced crest NE of Bistrica, but we did not find any evidence of 
offset that could be dated, for example like the terraces. The fault trace seems to cross only the 
youngest terraces T1 b and T0 c, therefore the youngest erosional phases may have erase the evidence 
for the offset. Moreover, colluvial fans that formed at the fault trace on both sides of Tržič may have 
covered possible offsets.  
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5.3.2 Offset estimations 
 
The best way to estimate the offset along the fault is to have the same geomorphic marker on both 
sides of the fault. However, in absence of such a marker we may also correlate the terraces with the 
mouth of the valley from which the river deposited those terraces. In the case of Tržiška Bistrica we 
have tried to estimate the displacement between the lower riser of the oldest terrace T4 and the 
western edge of the actual Tržiška Bistrica valley N of the Sava fault. The displacement along fault 
required to restore the continuity of those two markers is ~ 1 km (Figure 5.8). This is only the 
minimum offset estimate, however, since the former westward extent of T4 is unknown.  
 
The N-S oriented crest, at 670 m elevation, located just NW of Bistrica, appears to be displaced by the 
fault. To restore the continuity of the crest about 150 m of right lateral displacement is necessary 
(Figure 5.9). When the crest is moved back along the southern fault branch for about 1 km, it becomes 
juxtaposed with the T4 terrace (Figure 5.8), and the flatter part of the crest at 670 m appears to be the 
northern continuation of the T4 surface (Figure 5.6).   
 
The Sava fault at Tržič has a sharp trace associated with recent screes and slope deposits that could be 
associated with a very recent motion, maybe a former historical earthquake. Two dextral offsets have 
been estimated of 1 km and 150 m. It is interesting to note that the long term offset reconstructed from 
the fluvial terraces at Tržič is in agreement with the estimated displacement seen at a wider scale of 
Begunjščica River. 
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Figure 5.8: Reconstruction of the Sava fault offset at the Tržiška Bistrica: a) geomorphic map with piercing lines 
for measuring the offset between the lower riser of the oldest terrace T4 and the western edge of the actual 
Tržiška Bistrica valley, b) ~ 1 km of retro-deformation of the geomorphic map realigning the piercing lines. 
Topographic spatial data are the same as in Supplement 1. Location of Figure 5.9 indicated. 
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Figure 5.9: a) N-S oriented crest N of Bistrica is offset three times; the middle and the southern branch offset the 
crest in right-lateral sense, black lines represent the piercing lines for measuring the offset of the crest, b) 
restoration of the offset crest along the middle branch, offset is estimated on 150 m to realign the piercing lines. 
Contour lines and hydrography are from the Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5,000 scale.  
 
5.4 The Sava fault between Golnik and Preddvor 
 
Eastward from the Tržiška Bistrica terrace system, in the area between Golnik and Preddvor, several 
smaller rivers and creeks are crossing the contact between the mountainous relief of Kamnik-Savinja 
Alps and low amplitude relief of the Ljubljana Basin (Figure 5.10). Sevnica, Stražnica, Milka, Belica, 
Suha, and Bistrica Rivers and Creeks take their sources below the chain Tolsti vrh (1715 m a.s.l.) – 
Storžič (2132 m a.s.l.) – Srednji vrh (1855 m a.s.l.) – Javorjev vrh (1435 m a.s.l.). They spring at 
altitudes between 1600 m and 800 m, flow south-westward to southward and after 1 – 3 km leave the 
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mountains entering the Ljubljana Basin at altitudes 600 – 500 m. From there they flow southward and 
eventually discharge into Kokra River at altitudes 460 – 375 m. Several generations of Quaternary 
alluvial and colluvial fans were deposited on top of Oligocene clastites (Šifrer, 1969).  
 
Development of the hydrologic relief transverse to the Sava fault makes the area especially appropriate 
to investigate surface deformations. At this section, geomorphic indicators for the Sava fault activity 
were searched with analysis of the available topographic spatial data, and no field work was carried 
out.  
 
 
Figure 5.10: Aerial view on the contact between the Kamnik-Savinja Alps and the Ljubljana Basin in the area 
between Golnik and Preddvor. Photo: Irena Mrak.  
 
5.4.1 Geomorphic indicators of recent movement 
 
In the area between Golnik and Preddvor the Sava fault trace is very prominent. It runs through the 
slopes covered with alluvial and colluvial fans and traverses the valleys of different sizes (Figure 
5.11a). As in other sections between Jesenice and Godič, the slope sharply breaks at the fault trace.  
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Numerous alluvial and colluvial fans were deposited along the fault trace. The largest alluvial fans 
extend for up to 10 km southwards and were not studied in this work. Streams and ravines that were 
reconstructed from topography often terminate at foothills with smaller (100 – 500 m long) alluvial 
and colluvial fans, recognised by their conical shapes (Figure 5.11a). The change from ravines to fans 
marks the fault trace. The majority of the streams is bended along the fault trace in a dextral way 
(Figure 5.11a).  
 
The sharp change from river incision on the northern side of the fault to aggradation and deposition of 
alluvial and colluvial fans south of the fault might indicate a vertical component of displacement along 
the Sava fault. The drop of energy south of the fault that produced the drop of stream gradient might 
be controlled either by subsidence of the southern block, i.e. Ljubljana Basin, or by uplift of the 
northern block, i.e. Kamnik-Savinja Alps. However, in the absence of appropriate geomorphic 
markers to record the recent vertical displacement it is difficult to discern between the two 
possibilities.  
 
On the other hand, bending of almost all the streams in this portion of the fault in a dextral sense 
(Figure 5.11a) suggest ongoing right-lateral movement along the Sava fault. Only three rivers are not 
rigth laterally displaced: the Belica, Stražnica and Sevnica. Those three rivers, however, might have 
experienced capturing of their course, producing an apparent non displacement of their course. 
Moreover, the Sevnica and the Stražnica creeks are located at the north-westernmost tip of the Golnik-
Preddvor segment, where the displacement could be minimal.  
 
5.4.2 Offset estimations  
 
Offsets of the right-laterally displaced streams were estimated based on the left-lateral restoration of 
the southern and northern block along the fault trace (Figure 5.11b). The axes of streams’ directions N 
of the fault were plotted on the map and used to look for their match, i.e. their displaced southern 
continuation. Streams N of the Sava fault were realigned with streams and depositional surfaces on the 
other side of the fault.  
 
One distinct match occurs where the fault crosses the Milka creek. A sharp riser on the southern block 
of the fault, currently located west of the Milka creek, could correspond to the former southern 
continuation of the creek (Figures 5.11a, 5.11b).  Realigning this former riser with the Milka creek 
valley north of the fault produces right lateral displacement of about 400 m. This amount of offset also 
realigns almost all streams north of the fault with streams or former upper depositional surfaces (like 
fans) south of the fault (Figure 5.11b).  
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a)  
b)  
Figure 5.11: a) Geomorphic indicators of the Sava fault displacement in the area between Golnik and Preddvor: 
offsets of minor streams (black circles) and small recent alluvial fans formed at terminations of ravines. See 
Figure 5.2 for location. Square indicates the location of Figure 5.11b,  b) Restoration of displaced streams in the 
area between Golnik and Preddvor. About 400 m of retro-deformation realigns the riser along the Milka stream, 
almost all other streams with other streams or with upper depositional surfaces. Data source of contour lines and 
hydrography are the Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5.000 and 1 : 10.000 scales.  
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5.5 Tectonic signal recorded by Kokra terraces and fans  
 
Kokra River takes its source in Karavanke Mountains at altitude 1300 m, just 1 km east of Tržiška 
Bistrica spring on the other side of Pečovnik (Figure 5.12). It flows south-eastward to southward 
through the Kamnik-Savinja Alps for about 15 km and then turns westwards at Spodnja Kokra for next 
6 km of its valley (valley depth of up to 900 m in this section). The valley opens at Potoče and then the 
Kokra River enters the Ljubljana Basin at Preddvor at altitude of about 460 m. There it turns south-
westward and continues its way in the shallow valley (15 – 25 m) incised into its own deposits for the 
last 10 km until it outfalls into the Sava River at altitude of 345 m.  
 
Through the Quaternary, the Kokra catchment was subdued to glacial processes forming moraines in 
the upper Kokra valley and tributary valleys, related periglacial processes forming extensive breccia 
cover on slopes at Spodnja Kokra and Potoče, and fluvioglacial and fluvial sedimentation resulting in 
several terraces and alluvial fan (Meze, 1974). Terraces were mostly formed in the lower part of Kokra 
Alpine valley, whereas large alluvial fan deposited in the Ljubljana Basin and was later re-incised by 
the Kokra (Žlebnik, 1971; Meze, 1974). The deposition of the alluvial fan composed by un-cemented 
gravel was attributed to Würm period (Žlebnik, 1971; Meze, 1974).  
 
Kokra system of terraces and the fan are crossed by several branches of the Sava fault.  Terraces and 
fans were mapped using shaded relief from the DEM 5 data, Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5,000 and 1 
: 10,000 scales, and with additional field work. For the area of Kokra terraces in the lower Kokra 
Alpine valley between Potoče and Podlebelca (Spodnja Kokra), only the less-detailed 1 : 10,000 scale 
maps are available. In the absence of 1 : 5,000 scale maps the field geomorphological mapping was 
carried out in the narrow area where the faults cross the Kokra valley, i.e. the area between Kavc, and 
Žagar farm in the Spodnja Kokra (Supplement 2). Aerial photos available through the Geopedia.si 
internet site were used as a basis for the field mapping. The Sava fault trace, reconstructed occasional 
streams and colluvial or alluvial fans were mapped using methods described in previous sections.  
 
Kokra River profile was derived from DEM 5 data along the river course which was taken from the 
Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale. The profiles of terraces were made from altitude points 
collected from the Basic topographic maps at 1 : 10,000 scale and some additional points collected 
from DEM 5 where the topographic map did not provide the altitudes. Two sets of profiles were made: 
with altitudes projected perpendicular to the Sava fault (N 30°) and with altitudes projected along the 
Kokra flow direction (N173°). Due to the different origin and varying precision of topographical data 
used to construct the profiles, the Kokra river profile partially overlaps with the altitudes of the lowest 
terraces (Figure 5.13).  
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Topographic cross-sections of the Kokra valley and profiles along the alluvial fans were extracted 
from DEM 5 data. Topographic profiles across the Cerklje fault scarp were made from altitude points 
collected from the Basic topographic maps at 1 : 10,000 scale. Longitudinal profiles of the streams 
crossing the Cerklje segment were extracted from DEM 5 data, using their courses from the 
Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale.  
 
 
Figure 5.12: Geological map of the Kokra catchment. Faults and simplified geological units after OGK (Basic 
geological map 1:100.000; Grad and Ferjančič, 1974; Buser and Cajhen, 1978; Premru, 1983; Mioč et al., 1983), 
Sava fault segments as mapped in this work are superimposed. See Figure 5.2 for location. Shaded relief from 
DEM 5 data and hydrography from the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale.  
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5.5.1 Kokra terraces between Potoče and Podlebelca (Spodnja Kokra) 
 
5.5.1.1 Geomorphologic observations 
 
The Sava fault segment between Golnik and Preddvor terminates at Potoče where it runs at the bottom 
of the steep slope (Supplement 2). The segment may continue through the Kokra valley where the 
valley narrows and changes its direction to NW. Another segment branches N of the previous one, 
displacing the ravine N of Potoče, cutting through the slope bellow Potoška gora, crossing the Kokra 
valley and continuing up the ravine towards the Skutman and Kopa peaks, from where on no clear 
surface linear trend has been observed. Southwards, next segment branches between Možjanca and 
Veliki vrh.  
 
In the mapped area the Kokra River runs at altitudes from 560 to 455 m (Figure 5.13). 9 generations of 
terraces were mapped along the valley (Supplement 2, Figure 5.14 a). The lowest one T0 a is less than 
2 m above the Kokra River and gets flooded each year. T0 b is 2-4 m above Kokra and represents the 
most characteristic terrace in the valley, present on both river banks. T0 c terrace was recognised only 
in three places between Kavc, and Žagar farm, and is placed 5-6.5 m above the river. Next terrace, T1 
a was defined on the right side of the river between Kavc and Mengar farms as an up to 150 m wide 
surface 7-8 m above the river. Remnants of it were also found as narrow terraces on the sides of the 
valley. Above the T1 a, the T1 b terrace is positioned 11 m above the river and is found on both banks 
along 1 km upstream of the northernmost fault. T2 a is about 15 m higher than the Kokra and was only 
mapped upstream of the northernmost fault. T2 b and T2 c were found as poorly preserved remnants 
of flat surfaces or river deposits at 20-30 m above the river on left bank between Žagar and Kavc 
farms and on right bank at Potoče. The highest terrace T3 is preserved 50-70 m above the Kokra at 
altitudes of 580 to 520 m. Around 150 m wide terrace at Hariš farm is cut by Tomažkov potok, 
Tisovec and Hribnica streams. Smaller parts of T3 are preserved above the Kavc farm (Figure 5.14b), 
across the Logar farm (Figure 5.14c), above Jablanca and at Potoče. There is a conglomerate cliff 
below T3 across the Logar farm. Exposures of conglomerate were found also below T3 terrace above 
the Kavc farm (Figure 5.14d). Another relatively flat surface or plateau is P1 surface on right bank 
above the Potoče at altitudes 615-640 m and 150-160 m above the actual river. No other plateaua 
occur at those heights along the investigated area.  
 
Conical fans that formed at the bottom of ravines were recognised all along the valley at Potoče and 
Spodnja Kokra, especially between Kavc farm and Jablanca (Supplement 2, Figure 5.14a). They also 
cover the highest terraces on the valley slopes (Figure 5.14c).  
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The overall shape of the valley may be divided on two main sections. Upstream of Kavc the valley is 
V shaped with 70 m wide bottom at most, while downstream the valley has approx. 250 m wide flat 
bottom. The later section is further divided into two sections of flat bottom valley, separated by a 
narrow NW-SE oriented pass between Žagar and Jablanca (Supplement 2).  
 
At Mengar, approximately 100 m wide belt of fault gouge is exposed at the bottom of the ravine on the 
left bank (Figure 5.14e).  
 
5.5.1.2 Interpretation 
 
Geomorphic map of the Kokra terraces was done partially by mapping from topographic spatial data 
and partially by field mapping, therefore the quality of the map is not equal. More terraces were 
distinguished in the area between Kavc and Žagar farms as elsewhere on the map, which probably 
reflects the higher precision of field mapping and may not be related to the fault activity. Moreover, 
the surfaces T2 b, T3 and P1 on the slopes of Potoče are not very well expressed and their definition is 
less certain. It seems the whole slope is unstable and landslides may have reshaped previously terraced 
slope.   
 
Conical fans below ravines are related to deposition of colluvium to alluvium. They extend along the 
northern fault trace and in the valley between both crossing traces, which indicates the unstableness of 
the slopes related either to mechanical weakness of rocks at the fault, past earthquake activity or both.  
 
The change from V shaped valley to flat bottom valley with young T0 b terrace indicates the vertical 
component of displacement along the Sava fault and reflects the river reaction with incision on 
northeastern block and deposition on southwestern block. This is also indicated by better preservation 
of T1 a and T1 b terraces NE of the N branch in comparison to the SW side, where  
T0 b terrace prevails. The NW-SE oriented narrow pass between Žagar and Jablanca that separates 
two sections of flat bottom valley seems to offset them in right-lateral sense. However, this could also 
be due to river meander.   
 
The profiles of terraces (Figure 5.13) in the mapped area were not accurate enough to evaluate 
possible vertical offsets. A profile perpendicular to the fault was constructed to localise the faults in 
the cross-section. This projection perpendicular to the Sava fault shows a knickpoint across the 
southern fault, but since here the valley becomes parallel to the fault, the apparent knickpoint is most 
probably the result of profile-perpendicular drop in elevation along the river. Another projection 
parallel with the Kokra flow direction shows there is no knickpoint across the southern fault, but in 
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this projection the faults are scattered through the profile, which makes localising possible vertical 
deformations of particular terraces even harder.  
 
In this area we can not conclusively determine Quaternary displacements along the Sava fault.  
 
a) Projection perpendicular to the Sava fault  
 
 
b) Projection on the Kokra flow direction 
 
Figure 5.13: Topographic profiles of Kokra terraces between Potoče and Podlebelca (Spodnja Kokra): a) 
altitudes projected perpendicular to the Sava fault – N30°, b) altitudes projected along the Kokra flow direction 
N83°. Altitude points for terraces collected from the Basic topographic maps at 1 : 10,000 scale. Kokra profile 
derived from DEM 5 data along the river course taken from the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale.  
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a)               b) 
 
 
c)               d) 
 
 
e)  
 
Figure 5.14:  Kokra terraces between Potoče and Podlebelca: a) view down the Kokra valley from T3 terrace 
above the Kavc farm on the terraces T1 b, T1 a and colluvial fan on the right slope, b) view from the T1 a terrace 
towards T3 terrace above the Kavc farm, c) T3 terrace across the Logar farm and colluvium on top of it, d) 
conglomerate of the T3 terrace, lens cap for a scale, e) fault gouge near Mengar farm and a ravine behind, the T1 
a terrace on right Kokra bank in front. Photo: Petra Jamšek Rupnik. 
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5.5.2 Kokra alluvial fans 
 
5.5.2.1 Geomorphologic observation 
 
Among numerous alluvial fans deposited by rivers and creeks S of the Sava fault in the Ljubljana 
Basin the Kokra fan is the largest and is very well preserved. Herein, it is referred to as the Kokra fan 
1. It is about 10.5 km long and up to 9.5 km wide (Figure 5.15). The fan is southward sloping with 
0.8° at altitudes from 480 m at Preddvor to 370 m on its southern edge. The conical shape of the fan is 
seen on both sides of the Kokra River, which is presently incised into its fan for 15-25 m. On the E 
side of the Kokra fan 1 the Reka River deposited its own fan over the Kokra fan 1 at altitudes from 
435 m to 375 m. The Reka fan is about 2.3 km long and up to 2.7 km wide, sloping southward with 
1.7°. The Reka fan seems even better preserved than the Kokra fan. The present Reka River is incised 
into it for about 2 m and according to local inhabitants the Reka River occasionally still floods the 
Reka fan. On NE and NW side of the Kokra fan 1 there is another alluvial surface of similar shape, but 
about 20 m higher, as evidenced from profiles levelled parallel to the Kokra fan 1 (Figure 5.15) and a 
field photo (Figure 5.16). The upper surface is sloping ~ 0.8° southward from 480 m to 425 m a.s.l. 
This surface, referred to as the Kokra fan 2, is degraded by many streams incised into it. A small 
remnant is preserved also in the middle of Kokra fan 1 and lies 20 m above it at altitude of about 450 
m.  
 
A topographic flexure in the surface of Kokra fan 1 runs between Cerklje na Gorenjskem and Visoko. 
This feature and deformations related to it will be described in the next chapter of the Cerklje fault 
scarp.  
 
5.5.2.2 Interpretation 
 
Considering similar orientation and slope of Kokra fans 1 and 2 we interpret that both surfaces were 
deposited by the same river. Topographic profiles in the direction of sloping of both surfaces NW of 
Kokra show that both surfaces have similar sedimentary gradient almost along the entire length, 
except in the upper part of the Kokra fan 2 which is steeper, which may be due to younger cover of 
colluvium or of an alluvial fan of a creek (Figure 5.15). The remnants of Kokra fan 2 on both sides of 
Kokra fan 1 and in the middle of it are probably parts of previously continuous Kokra fan 2 surface 
that was later degraded and incised by the Kokra River and other streams. Reconstructed Kokra fan 2 
surface has similar areal extension to the Kokra fan 1, therefore we interpret that both were deposited 
by the Kokra, which is the only river strong enough in this area. Thus, the Kokra fan 2 is an older fan 
and the Kokra fan 1 is a younger fan of the Kokra River.  
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The evolution of the present-day Kokra alluvial fan system is interpreted as follows (Figure 5.17): a) 
deposition of older Kokra fan 2, b) deposition of younger Kokra fan 1 and erosion of Kokra fan 2, c) 
deposition of Reka fan and Kokra incision into Kokra fan 1. The formation of alluvial surfaces 
contemporary with right-lateral Sava fault activity resulted in the change of position of the Kokra 
alluvial fan apexes with respect to the Kokra valley mouth. The apex of Kokra fan 2 is located north-
westward of the apex of Kokra fan 1. Therefore, the mouth of the Kokra valley was right-laterally 
displaced relative to both fan apexes in time between the formation of Kokra fans 2 and 1.  
 
 
Figure 5.15: Geomorphic map of the Kokra alluvial fans and estimation of the offset of alluvial fan apexes. 
Yellow and orange dashed lines present the supposed position of Kokra River at time of deposition of both 
alluvial fans. See Figure 5.2 for location. Location of photo taken for Figure 5.16 is indicated with an eye S of 
Preddvor. Shaded relief and contours are derived from the DEM 5 data, contour interval is 25 m. Data source of 
hydrography is the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale. Topographic profiles along the fans are derived 
from DEM 5 data.  
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Figure 5.16: View on the Kokra fan 1 and Kokra fan 2 from Preddvor towards west (location indicated on Figure 
5.15). Photo: Petra Jamšek Rupnik. 
 
 
Figure 5.17: Reconstructed evolution of the present-day Kokra alluvial fan geometry, influenced by Sava fault 
activity (from left to right). Colours used for surfaces and rivers matches with the Figure 5.15.  
 
5.5.2.3 Offset estimation 
 
The offset of Kokra fan apexes with respect to the Kokra valley mouth was roughly estimated with 
comparing the supposed position of Kokra River at time of deposition of both alluvial fans. Supposed 
position of the Kokra River was reconstructed by assuming that the Kokra valley mouth was 
connected with the fan apexes (Figure 5.15). By comparing both reconstructed Kokra River positions, 
the right-lateral offset along the Sava fault was estimated at 1 – 1.5 km in the time period between the 
formation of Kokra fans 2 and 1.  
 
5.5.3 Cerklje fault scarp 
 
Surface of the Kokra fan 1 is flexed in the area between Cerklje na Gorenjskem and Visoko (Figures 
5.15, 5.18, 5.19). This flexure was first described as a terrace riser (Meze, 1974). Later, Vrabec (2001) 
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attributed this flexure to a right-lateral Cerklje fault. He argued that the flexure is of tectonic origin 
because the Kokra fan can be restored into regular conical shape so that the slopes on both sides of the 
flexure match (Vrabec, 2003). The fan can be restored either by retro left-lateral movement of 400 – 
430 m or by retro subsiding the northern block for 6 – 8 m, leading him to interpret that the flexure 
might be formed either by right-lateral fault, reverse fault or oblique fault (Vrabec, 2003). Moreover, 
the Kokra River deviates at Visoko from N-S direction to NE-SW direction and appears to be right-
laterally offset for about 500 m (Vrabec, 2003).  
 
On the contrary, Verbič (2003a) interpreted the topographic step as a degraded river riser between two 
different fills of pre-Würm age. His interpretation is based on one soil profile on each side of the 
topographic step. The soil on southern side was 1.5 m thick and composed by multi layers, while the 
soil on northern side was at least 2.4 m thick and also composed by multi layers. The main difference 
was the thickness of the soil and thickness of eluvial horizon; the soil on northern side was thicker and 
had thicker eluvial horizon which usually present older soil.  
 
The Cerklje scarp was also investigated by ground penetrating radar, but the iluvial soil horizon 
caused too much wave attenuation and the results were not of sufficient quality for structural 
interpretation (Verbič, 2003b; Mušič, 2003).  
 
5.5.3.1 Geomorphologic observations 
 
The Cerklje scarp is 3.5 km long and up to 5 m high linear feature on the Kokra fan 1, trending WNW-
ESE (Figure 5.18). In the field the gentle flexure is barely visible (Figure 5.19). The altitude drops 
gradually across a ~ 250 m wide zone with a slope of 1.2°. In direction perpendicular to the trend of 
the scarp, the surface N of the scarp is gently sloping with 0-0.5°, and S of the scarp with 0.3-0.5° 
towards SSW. Thus, the change of the slope across the scarp in this direction is 0-0.4° (Figure 5.18). 
The Kokra fan 1 is sloping uniformly towards ESE to SE both N and S of the Cerklje scarp, as can be 
seen from the shape of contour lines and their regular equidistance. Contour lines bend in dextral sense 
across the scarp (Figure 5.18).  
 
The height of the Cerklje scarp increases from W to E and finally diminishes and ends at the contact 
with the Reka fan. From the topographic profiles across the scarp it is seen that the Reka fan and Reka 
River are relatively higher than the Cerklje scarp on the Kokra fan 1. On W, the Cerklje scarp 
diminishes around the Olševnica stream. Further in the scarp trending direction the Kokra River 
deviates from its N-S flowing direction to NE-SW direction.  
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Only two creeks cross the scarp: Ragušnica and Ušica. They both appear to be dextral bending across 
the topographic step and so does the Olševnica stream NW of the scarp. A dry and perched valley 
crosses the scarp on its centre (dark blue dashed line on Figure 5.18).  
 
5.5.3.2 Interpretation  
 
The match in slope inclination and slope aspect on both sides of the scarp indicates that both sides of 
the scarp most probably belong to the same originally undisturbed surface. Bending of the streams and 
presence of perched valley confirm that the scarp is of tectonic origin. Moreover, the slope N of the 
scarp in scarp perpendicular direction is northward tilted for up to 0.4° and the top of the scarp is 
bulged so that the N side of the bulge slopes northward. The uplift and northward tilt of the northern 
surface indicate that the scarp is the surface expression of the northward dipping reverse fault, but 
dextral bending of streams and contour lines suggest the right-lateral component of movement as well. 
Therefore, the Cerklje fault scarp was created by the movement along an oblique, reverse-dextral fault.  
 
The strongest argument for the erosional origin of the scarp separating two different surfaces was 1 m 
difference in thickness of the soil and difference in thickness of eluvial horizon on both sides, based on 
only one soil profile on each side (Verbič, 2003a). Surface on predominately carbonate gravel 
weathers in soil pockets; therefore variations in soil depth for 1 m or more are usual on such lithology. 
Thus, erosional origin of the scarp is less probable.  
 
The Cerklje fault scarp diminishes towards W, but westward continuation of the fault towards Kokra 
River may be inferred from Kokra deviation at Visoko. On the E the fault scarp ends abruptly at the 
contact with the Reka fan which is topographically higher and it probably covers the continuation of 
the scarp. The Cerklje fault (segment) may continue below the Reka fan and further to E where a fault 
was mapped in Miocene beds by Vrabec (2001) and with geomorphological methods (this work).  
 
5.5.3.3 Offset and tilt estimation 
 
The Cerklje fault scarp length of 3.5 km only presents the minimum length estimate, since the scarp is 
probably covered by the Reka fan on E. The vertical offset and northward tilt was estimated from the 
topographical profiles across the scarp, while right-lateral offset was estimated from bending of 
streams (Figure 5.18). The maximum vertical offset is 5 m and the maximum tilt is 0.4°. Olševica, 
Ragušnica and Ušica streams are right-laterally offset for 100 – 250 m. Contour lines also appear to be 
right-laterally offset for 300 – 500 m, however the same apparent lateral offset could also be produced 
by purely vertical surface displacement, as already shown by Vrabec (2003). Therefore it is safer to 
employ the streams offset as an estimate of lateral displacement. 5 m of vertical offset versus 100 – 
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250 m of lateral offset suggests that a reverse component presents only 2 – 5 % of right-lateral slip on 
the Cerklje fault at this section.  
 
 
Figure 5.18: Kokra alluvial fan offset by the Cerklje oblique reverse dextral fault (Sava fault segment). Series of 
topographic profiles across the scarp showing the tilt and offset along the Cerklje fault. See Figure 5.12 for 
location. Contour lines and hydrography from the Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5,000 scale. Profiles were 
extracted from Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5.000 scale.  
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5.6 Geomorphic indicators of activity of the restraining bend 
 
The Sava restraining bend between Preddvor and Godič was first described by Vrabec (2001) who 
mapped multiple N dipping and NW-SE to WNW-ESE-striking right lateral to oblique right reverse 
faults and NE-SW to E-W-striking reverse faults and thrusts. Geomorphological mapping in this work 
stressed four active fault segments with a mainly right-lateral component, the Ambrož, Ravne, Grad, 
and Cerklje segments. Herein, they are interpreted as being part of the active Sava fault system (Figure 
5.20). Their geomorphological traces match well with the geological map made by Vrabec (2001).  
 
The restraining bend is crossed by several rivers and creeks.From W to E they are Kokra, Olševnica, 
Ragušnica, Ušica, Reka, Pšata, Šmidol, Kamnek, Doblič, Tunjščica and Stranjski potok. Their 
potential knickpoints were examined with longitudinal profiles. Moreover, some geomorphological 
characteristics of the area were studied with topographic profiles. Topographical profiles and 
longitudinal stream profiles were extracted from DEM 5 data.  
 
5.6.1 Geomorphologic observations 
 
The trace of the Cerklje segment runs from Stranjski potok on E through the northern part of the 
Tunjice hills towards W. In this section the fault delineates topographically higher hills with 
steepslopes on N from lower hills with gentle slopes on S. The westward continuation of the Cerklje 
segment is presumably running below the Reka fan and then continues into the Cerklje fault scarp 
from Cerklje to Visoko (Figure 5.20). The Grad segment starts near the Tunjščica Creek 500 m N of 
the Cerklje segment, then runs westward following the contact between steep slope on the N and the 
Tunjice hills on the S, continues along the steep contact between the Kamnik-Savinja Alps and the 
Ljubljana Basin with Reka fan, and then turns northwestward towards Preddvor, where it runs on the 
Ljubljana Basin boundary on the contact between bedrock and the Kokra fan 2. The trace of the Ravne 
segment starts about 1 km N of the Cerklje segment and follows westward the dry valley with steep 
northern slopes, enters the plateau above the Reka valley, crosses the Reka valley and follows the 
northern edge of plateau towards Možjanca. Ambrož segment starts about 3 km N of the Ravne 
segment and runs along the sharp slope break above Blatnica Creek and then turns northwestward and 
crosses the Reka valley.  
 
The topography of the restraining bend area may be divided into two groups – the Ljubljana Basin 
with the Tunjice Hills and the Kamnik-Savinja Alps with the Štefanja gora plateau – separated by the 
Grad segment (Figure 5.20). Additionally, the Ravne segment separates the mountains from the 
plateau. The plateau is perched 250-300 m above the Ljubljana Basin at altitudes of 700 ± 25 m and is 
sub-horizontal to gently northward sloping (Figure 5.21, profiles A-A’ and B-B’). On plateau near 
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Štefanja gora village Meze (1974) found quartz gravel that he attributed to Pliocene. A dry valley runs 
from plateau towards E where it is interrupted by the incision of the Doblič Creek. The dry valley 
follows the trace of the Ravne segment along 3.8 km (Figures 5.20 and 5.21, profiles C-C’ and D-D’) 
at altitudes from 700 – 650 m. The bottom of the dry valley is karstified and rough with 25 m 
amplitude.  
 
The profile of the Kokra River is poorly constrained because the Kokra River runs so close to its 
canyon wall, therefore some of the points extracted from the DEM are probably picked from the valley 
sides rather than the valley. If considering only the lowest points in the profile, the base level can be 
approximately drawn (Figure 5.22). Both Reka and Olševnica rivers have their course affected when 
crossing the Cerklje fault segment, as evidenced from the knickpoints on the topographical profiles 
(Figure 5.22). Moreover, Ragušnica, Ušica, Šmidol, Kamnek and Stranjski potok 1 Creeks also have a 
knickpoint at the Cerklje segment. On the other hand, the, Reka, Pšata, Doblič 1-5, Tunjščica and 
Stranjski potok 2 do not have a knickpoint at the Cerklje segment. Similar situation exists for the Grad 
segment: the knickpoint is present at Ragušnica 1-2 and Ušica 1-2 Creeks, but is abstent at Reka, 
Pšata, Doblič 1, 3, 5 and Tunjščica Creeks. Reka, Doblič 5 and Tunjščica cross the Ravne segment, 
where Doblič 5 and Tunjščica have a knickpoint and Reka does not. Reka appears to have a knickpoint 
at Ambrož segment.  
 
5.6.2 Interpretation  
 
The Štefanja Gora plateau and the dry valley towards the E are a part of the same level 250 – 300 m 
above the present level of the Ljubljana Basin. Their relief with 25 m amplitude on the karstic bedrock 
speaks for long period of denudation since the abandonment of this level. The quartz gravel found by 
Meze (1974) confirms that the plateau was once an alluvial surface. Was the plateau a former part of 
the Ljubljana Basin before the restraining bend uplifted? Northward sloping of the plateau indicates 
tectonic tilt and a relief change together with strongly incised Reka valley confirm strong uplift across 
the Grad segment. Compared to Ambrož and Ravne segments, the Grad segment appears to 
accumulate the most vertical deformation, while the Cerklje segment offsets the youngest Quaternary 
surfaces at Cerklje fault scarp. Therefore, it seems that the age of the segments is decreasing from N to 
S, which might reflect the propagation direction of the restraining bend. It is very likely then that the 
Štefanja gora plateau is a former part of the Ljubljana Basin.  
 
Knickpoints of the streams crossing the restraining bend segments may be related to the active 
deformation along the faults. The absence of knickpoints in some of the streams may be related either 
to age of the drainage, accuracy and precision of the DEM, lithology, or recent inactivity.  
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Figure 5.20: The Sava restraining bend between Preddvor and Godič presented on slope inclination map (see 
Figure 5.2 for location and slope degree scale). Alluvial fans of Kokra and Reka as mapped and described in 
previous chapter. Locations of topographic profiles across the bend are indicated with white lines and are 
presented on Figure 5.21. Longitudinal profiles of the streams with thickened and darkened lines are presented 
on Figure 5.22. Slope inclination map and contours are derived from the DEM 5 data, contour interval is 25 m. 
Data source of hydrography is the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale.  
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Figure 5.21: Topographic profiles across the Sava restraining bend. Locations are indicated in Figure 5.20. 
Segments are indicated schematically. Profiles derived from DEM 5 data.  
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Figure 5.22: Longitudinal profiles of streams across the Sava restraining bend. See Figure 5.20 for locations. 
Segments locations are indicated for orientation. Profiles derived from DEM 5 data.  
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5.7 Kamniška Bistrica terraces 
 
Kamniška Bistrica is a 33 km long river that begins its way in the Kamniška Bistrica valley in 
Kamnik-Savinja Alps at altitude of 590 m (Figure 5.23). Creeks from beneath the Grintovec (2558 m), 
Skuta (2532 m), Brana (2253 m) and Planjava (2394 m) peaks join the Kamniška Bistrica River from 
the upstream of the glacial valley. The river and the glacier carved a kilometre deep valley through 
Triassic limestone and dolomite towards the SSE (Figure 5.23). The valley and the river within it bend 
in SSW direction before crossing the Sava fault in Stahovica. From there on the Kamniška Bistrica 
River flows southward, leaving the Kamnik-Savinja Alps in Stranje, where it enters the Sava Folds 
area. First to cross is the Tuhinj syncline built up of Miocene clays, silts, marls, sands, gravels and 
their lithified versions (Figure 5.23). In Miocene clastites up to 1300 m wide and 70 m deep valley is 
filled with Kamniška Bistrica fluvial deposits and reincised for about 20 m. The valley then in Kamnik 
centre narrows to 650 m and 140 m at the floodplain to cross the Trojane anticline built up by Triassic 
limestone and clayish schists in that part (Figure 5.23). Southward of Kamnik, the river meanders in 
the Kamnik-Mengeš Polje, part of the Ljubljana Basin, on its own deposits and finally outfalls into the 
Sava River at altitude of 260 m (Figure 5.23).  
 
The Quaternary evolution of the Kamniška Bistrica catchment was investigated through the study of 
erosional and depositional processes by Šifrer (1961). The upper part of the Kamniška Bistrica valley 
down to the confluence with the Korošica tributary was glaciated in Würm as inferred from the U 
shape of the valley and the presence of glacial deposits. The next part of the alpine valley has a V 
shape and narrow bottom with hardly any terraces, while in Stahovica the valley opens and 
fluvioglacial to fluvial sediments deposited in terraces down to the Kamnik and further on Kamnik-
Mengeš Polje in alluvial fan and younger terraces incised into it (Figure 5.23). Šifrer (1961) related the 
fluvioglacial terraces and fan to Würm period and lower fluvial terraces to post-Würm to Holocene. 
The Würm age was confirmed in Nevlje sediments near Kamnik by pollen, wood and charcoal 
analysis (Šercelj, 1963) and with a mammoth skeleton (Kos, 1939), (see Suplement 3 for location). 
Mammoth skeleton was found with a tool from Gravettien culture (Upper Palaeolithic, approximately 
20-30 kyr) at Nevljica River, which places the sediment there to Würm III period (Kos, 1939; Pohar, 
1994).  
 
The course of the Kamniška Bistrica River crosses the Sava fault system and the western extension of 
the Sava Folds. To investigate possible recent movement on those structures a detailed 
geomorphological mapping of the alluvial surfaces was performed in the area between Stahovica and 
Šmarca.  
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Figure 5.23: Geological map of the Kamniška Bistrica catchment. Faults and simplified geological units after 
OGK (Basic geological map 1:100.000, Premru, 1983 and Mioč et al., 1983), Sava fault segments as mapped in 
this work are superimposed. See Figure 5.2 for location. Shaded relief from DEM 5 data and hydrography from 
the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale. 
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Geomorphological mapping of alluvial surfaces along Kamniška Bistrica River was carried out with 
available spatial topographic data (Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5,000 scale, shaded relief from DEM 
5 data, aerial photos, and 2.5 m resolution satellite SPOT imagery in stereo pairs) and field work. Field 
geomorphological mapping was done in the narrow area between Stahovica and Stranje where the 
faults cross the valley. Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5,000 scale over aerial photos (available through 
the Geopedia.si internet site) were used as a basis for the field mapping. The trace of the Sava fault, 
reconstructed occasional streams and alluvial or colluvial fans were mapped as described in previous 
sections.  
 
Topographic profiles of Kamniška Bistrica terraces and plateaus along it were made using the altitude 
points taken from the Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5,000 scale and the Kamniška Bistrica River 
profile was extracted from DEM 5 data along the river course taken from the Topographic database at 
1 : 25,000 scale. Profiles were projected to N-S direction (river flowing direction) and to N23° 
direction (perpendicular to the northern Sava fault segment across the Kamniška Bistrica River). 
Kamniška Bistrica River profile partially overlaps with the altitudes of the lowest terraces due to the 
different origin and varying precision of topographical data used to construct the profiles.  
 
5.7.1 Geomorphic map of the Kamniška Bistrica terraces 
 
In the mapped area between Stahovica and Šmarca the Kamniška Bistrica River flows southward at 
altitudes of 480 m to 325 m and six generations of terraces have been recognised along it (Supplement 
3, Figure 5.24). The river itself is regulated and has artificial rapids through 1-4 m high walls. The 
lowest T0 terrace is 2-5 m above the actual river at altitudes of 450-330 m and is observed on both 
river banks. Considering the low elevation of T0 surface, it may be a flood plain during extreme flood 
events, therefore parts of Stahovica, Stranje, Kamnik and Šmarca might be sujected to flood risk . 
Next surface is T1 a terrace, up to 5 m higher and 5-7 m above the actual river bed at altitudes of 445-
385 m, observed between Stahovica and Kamnik on both river banks as 50-150 m wide surface. T1 b 
terrace is 6-10 m above the river, and only 4 m above the river on the southern part, respectively, at 
altitudes of 457-333 m. It is observed at Stahovica on the eastern bank and from Godič to Šmarca on 
both sides of the valley. It also forms a terrace on the southern bank of Nevljica River near the 
confluence with Kamniška Bistrica River in centre of Kamnik. This terrace is covered with alluvial fan 
of the Suhi potok. Above T1 b, there is the T2 a terrace which is the most prominent surface in the 
area. T2 a is between Stahovica and Kamnik at 13-18 m higher than the river and 50-700 m wide, 
located on both river banks at altitudes of 455-393 m. S of Kamnik, T2 a is 6-10 m above the river at 
altitudes of 380-330 m, located mostly on the W bank as a 6 km long and up to 3.5 km wide alluvial 
fan, interrupted by T1 b paleo-channel. T2 b is 7-17 m above the river at altitudes 385-335 m, 
occurring only on E bank S from Kamnik. It is covered by alluvial fan of the eastern tributaries. The 
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highest terrace recognised is T2 c on the W bank above the Kamnik centre, 28-35 m above the river at 
altitudes of 417-400 m.  
 
The Sava fault system runs through this flight of terraces (Supplement 3). The fault trace of the 
Stahovica segment is striking 290° and it runs from Slevo towards Županje Njive along the slope 
break above the Bistričica valley, then in Stahovica crosses the Kamniška Bistrica valley, further runs 
along the Črna valley and then up to the Gozd plateau. The trace of the Bistričica segment is striking 
280-310°, from Slevo along the Bistričica valley, across the Kamniška Bistrica at the confluence with 
the Bistričica and Črna and further along the lithological contact and slope break between karst plateau 
and hilly terrain of Miocene clastites. Zagorica segment fault trace is less well expressed. It is striking 
293°, running from Bistričica, across the saddle S of Kregarjevo plateau towards Zagorica nad 
Kamnikom and there across the Kamniška Bistrica valley to the karst Plateau Ravne where it joins the 
Bistričica segment. Godič segment is striking 290-305° and its trace runs from S of Bistričica towards 
St. Benedikt at Stranje, where it crosses the Kamniška Bistrica valley at its narrowest part, further runs 
on the contact with the karst plateau and T2 a terrace at Godič and due southeastward towards the 
Bistričica segment. The geomorphic traces of the four segments match with the geological faults 
mapped by Vrabec (2001).  
 
The mapped part of the Kamniška Bistrica valley may be roughly divided in four parts separated by 
narrowings of the valley: a) the Stahovica part of the valley down to the confluence with the Črna 
River, b) Zagorica part down to the St. Benedikt narrowing, c) Godič-Kamnik part down to the 
Kamnik centre and d) Kamnik-Mengeš part from Kamnik centre on. Common characteristics for all 
parts are that they begin with a narrowing of the valley, then the valley widens with preserved terraces. 
Common characteristic for Stahovica, Zagorica and Godič-Kamnik parts is that they also terminate 
with the narrowing of the valley.  
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Figure 5.24: Topographic profiles of Kamniška Bistrica terraces projected to N-S direction. Values in horizontal 
axis present the metric coordinates in Slovenian old national coordinate system D48. Altitude points for terraces 
collected from the Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5,000 scale, Kamniška Bistrica profile derived from DEM 5 
data along the river course taken from the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale.  
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5.7.1.1 Geomorphic observations between Stahovica and Stranje 
 
In addition to large-scale geomorphic map of Kamniška Bistrica terraces, the field mapping between 
Stahovica and Stranje revealed small remnants of T1 b terrace on the E bank between Spodnja, and 
Zgornja Stahovica, small terraces on E bank N of Godič fault segment, and plateaus P1 and P2 
(Figures 5.25, 5.26). Plateau P1 was defined on Na Ravnah (Figure 5.27a), where a large karstified 
surface extends directly on Triassic limestone. The same level can be traced further S on the E bank in 
face of Sv. Benedikt and the church itself also appears to stand on the same level (Figure 5.27b, c). 
Plateau P1 has no alluvial sediments, but it extends 35-40 m above the actual Kamniška Bistrica River 
at altitudes of 470-450 m with a gradient similar to the Kamniška Bistrica terraces (Figure 5.26). 
Higher up another level, P2, can be observed (Figure 5.27b, c, d), also without alluvial sediments and 
with 25 m of relief amplitude. It extends 105-40 m above the actual river at altitudes 528-446 m. For 
example, we attribute the Kregarjevo plateau (Figure 5.27d) and flat tops of the crests S of Godič 
segment (Figure 5.27b) to P2 level. Besides natural terraces, anthropogenic ones were also recognized 
at Županje Njive by their straight, low risers and curved surfaces (Figure 5.27e). T2 a terrace is the 
highest surface with preserved sediments, i.e. carbonate gravel (Figure 5.27f, g), which is being 
exploited in a gravel pit S of Godič (Figure 5.25). T1 b occurs at Spodnje Stranje and in two remnants 
between Spodnja, and Zgornja Stahovica. Both remnants there are disconnected by a colluvium 
deposited on top of the terraces. T1 b terrace also appears cut and right-laterally displaced by the 
Stahovica fault segment (Figure 5.27h), but the riser between T2 a and T0 terraces on the other side 
remains straight. Coluvial and alluvial fans and screes cover lower parts of slopes of the valley from 
Županje Njive northwards and they also occur along the Stahovica and Bistričica segments (Figure 
5.27a, h).  
 
5.7.2 Geomorphic interpretation 
 
The shape of the Kamniška Bistrica terraces is very well preserved and testifies of their relatively 
young age. Only T2 b and T2 c terraces have less smooth surfaces and are therefore more degraded 
and older. T2 c terrace was only found above the Kamnik centre which may indicate that it was 
preserved there because of active uplift. Other indications for active uplift are the narrowing of the 
valley at Kamnik centre, changes of gradients of terraces and of the river (Figure 5.24), sedimentation 
of alluvial fan S of Kamnik centre, strong incision of streams around Vinski vrh, Mili vrh and Tolsta 
gora, and sedimentation of alluvial fans from the creeks draining the anticline (e.g. Suhi potok alluvial 
fan at Nevlje). Two other narrow passes in the valley also correspond to the crossing of the active 
faults – the Godič segment and the Bistričica segment. This is most probably a consequence of uplift 
along the faults and a rivers’ reaction to it with straight incising the growing obstacle. Beside the 
evidence above, there were no indications for the vertical displacements in the profiles of the terraces 
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(Figure 5.24), which may be either a consequence of poor resolution of the profiles derived from 1 : 
5,000 scale maps or a small amount of the actual vertical displacement since the formation of these 
young terraces. Several knickpoints were found in the river profile, but the field investigation between 
Stranje and Stahovica showed that they are related to the rapids through the artificial walls.  
 
A more detailed field mapping and a closeup of the part of the profiles between Stahovica and Godič 
(Figures 5.25, 5.26) reveals a small vertical displacement of the T1 a and T2 a terraces along the 
Godič segment. Moreover, a tentative curve drawn through the minimums of the Kamniška Bistrica 
River profile show a possible uplift of the river across the fault zone.  
 
Plateaus P1 and P2 high above the actual river and with no alluvial sediment are related to an old level 
of the Kamniška Bistrica River. Degradation of these surfaces and their karstification indicate that 
those are considerably older surfaces than the terraces. Denudation probably lowered those surfaces, 
but by connecting the peaks in the profile we may derive the probable slope of the original surfaces. 
This geometrical construction revealed that S of Zagorica segment the P2 is steeper southward sloping 
than the P1 and the terraces, whereas N of it the P2 is northward sloping (Figure 5.26). This suggests 
that the P2 was vertically displaced and tilted along the Zagorica segment.  
 
Together with the presence of colluvial and alluvial fans along Stahovica and Bistričica segments, 
these evidences suggest an uplift of the northern block along the Sava fault segments.  
 
Furthermore, a right-lateral displacement is observed along the Stahovica segment. The plateau P2 
bounds the lower surface T2 a and the slope below Županje njive, where antropically reworked 
terraces probably obscure the original surfaces where the river might have flown previously. After the 
abandonement of this area the river was dextrally displaced and pushed eastward while depositing T2 
a and further incising. No offset of the lower T2 a riser is visible. Since this riser was last modified 
when the lower level T0 was active, any previously existing offset of the riser might have been eroded 
away. If the riser between T2 a and P2 in the northern block of the fault is aligned with the lower riser 
of P2 south of Županje njive, about 250 m of offset is suggested (see piercing lines in Figure 5.25). 
The T1 a terrace is only present on the northern side of the Stahovica segment. This may indicate 
constant river erosion of the eastern bank south of the fault contemporaneous with dextral 
displacement. Abrupt bend in the valley just south of the Stahovica segment could be produced by 
~200 m of dextral displacement which juxtaposed the open valley north of the fault with the P2 ridge 
south of the fault. However, this bend could also be a former river meander (Figure 5.25). 
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Figure 5.25: Geomorphic map of the Kamniška Bistrica valley between Stranje and Stahovica. Thick black lines 
represent the piercing lines; an offset of about 200-250 m was estimated. Locations of photographs (Figure 5.27) 
are indicated with eye symbols. Shaded relief from the DEM 5 data, contour lines and hydrography from the 
Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5,000 scale.  
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Figure 5.26: Topographic profiles of Kamniška Bistrica terraces and plateaus along it between Stranje and 
Stahovica. Altitudes projected perpendicular to the northern segment of the Sava fault – N23°. Altitude points 
for terraces and plateaus collected from the Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5,000 scale, Kamniška Bistrica profile 
derived from DEM 5 data along the river course taken from the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale.  
 
Vertical offsets and tilts were estimated from the projected topographical profiles of terraces (Figure 
5.26). T2 a and T1 a are vertically offset for about 3 m along the Godič segment, while the plateau P2 
is offset for about 35 m along the Zagorica segment. Slope of the P2 south of the Zagorica segment is 
1.3° towards south and north of the fault segment 0.9° towards north. Thus, the northward tilt of the 
northern block along the Zagorica segment is estimated at 2.2°.  
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a) plateau P1 Na Ravnah                        b) view on the terraces and plateaus around St. Benedikt
 
 
c) view on the terraces and plateaus from St. Benedikt towards SE at the Godič segment
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d) view on the terraces and plateaus of Zagorica part of the valley with Zagorica and Godič segment trace 
 
 
e) anthropogenic terraces at Županje Njive         f) T2 a terrace at Stahovica and Kregarjevo plateau P2
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g) gravel of T2 a terrace at Godič         h) Stahovica segment and displaced T1 b terrace
 
Figure 5.27: Kamniška Bistrica terraces and plateaus along it between Stranje and Stahovica. Locations of the 
photos are indicated on Figure 5.25. Photo: Petra Jamšek Rupnik.  
 
5.8 Age of deformed geomorphic indicators 
 
Activity of the Sava fault through the Quaternary left a geomorphic signature, which enables 
estimation of offsets of geomorphic markers along the fault (Table 5.1). Major rivers between Jesenice 
and Preddvor are right-laterally offseted for ~ 1-2 km and ~ 4-5 km. Similar in magnitude to the 
lowest offsets of major rivers are the offsets determined for Tržiška Bistrica T4 lower riser (~ 1 km) 
and the apex of Kokra fan 2 (1 – 1.5 km). Right-lateral offset of the crest at Tržiška Bistrica valley 
near Bistrica was estimated on ~ 150 m, which is similar to the offsets of streams along Cerklje 
segment (100 – 250 m). Right-lateral offset of streams between Golnik and Preddvor was estimated on 
~ 400 m. At Kamniška Bistrica valley, a right-lateral offset of P2 lower riser along Stahovica segment 
was estimated on 200 – 250 m. Moreover, several vertical offsets were found. In the Kamniška 
Bistrica valley, along Zagorica segment, P2 is verticaly offseted for ~ 35 m, and two lower vertical 
offsets along Godič segment are estimated on ~ 3 m for T2 a and T1 a risers. Similar to the later is a 5 
m vertical offset along Cerklje segment. There, a fault scarp offsetting the Kokra fan 1 is associated 
with the most recent activity along the Sava fault.  
 
Inferred right-lateral offsets group into kilometer-scale offsets and a hundred-meter-scale offsets 
(Table 5.1), the first group of offsets being associated with a longer-term and the second one with a 
shorter-term activity. The highest right-lateral offsets (long-term) are found on the western side of the 
studied portion of the Sava fault between Jesenice and Preddvor and the lowest (short-term) are 
vertical offsets only recorded on the eastern portion between Preddvor and Godič. The lowest offsets 
are the vertical offsets along the Cerklje fault scarp. According to the principle that cumulative offsets 
are the lowest for the youngest displacements, the offset along the Cerklje fault scarp is the most 
recent expression of the Sava fault activity. It is associated with a reverse fault in front of main right-
lateral segment within the Sava restraining bend. Regarding the preservation of a relatively low and 
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smooth fault scarp within the Kokra fan 1 this is very likely a short-term offset over few tens of 
thousand years that has accumulated over multiple earthquakes.  
 
Table 5.1: Summary of offset geomorphic indicators along the Sava fault.  
Location  Indicator  Right-lateral offset Vertical offset 
Major rivers between Jesenice and Preddvor Rivers  1 – 2 km 
4 – 5 km 
 
Tržiška Bistrica Riser T4  1 km  
Crest  150 m  
Streams between Golnik and Preddvor Streams  400 m   
Kokra Kokra fan 2 1 – 1.5 km  
Kokra fan 1  5 m 
Streams  100 – 250 m  
Kamniška Bistrica Riser P2 200 – 250 m   
Plateau P2  35 m 
Riser T2 a and T1 a  3 m 
 
All estimations of offsets that are based on fluvial terraces, terrace risers or alluvial fans may be dated 
with absolute dating techniques suitable for the type of sediments building the geomorphic marker. No 
dating was carried out in this area for the purpose of this dissertation, but some age estimations are 
available from the literature.  
 
Sediments of the Tržiška Bistrica T4 terrace W of Loka (see supplement 1) were dated by 
paleomagnetic analysis and isotopic 10Be dating (Pavic and Vidic, 1993; Vidic and Lobnik, 1997). 
Paleomagnetic analysis show that the T4 terrace was deposited during the normal polarity chron prior 
to the Brunhes (>0.78 Myr) and prior to 1 Myr based on 10Be dating, thus most likely in the normal 
polarity Olduvai subchron at 1.78 – 1.98 Myr, which is also supported by the best statistical fit of time 
depended soil properties like solum thickness and clay mass (Pavic and Vidic, 1993). Moreover, 
pebbles collected from the walls of the caves formed in the conglomerate of T4 terrace in Udin Boršt S 
of Žiganja vas (see Supplement 1) have been dated with 26Al/10Be burial age dating method, giving the 
age of 1.86 ± 0.19 Myr for the T4 terrace (Sahy et al., 2008; Mihevc et al., in prep.). We may conclude 
then, that the Tržiška Bistrica T4 terrace deposited not later than 1.8 Myr BP and not before 2 Myr BP.  
 
The ages of the Kokra alluvial fans were defined by relative dating through the mapping of sediments 
and based on the morphostratigraphic characteristics of the surfaces and soil properties (Šifrer, 1969; 
Žlebnik, 1971; Meze, 1974, Vidic et al., 1991). Kokra fan 1 was attributed to morphostratigraphic unit 
Würm I, while Kokra fan 2 belongs to Günz unit. No absolute dating was employed in the area of 
Kokra deposits yet, but their ages may be inferred from correlation with the Tržiška Bistrica units. 
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Kokra fan 2 and Tržiška Bistrica terrace T4 belong to morphostratigraphic unit Günz, while Kokra fan 
1 and Tržiška Bistrica terrace T1 b belong to the Würm I unit (according to Šifrer, 1969; Žlebnik, 
1971; Meze, 1974; Vidic et al., 1991). We therefore infer Kokra fan 2 ages are the same as Tržiška 
Bistrica terrace T4 ages, 1.8 – 2 Myr. The Würm I unit was dated by 10Be isotope in the Tržiška 
Bistrica terrace at 50-70 kyr (Pavic and Vidic, 1993; Vidic and Lobnik, 1997), which are the inferred 
ages for the Kokra fan 1.  
 
Similary, Kamniška Bistrica terrace T2 a was correlated with Kokra fan 1 and Tržiška Bistrica terrace 
T1b to Würm I unit (according to according to Šifrer, 1961; Žlebnik, 1971; Vidic et al., 1991). 
Kamniška Bistrica terraces T1 a and T1 b were related to late Würm (Šifrer, 1961). They could be 
either from Würm II or Würm III period, but not younger since the mammoth skeleton found in 
sediments near Nevljica River places the sediment under T0 terrace to Würm III period (Kos, 1939; 
Pohar, 1994). The T0 terrace is therefore younger than Würm III. Würm II and Würm III as 
morphostratigraphic units were dated on Sava terraces in Radovljica by isotopic 10Be dating at 40-50 
kyr for Würm II and 20-35 kyr for Würm III (Pavic and Vidic, 1993; Vidic and Lobnik, 1997). Using 
the correlation with Tržiška Bistrica and Sava terraces the age of Kamniška Bistrica terraces are 
estimated at 50-70 kyr (T2 a), 20-50 kyr (T1 a and T1 b) and less than 20 kyr (T0).  
 
The ages of deformed geomorphic indicators along the Sava fault obtained from the literature and 
through the correlation are summarised in Table 5.2.  
 
Table 5.2: Estimated ages of deformed geomorphic indicators along the Sava fault.  
Indicator  Estimated age  Dating method  
Tržiška Bistrica T4 riser 1.8 – 2 Myr Paleomagnetic analysis, 10Be (Pavic and Vidic, 
1993) and 26Al/10Be (Mihevc et al., in prep.) 
Kokra fan 2  1.8 – 2 Myr Correlation with Tržiška Bistrica T4, paleomagnetic 
analysis, 10Be (Pavic and Vidic, 1993) and 26Al/10Be 
(Mihevc et al, in prep.) 
Kokra fan 1  50 -70 kyr Correlation with Tržiška Bistrica T1 b, 10Be dating 
(Pavic and Vidic, 1993; Vidic and Lobnik, 1997) 
 
5.9 Estimated slip-rate of the Sava fault 
 
To quantitatively evaluate the activity of the Sava fault the estimation of its slip-rate is necessary. The 
slip-rate may be evaluated from the amount of displacement and the time acquired to accommodate 
such displacement. These data can be obtained by various methodologies. Methodology selected 
depends on the time span for which the slip-rate is to be evaluated. Geologically evaluated 
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displacements derive long-term slip-rates, geomorphologically evaluated displacements are the source 
for short- to long-term slip-rates, geodetic and seismicity data are the origin for recent slip-rates.  
 
Recent slip-rate of the Sava fault was evaluated from GPS study of active movements to 1 ± 0.5 
mm/yr in the western part of the Sava fault (Vrabec et al., 2006) and assumed from regional geological 
data and geodynamic constrains at 0.05-0.15 mm/yr (Basili et al., 2013). The later take into account 
the slip-rates calculated using thin-shell finite elements modelling, which incorporates active faults, 
lithospheric and rheological characteristics, laterally varying thermal structure, appropriate 
geodynamic boundary conditions and recent maximum compressive horizontal stress axes obtained 
mostly from GPS data and earthquake slip data (Kastelic and Carafa, 2012). Such slip-rate estimates 
are therefore recent slip-rate estimates. In this work, the long-term and short-term slip-rates of the 
Sava fault have been calculated from the displacements obtained by geomorphological analysis and 
from geological and chronological data from literature.  
 
5.9.1 Long-term geological slip-rate 
 
To evaluate the displacement of geological units along the Sava fault, the Upper Oligocene volcano-
clastic rocks have been used as a marker. Their right-lateral displacement was estimated at 25 km 
(Hinterlechner-Ravnik and Pleničar, 1967), 40 km (Kazmer et al., 1996), 30-50 km (Vrabec, 2001) 
and 65-70 km (Placer, 1996).  
 
The beginning of the Sava fault activity is less clear (Jamšek Rupnik et al., 2012). Before Sarmatian 
(12 Myr) marine sedimentation prevailed in the area of central Slovenia and estimated stress field was 
E-W oriented tension (Fodor et al., 1998). The right-lateral movement along the Sava fault was not 
possible in such stress field and is rather related to N-S oriented compression (Vrabec, 2001). 
Moreover, according to geological mapping the faults of the Sava fault zone clearly cut through the 
Middle Miocene beds E of Kamniška Bistrica (Premru, 1983), which constraints the Sava fault activity 
to post 14 Myr. Regional faults in eastern part of the Periadriatic fault system in Slovenia also deform 
and displace Middle Miocene beds, implying that right-lateral transpressive deformations are younger 
than Middle Miocene (Fodor et al., 1998). The formation of Tunjice overturned syncline of Neogene 
beds is related to transpressive deformations of the Sava restraining bend and with the youngest beds 
folded being the Sarmatian (12 Ma) beds this places the fault activity to post-Sarmatian (Vrabec, 
2001). Based on regional correlation the main phase of the Sava fault activity was related to inversion 
in the Panonian Basin and transpressive folding of the Sava Folds S of the Sava fault at about 6 Myr 
BP at the Miocene-Pliocene boundary (Vrabec and Fodor, 2006). However, the structure of fault zone 
in the Sava restraining bend shows that the phase of large displacements along the fault happened 
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before the transpressive bending (Vrabec, 2001), suggesting  that the Sava fault begin to be active 
already before 6 Myr.  
 
To calculate the long-term slip-rate a more conservative value of total fault displacement was taken, 
(20-30 km) that is estimated as more realistic (Vrabec et al, in prep.). Considering the discussion 
above, 6 Myr is estimated as the minimum and 20 Myr as the maximum time acquired to accumulate 
this displacement. Thus, the long-term Sava fault activity is estimated at 1-5 mm/yr for the last 20 – 6 
Myr.  
 
5.9.2 Quateranary slip-rate  
 
Using the offsets of geomorphic indicators along the Sava fault (Table 5.1) and their age estimations 
(Table 5.2) the geomorphological slip-rates have been calculated.  
 
The offset of T4 terrace of Tržiška Bistrica relative to the valley mouth was accumulated since the 
abandonment of this surface. The age of deposition of this terrace presents the maximum age of the 
surface. The minimum slip-rate of the Tržič segment is therefore 0.5-0.6 mm/yr for the last 1.8-2 Myr. 
The offset of the Kokra fan 2 apex relative to Kokra fan 1 apex was accumulated in time between the 
formation of Kokra fans 1 and 2, i.e. in 1.7-2 Myr. The slip-rate of the Preddvor and Kokra segments 
together in time after 1.8-2 Myr BP, but before 50-70 kyr BP, is therefore estimated at 0.5-0.9 mm/yr. 
Joint estimate from those two sites for the Sava fault slip-rate between Tržiška Bistrica and Kokra over 
the last 2 Myr is therefore 0.5-0.9 mm/yr.  
 
The short-term offset along the Cerklje fault scarp was probably accumulated very recently. The 
maximum age of the offset is the age of the Kokra fan 1, whereas the minimum age of the offset is the 
age of Reka fan that cover the scarp on east. Considering the maximum age, the minimal throw-rate of 
the Cerklje segment would be about 0.1 mm/yr.  
 
5.9.3 Comparison between estimated slip-rates on different time frame 
 
Right-lateral slip-rates of the Sava fault that were obtained by different methods span from 0.1 to 5 
mm/yr (Figure 5.28). The comparison of estimated slip-rates versus time averaged show that three of 
estimations are within the range of 0.5 – 1.5 mm/yr and lower values of long-term geologically 
estimated slip-rate are within the same range (Figure 5.28). Geomorphologically determined slip-rates 
are in agreement with the GPS recent slip-rate (Figure 5.28). Geologically estimated slip-rate is higher 
than geomorphologically estimated one, but comparable to the GPS estimated recent slip-rate only if 
considering the minimal length of displacement (20 km) and maximal time span (20 Myr). If we 
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consider more realistic estimation of displacement (20-30 km) and time (12-14 Myr) according to 
discussion in chapter 5.9.1, the long-term geological slip-rate increases to 1.4 – 2.5 mm/yr. From this 
argument also follows that the 40 km or more of total displacement along the Sava fault is unrealistic, 
since it would require a considerably higher slip-rate. Recent slip-rate estimations derived from finite 
element modelling (Kastelic and Carafa, 2012; Basili et al., 2013) are significantly lower and not 
comparable with any other estimation of the Sava fault slip-rate (Figure 5.28).  
 
 
Figure 5.28: Comparison of slip-rate estimations versus time in logarithmic scale plot. Labelling: 1 – estimated 
based on displaced geological units, 2 –estimated from Tržiška Bistrica T4 riser offset, 3 – estimated from apex 
of Kokra fan 2 ofset, 4 – estimated from GPS data (Vrabec et al., 2006), 5 – estimated by finite elements 
modelling (Kastelic and Carafa, 2012; Basili et al., 2013).  Error bars on the slip-rate estimations and on the 
estimations of indicator/displacement age. For both recent slip-rates 1-10 yr were taken for time interval. Grey 
area between 0.5 and 1.5 mm/yr assembles three slip-rate estimations and lower values of long-term geologically 
estimated slip-rate.  
 
The long-term (> 2 Myr) slip-rate of the Sava fault thus ranges between 1 and 5 mm/yr.The 
Quaternary (< 2 Myr) slip-rate estimated from displaced geomorphic markers and GPS data is between 
0.5 – 1.5 mm/yr, which is at the lowest boundary of the geological slip-rate estimate. There could be 
variation between long-term slip-rate and shorter-term one such as already observed on other fault 
systems (e.g. Friedrich et al., 2003, Mouslopoulou et al., 2009, Mouslopoulou et al., 2012; Benedetti et 
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al., 2013), however considering the large uncertainties on the estimated slip-rate, more accurate dating 
of the offsets markers is needed to determine whether the Sava fault slip-rate has varied with time. 
Slip-rate variations could arise from variations in tectonic loading, clustered strain release, seismic 
cycle, fault interactions and fault growth (Friedrich et al., 2003, Mouslopoulou et al., 2009, 
Mouslopoulou et al., 2012, Benedetti et al., 2013). Perhaps a more detailed study using LiDAR data 
would be needed to find appropriate datable geomorphic markers to constrain the short-term (< 50 
kyr) slip-rate of the Sava fault.  
 
On a short-term, a minimal throw-rate of the Cerklje segment of 0.1 mm/yr is not to be considered as 
characteristic for a long-term Sava fault slip-rate, since this segment is a reverse one in front of major 
strike-slip fault. Also, absolute dating of geomorphic markers should be employed to better constrain 
the throw-rate of the Cerklje segment.  
  
5.10 Seismogenic potential of the Sava fault 
 
Seismogenic potential of the Sava fault was estimated from the length of particular segments between 
Jesenice and Godič, measured along their traces (Figure 5.29), the minimal length of 3.5 km being the 
length of the Cerklje fault scarp and the maximal length of 15.5 km being the length of the total 
Cerklje segment between Visoko and Godič. According to scaling laws (see chapter 3.3.2 for 
explanation), using the coeficients for all-slip type faults (Tables 3.3 and 3.4, Wells and Coppersmith, 
1994), the 3.5 km long surface rupture length may be produced by magnitude ~ 5.7 ± 0.3 earthquake 
with an average displacement of up to 50 cm and 15.5 km long segment may produce magnitude ~ 6.5 
± 0.3 earthquake with an average displacement of up to 80 cm. Therefore we estimate that the Sava 
fault segments with dextral to reverse character could produce earthquakes with magnitude 5.4 to 6.8. 
Since this is the fault segmentation at the surface and the segmentation of fault at depth is unclear, the 
actual seismic hazard may be even higher in case of fewer and longer segments at depth. Moreover, 
multiple-segments earthquake may be even stronger.  
 
In the case of Cerklje fault scarp a 3.5 km length presents the minimum length of this scarp, assuming 
that it is covered by Reka alluvial fan on E. According to scaling laws, using the coefficients for all-
slip type faults (Tables 3.3 and 3.4, Wells and Coppersmith, 1994), the Cerklje fault minimum 
seismogenic potential is M 5.7 ± 0.3 and may produce the average displacement of ~ 10-50 cm at such 
an event. The 5 m high scarp may therefore be a cumulative offset of 10-50 events over the last 50-70 
kyr if we consider maximum possible age of the scarp. The scarp however could be younger. 
Assuming estimated minimal throw-rate as a constant, a recurrence time of large earthquakes on the 
Cerklje scarp would range from 1-5 kyr.  
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Figure 5.29: Sava fault segments between Jesenice and Godič. Slope inclination map was made from the DEM 5 
data. See Figure 5.2 for color scale. Hydrography from the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale. 
 
5.11 Historical seismicity  
 
Although none of the historical earthquakes were attributed to the Sava fault, several earthquakes of 
magnitudes from 3.0 to 6.9 occurred in the wider area of the fault (Figure 5.30). The strongest event, 
known as the Villach earthquake struck the Carinthia region in 1348 with estimated magnitude 6.9 and 
maximum intensities IX-X (Stucchi et al., 2013), (Figure 5.31). During this earthquake the Dobratsch 
rockfalls were triggered (150 M m3 of material cover about 6 km2; Zorn, 2004). Veliki vrh rockfall 
(20-100 M m3 of material deposited along 5 km of the valley; Zorn, 2004) might also have been 
triggered by the same event as suggested by preliminary results of exposure 36Cl dating of the rock 
face and boulders (Mrak et al., 2010) and by dating the boulders with lichenometry (Vičič and Vrabec, 
2011). Earthquake source structure is not known but considering the large uncertainty of the epicentre 
location defined from the historical (macroseismic) data (Figure 5.31) the Sava fault is a possible 
candidate for this earthquake source. On the other hand, study by Hammerl (1994) suggests the 
earthquake occurred in Friuli region (Figure 5.31).  
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Figure 5.30: Earthquake epicentres from SHEEC 1000-1899 (Stucchi et al., 2013) and SHEEC 1900-2006 
(Grünthal and Wahlström, 2012) and the Sava fault segments mapped in this study (note that the Sava fault 
continues on both sides; see Figure 5.1). Digital terrain model from SRTM 90 m data, accessible from Global 
Land Cover Facility (http://glcf.umiacs.umd.edu/index.shtml).  
 
 
Figure 5.31: Epicentre and intensity dataset of the 1348 Villach M 6.9 earthquake (SHEEC 1000-1899; Stucchi 
et al., 2013; Hammerl, 1994), accessible from AHEAD – European Archive of Historical Earthquake Data 
(http://emidius.eu/AHEAD/). 
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6 GEOMORPHIC EVIDENCE OF ACTIVITY ALONG THE VODICE FAULT 
 
6.1 Introduction  
 
The Vodice fault is one of the most interesting geological and geomorphological puzzles of the 
Ljubljana Basin. The presence of an active reverse fault in the centre of the Ljubljana Basin, 15 km 
north of Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia, may present an important threat for the population, 
infrastructure and economy of this densely populated area. This study aims at better understanding of 
the late Quaternary activity and associated seismogenic potential of the Vodice fault.  
 
At the surface, the Vodice fault is evidenced by two scarps that are apparently displacing Quaternary 
surfaces. The scarps have been first interpreted as risers between two different Quaternary fills 
(Žlebnik, 1971): the northern scarp being the riser separating Older conglomerate fill (Günz) and 
Middle conglomerate fill (Mindel), the southern scarp being the riser between Younger conglomerate 
fill (Riss) and Gravel fill (Wurm). In later interpretations, the scarps have been attributed to a normal 
fault (Vrabec, 2001) and to a reverse fault (Verbič, 2006).  
 
6.2 The Vodice scarps  
 
In the area of Vodice, the gentle sloping surface of the Ljubljana Basin is perturbed by two WSW-
ENE oriented rectilinear scarps, which are 6 to 11 km long. The scarps are visible between the Sava 
River to the west and the Pšata River to the E (Figures 4.2, 6.1). Scarps orientation is perpendicular to 
both streams. The more prominent scarp runs from Moste to Dragočajna and delineates a sharp change 
in the river regime when crossing the scarp, with strong incising north of the scarp and depositing 
south of it (Supplement 4).  
 
The main streams crossing the scarps are from west to east, the Sava, the Graben, the Pšata and the 
Reka (Supplement 4, blue lines). Pšata is partly canalised where it crosses the scarp and Sava is 
dammed for hydroelectric power plant twice in the investigated area between the northern and 
southern branch and just south of the map boundary. In Figure 6.1 the present course of the Sava River 
is shown, and in Supplement 4 its course prior to the damming for the northern hydroelectric power 
plant. The four streams crossing the scarps near Vodice are regulated in some parts south of Vodice 
where they have wide flood plains (Supplement 4). The shape of topography also shows the presence 
of dry valleys crossing the structure (Figure 6.1 and Supplement 4, yellow lines indicate reconstructed 
streams at the bottom of dry valleys), some of them are perched or end on the northern side of the 
scarp as hanging valleys (see Supplement 4 for locations). Two dry valleys (Paleostream 1 and 2) 
incised through the scarp (Supplement 4), are outfalling into an active swamp area just past the scarp. 
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This swamp area was apparently drained eastward in the past (Supplement 4 see yellow drainage). At 
the eastern extremity of the scarp, Paleostream 3 is also incised through the scarp and was formerly 
most probably outfalling into Pšata (Supplement 4). All major streams and paleostreams are bending 
westward and eastward, toward the western part of the scarp or its eastern part, respectively, and are 
strongly incised through the Vodice scarps. Smaller streams in the middle part of the scarp are perched 
and do not cross the scarp. Moreover, the streams are incised in straight and narrow valleys just north 
of the scarp, whereas they aggrade and meander in wider flood plains just after they pass the scarp 
(Supplement 4) creating a wide flood plain south of the scarp.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.1: a) DTM of 5 m resolution (Public Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of 
the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 2006) coloured regarding the surface elevation and hydrography from Basic 
topographic maps at 1 : 5.000 and 1 : 10.000 scales (Public Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping 
Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, TTN 5 and TTN 10, 1999) of the Vodice area. Two prominent scarps are 
seen on the surface. b) Field picture of the southern Vodice scarp (view from the top of the scarp towards 
southwest). Photo taken near Hraše. Photo: Petra Jamšek Rupnik.  
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Several surface levels can be recognized north of the scarp between the Sava and the Pšata Rivers. We 
accurately mapped the top and base of those risers from detailed observation of the topography as well 
as field observations. Additionally, the degree of karstification was used to distinguish several surface 
levels. Five main groups of Quaternary alluvial surfaces were distinguished in the studied area, from 
the highest to the lowest: a) coalescent fluvial terraces T4, T3, T2 and TReka, b) high Sava and small 
stream fluvial terraces T1a, T1b and T1c, c) lower Sava fluvial terraces T0a, T0b, T0c, T0d and d) 
alluvial fans of Sava, Kokra, and Kamniška Bistrica Rivers, e) flood plains of recent and reconstructed 
rivers and streams (Supplement 4).  
 
The highest fluvial surfaces T4 (elevation 365-375 m a.s.l.) and T3 (elevation 355-370 m a.s.l.), have 
only been preserved in patches SW of the Sava River, in the concave part of its most important 
meander (Supplement 4). Those surfaces are degraded and heavily karstified, with a mean gentle slope 
northwards to northeastwards.  
 
The most prominent fluvial surface is T2 (elevation 345-375 m a.s.l.), only present on the northern 
side of the Vodice scarp and constituting the largest fluvial deposits between Sava and Graben, with 
patches E of Reka (Supplement 4). This surface is degraded as well, and is incised by small active 
rivers and paleostreams. Karstification of this surface is especially strong between Sava and Graben. 
T2 was most probably deposited by the Sava or the Kokra River with a mean S-SE-oriented slope. 
Between Paleostream 1 and Graben however, the surface is almost horizontal with some parts 
apparently sloping slightly northwards (Figure 6.2).  
 
TReka (elevation 335-360 m a.s.l.) is lower than T2 and was deposited by the Reka River with a 
gentle SE-oriented slope (Supplement 4). This surface is incised by Paleostream 3, the Reka and the 
Pšata Rivers, but in contrast to T4, T3 and T2, TReka is not karstified.  
 
The Sava River, Paleostreams 1, 2 and Graben (paleo)streams have incised and deposited mainly two 
terrace levels, T1 (elevation 340-369 m a.s.l.) and T0 (elevation 331-353 m a.s.l.), which slope south 
to southeastward. Along the Sava there are three generations of T1 terraces separated by 2-3 m high 
risers, which gradually decrease in elevation from T1 c (elevation 350-369 m a.s.l.), T1 b (elevation 
345-367 m a.s.l.) to T1 a (elevation 340-365 m a.s.l.). T0 terraces are smaller in extent than T1 Sava 
terraces and gradually lower from T0d (elevation 342-353 m a.s.l.), T0c (elevation 345-348 m a.s.l.), 
T0b (elevation 333-343 m a.s.l.) to T0a (elevation 331-335 m a.s.l.), separated by 3-5 m risers.  
 
T4, T3, T2, TReka and T1 surfaces are fill terraces or residuals of fill terraces consisting of carbonate 
conglomerates and gravel with sandy and clayish layers and lenses. The pebbles of about 2-20 cm size 
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are mostly from limestone and some are porphyrites. The conglomerate outcrops along the Sava River, 
Paleostream 1, 2 and Graben streams where it is well cemented. On the other hand the construction pit 
at Dragočajna revealed poorly cemented gravels of T1 a terrace. The gravel and conglomerate of T2 is 
covered by up to 5-10 m of sandy clays with few porphyritic pebbles, which was interpreted as 
residual of weathering of conglomerates (e.g. Žlebnik, 1971). Such cover is even thicker on the higher 
T4 and T3 terraces, whereas T1 terraces have a soil cover that is 30 cm thick at most. T0 terraces are 
consisting of similar material as T1-T4 terraces, but it is possible that they are cut-in (erosional) 
terraces.  
 
Three alluvial fans were mapped in the area. Kokra alluvial fan was deposited from N, is sloping 
southward and covers the northern side of T2. Kamniška Bistrica alluvial fan was deposited from NE 
and is sloping southwestward. Sava alluvial fan was incised into T2 on the west, and is sloping 
southeastward (Figure 4.2 and Supplement 4). All three alluvial fans have very well preserved shape, 
are formed of carbonate gravel, are not karstified, and are only incised by T1, and T0 terraces and 
recent rivers and streams.  
 
Flood plains of recent and reconstructed rivers and streams are positioned at the lowest relative level 
in the studied area (Supplement 4). Sava had a flood plain in the area of Trboje, which is today 
flooded behind the hydroelectric power dam. Elsewhere in the studied section the Sava has incised 
about 20 m deep canyon in Pleistocene conglomerates. Reka and Pšata have wide flood plains both N 
and S of Vodice scarps. Paleostreams and Graben also have their flood plains N of the scarps and even 
wider ones S of the scarps.  
 
Due S the E-W oriented Smlednik crest with peaks of altitudes of 440-517 m is cut through by the 
Graben stream. It is possible that formerly during wetter periods the Sava, Reka and Pšata have also 
flown here. There are no apparent terraces or surface levels such as those observed on the northern 
side of the Smlednik crest. Perpendicularly to the N-S Graben flow direction a small scarp appears to 
cut a former valley now dry (Supplement 4). Wet swamps are present at the outfall of Paleostream 2 
and south of Moste, at the base of the eastern part of the Smlednik crest.  
 
North of the Smlednik crest two scarps are obvious in the topography and run perpendicular to main 
drainage flow direction (Supplement 4). The WSW-ENE oriented southern scarp is very rectilinear 
and continuous. It delineates the surfaces of T2 and TReka from the flood plain, between Moste and 
Dragočajna. In its western part the scarp appears continuous through different surface levels with its 
height decreasing from 25 m at Vodice to 4 m near Dragočajna. W of Sava, the main scarp seems to 
split into three scarps through T2 surface, and then vanishes under the Sava alluvial fan. East of 
Vodice, the scarp vanishes under the alluvial breakthrough of the Graben stream and reappears on its 
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eastern side with a height of about 5 m. The second scarp delineates the TReka from the main flood 
plain, then cuts through T2 about 1 km north of the first scarp, and seems to vanish after crossing the 
Paleostream 2 near Trboje.  
 
The scarps height varies from 3 to 25 m. They are the highest in the central part (Figure 6.2, profiles 1 
and 2). The southern scarp is between 5 to 25 m high whereas the northern one is 3 to 18 m high. 
Longitudinal profiles along the top and the base of the southern scarp cross several valleys and 
demonstrate that incision is important on the upper side of the scarp, with the smallest valleys being 
perched on top of the scarp (locations indicated with red arrows on the Figure 6.2, profiles 1 and 2). 
There is no significant difference in height between the profile 1 and 2 (Figure 6.2), where the Graben 
stream and its tributaries enter the main flood plain and also westward near the Sava River.  
 
The topographic profile perpendicular to the fault scarps shows that the surface north of both scarps is 
horizontal to slightly northward sloping, opposite to the general flowing direction (Figure 6.2, profile 
3).  
 
Figure 6.2 also shows that the floodplain in front of the southern scarp has a general inclination 
towards east of about 0.1°. At the western edge, close to the Sava river, the slope abruptly changes to 
westward orientation and becomes steeper (0.6°). The highest part of the flood plain, which is about 
350 m high and about 25 m higher than the actual Sava River, prevents any important drainage 
originating from the Sava or its tributaries to flow eastward.  
 
The continuity and rectilinearity of the scarp through different fluvial terrace surfaces suggest that the 
scarp is most probably not a terrace riser. Moreover, the height of the scarp varies along its length and 
appears lower when crossing lower (younger) surfaces. Finally, all those observations, the sharp 
change of drainage regime across the scarp and the presence of perched valleys above it suggest 
tectonic origin of the scarp. We thus interpret the Vodice scarp as the surface expression of an active 
fault that has repeatedly broke the surface, its most recent movement offsetting the most recent fluvial 
surfaces.  
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Figure 6.2: Topographic profiles of the Vodice fault scarps derived from DEM 5 m (Public Information of 
Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 2006). a) Position of 
topographic profiles indicated on the DTM 5 m. Profile 1 taken from the top, and profile 2 from the base of the 
southern fault scarp. Profile 3 taken perpendicular on the northern, and southern Vodice fault scarp. b) Profiles 
along top and the base of the southern fault scarp. Positions of perched valleys and highway indicated. c) Profile 
across the Vodice fault scarps. Schematic fault position indicated.  
 
6.3 Quantitative evidence for active thrusting 
 
To determine accurately the offsets associated with the motion along this fault, a series of topographic 
profiles of the top risers along the Sava, Graben and Reka, as well of the paleostreams and recent 
streams crossing the faults were made from topographical maps scaled at 1 : 5.000 and 1 : 10.000 
(Public Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, 
TTN 5 and TTN 10, 1999). Altitudes were collected along the top risers, along reconstructed 
Paleostreams 1, 2, 3 and paleoSava (see Figure 3b for location), along the reconstructed and the recent 
western Graben stream, and along Sava, Reka, and Pšata water level. Altitudes were then projected 
perpendicularly to the mean direction of the scarps (340-345°) (Figure 6.3). Note that the Sava profile 
is horizontal in its lower part because of artificial damming downstream. The profiles are presented in 
Figure 6.3 from W to E.  
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The top risers can be used as passive morphological markers (e.g. Merritts et al., 1994; Lavé and 
Avouac, 2001; Van der Woerd et al., 2002) since the fluvial terraces have been deposited by the Sava 
and Pšata Rivers and were then incised. The T2 and T1 risers have then been abandoned by the Sava 
River since they are now at about 31-36 m higher than the present Sava valley (Figures 6.3a and 6.3b). 
The T2 riser on the western side of Sava River is offseted for 7 m above its base level on the southern 
side of the scarp, and an additional smaller scarp about 1.4 m high (1-2 m high considering 
uncertainty) seems to define an even lower offset (Figure 6.3 a). T2 is also offseted on the eastern side 
of Sava for 3 m, this amount of offset seems to be the same for T1 (Figure 6.3b).  
 
The Paleostreams 1 and 2, T1 and T2 are situated 29 to 36 m above the present Sava River valley 
(Figures 6.3a, 6.3b and 6.3c). All levels slope about 0.17° south-southeastward, which is identical to 
the slope of the recent Sava and the Pšata River profiles. This therefore suggests that all those fluvial 
terraces have been emplaced by rivers flowing from the north and were subsequently uplifted up to 
their actual altitude and incised. T2, on the western side of Sava, north of the scarp, is sloping 0.11° 
towards SSE which suggests 0.06° of postdepositional north-northwestward tilt (Figure 6.3a). This 
implies recent motion on the Vodice fault, most probably with a thrust component.  
 
Paleostreams 1, 2 and paleoSava, all located E of Sava, are perched above the actual Sava level for 33 
to 29 m (Figure 6.3c). Paleostreams 1 and 2 are apparently also uplifted for 5-9 m if compared to their 
base level on the southern side of the southern scarp (Figure 6.3c). PaleoSava does not appear offset 
when crossing the western continuation of the northern scarp and does not continue southward.  
 
All those observations at the western extremity of the fault scarps suggest that most of the recent 
motion is taken on the southern fault scarp with 1 to 7 m of motion. T2 surface has been offseted by 7 
m at most on the western side of the Sava River and warped (Figure 6.3a). T1 surfaces and 
paleostreams have been offseted 5 to 3 m (Figures 6.3b, 6.3c). Moreover west of Sava, a small offset 
of 1-2 m has affected the T2 surface (Figure 6.3a). Those terraces and paleostreams have been 
emplaced by the Sava River and subsequently uplifted and incised for up to 36 m above the actual 
river level.  
 
Figure 6.3d shows topographic profiles of the T2 top risers and of the Graben stream and associated 
fluvial terraces. Altitudes of T2 top risers were collected on the western side of the Graben stream and 
altitudes of T1 terraces were collected from both sides along the Graben stream. T2 surface appears at 
22 to 21 m above the actual Graben stream, while the T1 terrace is at ~ 4 m above the stream. 
Compared with the actual Graben stream slope level, the T2 top riser appears tilted northward for 
0.69° above the southern scarp and for 1.47° above the northern scarp. T2 is offseted for ~ 12 m along 
the northern scarp.  
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W of Pšata the topographic profile of TReka top risers were plotted along Paleostream 3 (Figure 6.3e). 
TReka top risers terminate at the southern scarp and are perched above the actual Reka for 10–5 m. 
Paleostream 3 is perched for ~ 5 m. Compared with actual Reka and Paleostream 3 the TReka top 
risers are tilted northward for 0.12° along the southern scarp.  
 
We interpret that the amount for which the risers and paleostreams are perched above actual rivers and 
streams is due to river incision. Main reasons for the incision could be climatic changes with lowering 
of the base level, or uplift. Since the base level in past thousand years was increasing as suggested by 
increasing sea level (e.g. Fleming et al., 1998), the uplift is the most probable reason for the incision in 
the area. Active uplift in the Julian Alps west of the study area was reported from the levelling survey 
(Rižnar et al., 2007). A levelling transect from Ljubljana to Rateče crossing the Ljubljana basin 
indicated active uplift of northwestern parts of the basin (Rižnar et al., 2005; see also chapter 2.5.1).   
 
In the area of Vodice faults the amount of incision decreases from W to E: from 36 m to 21 m for T2, 
10 m to 5 m for TReka, 31 m to 4 m for T1, and 33 m to 5 m for paleostreams. This trend could be 
produced by eastward decrease in the amount of uplift, by changing lithology, or by variations in river 
discharges. Active streams are at different altitudes; Graben level is at higher altitudes, Reka, and 
Pšata levels are at lower altitude and Sava level is at the lowest altitude. This may imply that 
subsurface water level follows the pattern of the surface offset, which decreases towards scarp tips as 
shown in Figure 6.2, and may indicate lithological change following the same trend. On the other 
hand, the differences in incision from N to S that are discrete at the points of crossing of the scarps 
could also be due to the uplift along the Vodice fault. In that case the altitude above the actual streams 
would represent a direct measure of uplift (Merritts et al., 1994; Lavé and Avouac, 2001).  
 
The offsets estimated from projected top riser levels are cumulative offsets. Cumulative offset of T2 
along the northern fault measures about 12 m (Figure 6.3d), and along the western tip of the southern 
fault amounts to 3–7 m (Figures 6.3a and 6.3b). Since T2 is not a continuous marker on both sides of 
the southern central fault segment, the cumulative offset of T2 could not be directly estimated for that 
part. But considering that the hangingwall of the Vodice reverse fault was uplifted relative to its 
footwall we interpret the entire 21 m of T2 incision as a result of uplift along the southern fault (Figure 
6.3d). Given that the footwall block was probably subjected to aggradation that helped to 
accommodate the need for hangingwall incision in order to reach the water level equilibrium (Yanites 
et al., 2010), we interpret that ~ 21 m presents the minimum cumulative offset of this surface at the 
central part of the fault. The cumulative offset of T2 along the southern fault is therefore increasing 
from W towards the central part. Similarly, we interpret the ~ 10 m of TReka incision as the minimum 
cumulative offset of TReka.  
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We attribute the slope differences between different levels across the scarps to northward tilting above 
active north-dipping reverse faults. T2 is tilted for 1.47° above the northern Vodice fault and for 0.69° 
above the southern Vodice fault. W of Sava the tilt of T2 is only 0.06° above the southern Vodice 
fault, while on E TReka is tilted for 0.12° above the southern Vodice fault. Therefore the amount of 
tilting seems to increase towards the central part of the fault traces.  
 
Additionally, T1 E of Sava and T2 W of Sava have been very recently offset for about 3 m and 1-2 m, 
respectively (Figures 6.3a, 6.3b). To check for the presence of fresh scarps we surveyed the southern 
Vodice scarp with accurate levelling instrument. The surveyed profiles P1 and P2 show artificial 
features, but no recent fault scarp is visible (Figure 6.4, see Supplement 4 for locations of the profiles). 
Using the average surface trend we evaluated the scarp heights. In P1 profile the scarp height is 4.1 m, 
in P2 12.2–13.3 m and in P3 5.3 m. We interpret these values as vertical surface offsets.   
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Figure 6.3: Topographic profiles of top risers, paleostreams and recent streams derived from Basic topographic 
maps at 1 : 5.000 and 1 : 10.000 scales (Public Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of 
the Republic of Slovenia, TTN 5 and TTN 10, 1999) across the Vodice fault scarps, projected perpendicular to 
the Vodice scarp (340-345°), with incision, offset, slope and tilt measurements. a) Top risers W of Sava, 
projected on 340°. b) Top risers E of Sava, projected on 340°. c) Paleostreams and paleoSava, projected on 340°. 
d) Top risers along Graben stream, projected on 345°. e) Top risers W of Pšata, projected on 345°.  
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Figure 6.4: Levelling profiles across the southern Vodice fault scarp with indicated slope profiles and vertical 
offsets. Artificial features are indicated on profiles P1 and P2. Profiles positions are given on Supplement 4.  
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6.4 Quantifying the fault activity 
 
In order to assess the activity of the Vodice reverse faults we constrained vertical displacement, dated 
deformed surfaces and calculated the throw rate. Furthermore, we interpret the Vodice structure at 
depth and then calculate the slip-rate of the faults.  
 
6.4.1 Vertical displacement 
 
Vertical displacements along the Vodice faults may be inferred from cumulative surface offsets 
presented in previous chapter. Different fault throw estimations are assembled in Table 6.1. Northern 
Vodice fault throw, estimated from T2 cumulative offset at the central part, is ~ 12 m. Minimal 
southern Vodice fault throw, estimated from the incision of T2 at the central part, is ~ 21 m. E of Sava, 
the southern fault throw was estimated from T2 cumulative offset at about 3 m and W of Sava at about 
7 m. At the eastern tip of the southern segment, a minimal throw was estimated from the incision of 
TReka at about 10 m. Throw of lower and therefore younger surfaces is smaller; southern fault throw 
of T1 b surface was estimated at about 3 m. Younger surfaces are apparantly not offseted. The 
estimated fault throws are lower for the younger offseted surfaces, and seem to be the highest in the 
central part of the fault system. 
 
Table 6.1: Vodice fault throw estimations.  
Northern fault  Southern fault  
T2; centre 12 m 21 m 
T2; E of Sava  3 m 
T2; W of Sava  7 m 
RTeka  10 m 
T1 b  3 m 
Paleostreams 1,2  5-9 m 
 
6.4.2 Ages of deformed surfaces 
 
OSL/IRSL dating of T2 terrace:  
In order to estimate the age of the offset T2 surface north of the southern Vodice fault scarp, one 
sample of fine-grained sediments was taken at about 3 m depth in the 5 m deep excavation (Bavec et 
al., 2005; Jamšek Rupnik et al., 2013) (Figure 6.5). The sampling site is located in the immediate 
vicinity of the Lokarje clay pit, north of the southern Vodice fault scarp, at the W bank of alluvial 
breakthrough E of Vodice (see Supplement 4 for location). Layers of clay, sand and conglomerate are 
dipping around 10° towards NNW and most probably belong to the northern limb of the anticline 
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described in the former clay pit (see chapter 6.4.4). Layers of clays were deposited in lacustrine 
environment, and intervening conglomerate layers were deposited by fluvial processes. Conglomerate 
observed westward from the sampling location deposited on top of this sequence.  
 
 
Figure 6.5: OSL/IRSL sampling location in Lokarje. Excavation is approximately 5 m deep. Layers of clay and 
sand are deposited over conglomerate, antopogene layer on top. LOK1 was sampled from sand layer. Photo: 
Miloš Bavec.  
 
Dating was carried out using Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) of quartz and Infrared 
Stimulated Luminescence (IRSL) of K-feldspar. Analysis was carried out in University of Bern, 
Switzerland (Jamšek Rupnik et al., 2013). Standard chemical pretreatments (HCl, H2O2, Na-oxalate) 
were applied to sand-sized grains (100-150 m) and heavy liquid separation was used to isolate the 
quartz and K-feldspar fraction. Quartz was additionally etched in 40 % HF for 60 min. Determination 
of the equivalent dose was carried out by the single-aliquot regenerative dose (SAR) protocol (quartz: 
preheat 230C for 10 s, Hoya U340 detection filter; feldspar: preheat 290C for 10 s, L.O.T. Oriel 410 
nm interference filter; 2 mm aliquots with ca. 100 grains). The Central Age Model was applied to 
calculate the mean of repeated measurements. Concentration of dose rate relevant elements was 
determined using high-resolution low-level gamma spectrometry. All relevant data is summarised in 
Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2: Summary data of OSL and IRSL dating giving the number of replicate measurements (n), the 
concentration of dose rate relevant elements (K, Th, U), dose rate (D), equivalent dose (ED), and resulting ages 
for both quartz (Q) and feldspar (F) (Jamšek Rupnik et al., 2013).  
 
Sample 
 
n 
K 
(%) 
Th 
(ppm) 
U 
(ppm) 
D-Q 
(Gy kyr-1) 
D-F 
(Gy kyr-1) 
ED-Q 
(Gy) 
ED-F 
(Gy) 
Age-Q 
(kyr) 
Age-F 
(kyr) 
LOK1 32/6 0.52 ± 0.01 1.45 ± 0.05 2.90 ± 0.13 1.26 ± 0.01 1.74 ± 0.01 174.7 ± 13.5 237.6 ± 13.1 134 ± 15 132 ± 12 
 
Those samples yielded an OSL age of 134 ± 15 kyr and an IRSL age of 132 ± 12 kyr for the T2 
surface. Two different dating approaches produced very consistent ages. The sediments were 
deposited by fluvial and lacustrine processes and then consecutively uplifted due to repeated fault 
movements. Thus, their deposition should slightly predate their offset. Since the OSL and IRSL 
methods determine the age of emplacement, the obtained ages constrain a maximum value for the 
timing of tectonic offset. To constrain the uplift rate more precisely, the surface exposure ages of the 
deformed surfaces using cosmogenic nuclides would be more appropriate.  
 
36Cl dating of the T2 terrace: 
Terrace T2 shows an outcrop on a road cut on the left bank of the Sava River (Figure 6.6, see 
Supplement 4 for location). This is a cemented conglomerate, composed of well-rounded carbonate 
(Sava River drains mostly carbonate watershed) pebbles and cobbles having dimensions in the order of 
centimeter to decimeter, associated with a small fraction of carbonate sands. The outcrop is about 3 
meters high from the T2 surface down to the road surface. A ~ 40 cm thick soil is developed on the top 
of the profile (Figure 6.6).  
 
The profile was sampled for 36Cl cosmogenic dating. Unfortunately the soil development and the 
absence of outcropping pebbles on the surface prevented us to sample the first 50 centimeters. We 
sampled pebbles of 5-10 cm size from 50 to 310 cm depth. Samples were crushed and the 250-500 µm 
fraction of each sample was leached and then dissolved following the chemistry protocol of Stone et 
al. (1996) modified by Schlagenhauf et al. (2010). After complete dissolution, Cl was precipitated as 
AgCl. Before precipitation samples were spiked with a known amount of isotopically enriched stable 
chloride carrier to allow simultaneous Cl and 36Cl determination by isotope dilution (Schlagenhauf et 
al., 2010, and references therein). Both [36Cl] and [Cl] have been then measured at ASTER (CEREGE, 
Aix-en-Provence). [Ca] has also been measured, by ICP-AES on aliquots of the sample solution, in 
order to determine the 36Cl concentration produced by spallation.  
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Figure 6.6: A profile of T2 terrace on a road cut on the left bank of the Sava River (see Supplement 4 for 
location) sampled for 36Cl cosmogenic dating. Outcrop is about 3 m high. Photo: Adrien Moulin.  
 
Stone (2000) polynomial has been used to determine local production rates assuming a Sea Level High 
Latitude production rate of 53.6 at.g-1Ca.yr-1. The excel spreadsheet provided by Schimmelpfennig et 
al. (2009) was used to calculate all 36Cl production rates and to interpret the 36Cl data.  
 
If there is no inheritance, the 36Cl (atoms.g-1) build-up in an exposed rock surface follows the equation: 
ܥሺ௧ሻ ൌ ܲሺ଴ሻλ ൅ ߩߝܮ
ቆ1 െ ݁ ቀߣ ൅ ߩߝL ቁቇ 
where P(0) (atoms.g-1.yr-1) is the production rate at the sampling site and at the surface, t (years) is the 
time of exposure, λ is the decay constant of 36Cl (yr-1), ρ (g.cm-3) is the density of the rock material, ε 
(cm.yr-1) is the erosion rate of the sampled surface, and L (g.cm-2) is the attenuation length of the 
nuclide production (160 g.cm-2). Thus at the surface, the concentration of cosmogenic nuclide is 
controlled by both the exposure age and the erosion rate, mainly through spallation reaction of the 
target elements (especially Ca, but also K, Ti, Fe) and also by capture of low energy neutrons (by 35Cl) 
or muons (by 40Ca and 39K). With depth those capture productions become more important: in the first 
metre the production by low-energy neutron capture can be higher than the one by spallation 
according to the chemical composition of the sample (especially [Cl]), while at greater depths 
production by muons is prevailing (Schimmelpfennig et al., 2009). Thus the production rate within 
each sample first depends on the site (latitude, elevation) but also on the individual chemical 
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composition of the sample. The asymptotic decrease of the concentration at depth constrains the 
exposure age, whereas the shape of the exponential decrease in the upper part of the profile constrains 
the erosion rate (the more the profile flattens close to the surface, the lower is the erosion rate). We 
tried to determine the best (t, ε) pair which best models the distribution of measured concentrations.  
 
All samples yield a concentration between 7.32.104 and 1.96.105 at 36Cl.g-1, with a general trend in 
agreement with expectations (lowest concentrations are at the deepest section of the profiles) (Figure 
6.7a). If we assume no erosion, the corresponding exposure ages can be calculated according to 
Schimmelpfennig et al. (2009).  
 
Figure 6.7b shows the probability density of exposure age calculated for each sample with a “zero 
erosion” hypothesis. Two peaks are highlighted providing ages of 8.9 kyr (constrained by two 
samples) and 18.3 kyr (nine samples). 
 
We model the concentrations distribution by varying both the exposure age and the erosion rate, 
assuming the inheritance is negligible. The best fit is determined by using a chi-square inversion (e.g. 
Siame et al., 2004; Braucher et al., 2009).  
 
[36Cl] is plotted with depth in Figure 6.7a. The twelve samples show a rough exponential decrease. 
Three data points do not fit the general trend. At depth, the concentration decreases and approach to a 
value around 7.5.104 at/g. In the upper part of the profile the concentration decrease shows two 
different trends: three samples (circled in red) show a slight decrease with depth, while the other ones 
reveal a much faster attenuation.  
 
An erosion rate of ~150 mm/kyr is required to model the concentration decrease of the three samples 
circled in red. This is clearly too high for such a surface (Siame et al., 2004; Rixhon et al., 2011). It is 
possible that the differences in individual sample chemical compositions could explain those three 
outliers. Further chemical analyses will be performed in order to more precisely determine the 
production rate. Therefore, we choose to exclude those samples from further modeling.  
 
Chi-square inversion provides a best fit for a (34 kyr; 58 mm/kyr; χ2=11.5) pair (model curve in black 
in the Figure 6.7c). However, this erosion rate value seems too high to match the attenuation described 
by the four upper samples. On the other hand a “zero erosion” hypothesis provides a 22 kyr best age 
(χ2=21.5) but the ε value is too low to appropriately model the upper part of the profile (Figure 6.7e). 
The concentration of the sample circled in red in the Figure 6.7c doesn’t fit with the exponential 
decrease described by the other cosmogenic nuclide concentrations. This higher concentration could 
be due to inheritance or maybe to a different chemical composition. If we tried to model the profile 
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whithout considering this sample, the fit is significantly improved (χ2 =2.3) with an exposure age of 28 
kyr and an erosion rate of 41 mm/kyr (Figure 6.7d).  
 
 
Figure 6.7: Plot of 36Cl concentrations at depth and modelling age of T2 terrace. a) measured 36Cl concentrations 
with their associated error bars, b) probability density of exposure age calculated for each sample with a “zero 
erosion” hypothesis showing two peaks at 8.9 kyr and 18.3 kyr, c) modelled exponential decrease with depth 
without considering the outliers marked with red color: age 34 kyr, erosion rate 58 mm/kyr (χ2=11.5), d) 
modelled exponential decrease with depth without considering the outliers marked with red color: age 28 kyr, 
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erosion rate 41 mm/kyr (χ2 =2.3), e) modelled exponential decrease with depth without considering the outliers 
marked with red color and considering “zero erosion” hypothesis: age 22 kyr (χ2=21.5).  
 
Finally, from the twelve samples, four have been ruled out from the interpretation but further chemical 
analyses will be performed in order to better constrain the production rate within each sample and to 
explain their concentrations. The eight remaining samples suggest the abandonment of the T2 terrace 
has occurred 28 kyr ago. At this stage, considering the strong hypothesis made, it is not reasonnable to 
determine an uncertainty on this age. If considering all possible models including all samples, the 
yielded exposure age for T2 surface is between 8 and 34 kyr.  
 
6.4.3 Fault throw rate 
 
From all available throw estimations only those with known ages are appropriate to calculate the fault 
throw-rate, namely T2 in the central part and T2 E of Sava. By averaging the OSL and IRSL ages of 
deformed sediments below T2 surface the estimated T2 surface maximum age is 134 ± 15 kyr. 
Therefore fault throw-rates obtained from this data are minimal rates. The minimum northern fault 
throw-rate would be of 0.1 mm/yr and the minimum southern fault throw-rate would be of 0.2 mm/yr 
(Table 6.3). Using exposure 36Cl ages of T2 surface E of Sava and the fault throw measured there, a 
throw-rate of 0.25 ± 0.15 mm/yr was calculated for the southern fault (Table 6.3).  
 
The throw-rate of the southern fault derived from OSL ages of sediments below T2 surface 
corroborate well the lower bound of the throw rate obtained from exposure 36Cl ages of T2 surface. 
The throw-rate of the northern fault is only slightly lower. Obtained throw-rates are plausible for thrust 
faults in similar tectonic environment, e.g. the Broni-Stradella fault in northwestern Apennines with a 
minimum throw-rate of 0.3 mm/yr since Late Pleistocene (Benedetti et al., 2003), and thrusts in the 
eastern Southern Alps, e.g. Thiene-Udine thrust system in NE Italy with estimated throw-rate of 0.1 to 
1 mm/yr (Castaldini and Panizza, 1991; Benedetti et al., 2000; Galadini et al., 2005; Burrato et al., 
2008).  
 
Table 6.3: Fault throw rates of northern and southern Vodice faults calculated from T2 throws and OSL, IRSL 
and 36Cl ages of T2.   
 Throw reference Fault throw Age of deformed surface Fault throw rate 
Northern fault 
T2; centre 12 m 
134 ± 15 kyr (OSL) 
132 ± 12 kyr (IRSL) 
0.08 – 0.10 mm/yr 
Southern fault 
T2; centre 21 m 
134 ± 15 kyr (OSL) 
132 ± 12 kyr (IRSL) 
0.14 – 0.18 mm/yr 
T2; E of Sava 3 m 21 ± 13 kyr (36Cl) 0.1 – 0.4 mm/yr 
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6.4.4 Structural interpretation 
 
To interpret the geological structure in the area of Vodice fault we reviewed geological maps (Žlebnik, 
1971; Grad and Ferjančič, 1974; Premru, 1983; Celarc, 2004), boreholes (Škerlj, 1975), geoelectrical 
sounding (Car, 1986, 1991) and gravimetric data (Čibej, 1967; Starčević et al., 1986).  
Vodice fault emerges in the southern part of Kranj – Sora polje which geologically presents a basin 
filled with up to ~ 1500 m thick sequence of Oligocene marine strata, up to ~ 1000 m of Miocene 
marine strata and up to 270 m of very heterogeneous Quaternary fluvial and lacustrine strata (Figure 
6.8a, 6.8b; Žlebnik, 1971; Grad and Ferjančič, 1974; Premru, 1983; Car, 1986, 1991). All strata are the 
thickest in the area around Šenčur and are progressively thinner towards the Smlednik crest S of the 
Vodice fault scarps. In the area of Vodice, the Quaternary was deposited discordantly onto Oligocene 
marlstones, while in northern parts of Kranj – Sora polje the Quaternary lies discordantly on Miocene 
marlstones and sandstones (Žlebnik, 1971). Borehole data (Škerlj, 1975) also show that Miocene strata 
form the base of Quaternary in the centre of Skaručna polje S of the Smlednik crest, whereas 
Oligocene deposits outcrop on the N rims of Skaručna polje (e.g. Celarc, 2004), (Figure 6.8b). We 
therefore interpret that the Oligocene - Miocene sequence is folded into synclines, and we presume 
that the syncline north of the Vodice faults is a westward continuation of Tuhinj overturned syncline 
(Figure 6.8a).  
 
The inferred folding may be controlled by reverse faults observed in the basin (Figure 6.8b). Celarc 
(2004) mapped a north dipping reverse fault on the S slope of Smlednik crest, along which Mesozoic 
carbonates were uplifted above Oligocene strata. Verbič (2006) suggested the continuation of this fault 
eastward is seen in the uplifted Quaternary surface and we also mapped this as a scarp produced by 
Utik fault (Supplement 4). Two other perturbations of Quaternary surface related to the Vodice fault 
continue downward where boreholes and geoelectrical sounding data indicate that they displace 
Quaternary-Oligocene boundary and the base of Oligocene (Figure 6.8b). Interpreted displacement of 
the base of Oligocene from geoelectrical sounding data is shown in the profile B-B’ for the southern 
fault and in the profile C-C’ for the northern fault (Figure 6.9; Car, 1986).  
 
For the Vodice area, Starčević et al. (1986) performed a gravimetric survey and calculated gravimetric 
residual anomalies (Figure 6.10) with respect to regional gravimetric map (Čibej, 1967). Positive and 
negative gravimetric anomalies extend in WSW-ENE direction. Negative anomalies (lower density 
rocks) relate to thicker cover of Oligocene-Quaternary sediments and rocks, whereas positive 
anomalies (higher density rocks) occur in areas where young sedimentary cover is thinner. Negative 
residual anomalies follow the surface trace of both faults and positive residual anomalies extend along 
their northern hangingwall block, which agrees with interpretative geologic cross-section in the Figure 
6.8b.  
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a)  
 
b)  
Figure 6.8: a) Geological map (Grad and Ferjančič, 1974; Premru, 1983; Celarc, 2004), boreholes data (Škerlj, 
1975) and geoelectrical sounding data (Car, 1986, 1991) used to construct the geological section across the 
Vodice faults. Locations of Figures 6.9 to 6.16 indicated. Shaded relief is from DEM 5 data (Public Information 
of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 2006). b) Interpretative 
geologic NW-SE cross section constructed from the data mentioned above. Profile position indicated on Figure 
6.8a. Geologic section is not vertically exaggerated. Vertical exaggeration of the surface topography shown 
above is 5.  
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Figure 6.9: Profiles interpreted from geoelectrical sounding (Car, 1986). See Figure 6.8a for location.  
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Figure 6.10: Gravimetric residual anomalies (Starčević et al., 1986) in the area of Vodice with respect to the 
regional gravimetric field (Čibej, 1967) showing WSW-ENE extension of positive and negative values. Map 
position indicated on Figure 6.8a.Shaded relief from DEM 5 data (Public Information of Slovenia, the Surveying 
and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 2006).  
 
The Vodice area was also investigated with seismic reflection surveying. About 5 km of deep seismic 
profiles were recorded by oil company INA (Ilotić, 1985), but their quality is relatively bad and 
inappropriate for structural or lithological interpretation. 
 
We observed a fault plane in Pleistocene conglomerate outcropping in the Sava River banks at the 
western termination of the Vodice fault. The fault is dipping ~ 35° NNW and fault drag folding 
indicate thrusting towards S (Figure 6.11). We interpret the observed fault as the southern Vodice 
fault.  
 
Folding of Pleistocene lacustrine sediments was reported in Lokarje village near Vodice (Drobne et 
al., 1960), north of the southern branch of the fault (see Figure 6.8a for location). An asymmetric 
anticline was excavated in a clay pit, with the southern limb dipping 40° towards SSE and the northern 
limb dipping around 10° towards NNW (Figure 6.12) (Drobne et al., 1960; Šifrer, 1961). Thus the axis 
of the fold is oriented WSW-ENE. Position, orientation and shape of the anticline strongly suggest that 
it was formed as a consequence of folding along a reverse fault. Vrabec (2001) explained it as a fault 
bend fold or fault propagation fold at the advancing tip of a thrust fault. Verbič (2006) later interpreted 
it as a fault bend fold formed above the bend of the fault plane where a reverse or thrust fault breaks 
through the surface. We agree with the fault-bend fold interpretation. The geometry of the fold implies 
that the uderlying fault is dipping 30 – 60° at depth but becomes more gently dipping just under the 
fault scarp, similar to other  examples worldwide (Bull, 2007; McCalpin, 2009). Such geometry would 
also explain the formation of anticlinal bulges on top of the scarp as described and interpreted by 
Verbič (2006).  
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Figure 6.11: Faulted and folded Pleistocene conglomerate outcropping on the Sava banks. Black lines present 
conglomerate layers and fault drag folding. Location of outcrop marked on Figure 6.8a. Photo: Lucilla Benedetti.  
 
 
Figure 6.12: Picture and profile of an asymmetric anticline in Quaternary sediments in former Lokarje clay pit 
(from Šifrer, 1961). See Figure 6.8a for location. The orientations of picture and the profile are inferred from the 
clay pit map in Šercelj (1961). An approximate vertical scale is inferred from the description of the thicknesses 
of sediment layers in the profile.  
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An attempt to investigate shallow subsurface deformations of sediments along both N and S Vodice 
faults has been made with high-resolution seismic reflection method (Atanackov, 2013). Three profiles 
with depth range of about 25 m show anomalies in seismic horizons that are consistent with our 
structural interpretation (Figure 6.13), but the quality of profiles is insufficient to measure the dip or 
offset of the faults since the thin layering and very heterogeneous sedimentary layers with karstified 
conglomerate negatively affect the quality of seismic reflection data (Atanackov, 2013).  
 
Shallow subsurface structure of the southern Vodice fault was investigated near Hraše with ground 
penetrating radar (Jamšek et al., 2011a, 2011b), paleoseismological trench (Bavec et al., 2012) and 
seismic refraction method (Car and Stopar, 2012). A profile recorded with ground penetrating radar 
using 50 MHz antennas with depth penetration of about 10 m is presented on Figure 6.14 (Jamšek et 
al., 2011a, 2011b). The radargram shows a clear difference between the northern part with 
conglomerate and the southern part with fine grained sediments. The fault was interpreted at the 
contact where the radargram character changes in the most shallow part and where pattern of 
diffractions in deeper part ends (Figure 6.14). The dip of the fault can not be estimated from the 
radargram, but the indication of the fault at shallow depth served as a confirmation to excavate a 
paleoseismological trench at this site.  
 
54 m long and up to 2.5 m deep N-S oriented paleoseismological trench was excavated in 2012 across 
the southern scarp at the location of ground penetrating radar profile (Bavec et al., 2012). It exposed 
karstified conglomerate in the northern part and fluvial fine to middle grained sediments to the south. 
Fluvial sequence is tilted and offseted by several faults dipping 45-60° (Figure 6.15; Bavec et al., 
2012). Dating of deformed sedimentary units is still in progress and therefore the paleoseismological 
interpretation of the trench is not yet concluded.  
 
A shallow seismic refraction profile with depth range of 10 – 20 m was recorded at the site of the 
paleoseismological trench (trench location on the seismic refraction profile is between 16 and 72 m). 
In the trench, conglomerate was exposed between 37 and 67 m, and fine to middle grained clastic 
sediments were exposed on top of conglomerates and between 16 and 37 m (Figure 6.16; Car and 
Stopar, 2012). The velocities of longitudinal (P) seismic waves higher than 1000 m/s thus present 
highly karstified, weathered and tectonically affected conglomerate, while velocities below 1000 m/s 
present fine to middle grained clastic sediments. The seismic refraction profile of P-wave velocities 
shows the top of conglomerate is at about 10 m depth on the S and at about 0 m depth on the N (Figure 
6.16). We interpret this change as 10 m of uplift along the fault located between 30 and 37 m.  
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a) HRS profile 1
 
b) HRS profile 2 
 
c) HRS profile 3 
 
Figure 6.13: High resolution seismic (HRS) reflection profiles across the Vodice fault (Atanackov, 2013). See 
Figure 6.8a for locations.  
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Figure 6.14: 50 MHz ground penetrating radar profile across the southern Vodice scarp (Jamšek et al., 2011a, 
2011b). Location indicated on Figure 6.8a.  
 
The fault plane outcropping in the Sava River banks suggests that the southern Vodice fault is dipping 
35° towards N in the shallow part. Fault planes observed in the paleoseismological trench are dipping 
45-60°, but the observed displacements measured only a few cms to few 10s of cms, which is very low 
compare to the total offset of the southern fault. We presume that the main fault is deeper than the 
reach of the paleoseismological trench and that its fault plane is very gently dipping, whereas the fault 
planes observed in the trench are interpreted as splay faults above the main ramp. On the other hand, 
from geoelectrical sounding data we interpret the dip of the fault to 45-60° for the upper 1.5 km 
(Figure 6.8b). Based on all available data we interpret the Vodice fault as a gently northward dipping 
thrust in the uppermost parts, which then becomes a steeper 45-60° northward dipping reverse fault at 
depth. The geometry of the fault deeper than a few kilometres remains questionable. Considering that 
both faults generated fault scarps in Quaternary surface we suggest that the faults most probably reach 
seismogenic depths and then join into the same detachment (Figure 6.8b).  
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Figure 6.15: Paleoseismological trench Hraše (Bavec et al., 2012). See Figure 6.8a for location. 
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Figure 5.16: Seismic refraction profile along paleoseismological trench Hraše (Car and Stopar, 2012).  Location 
indicated on Figure 6.8a.  
 
6.4.5 Fault slip-rate 
 
We assumed the the dip between 45 and 60° for the Vodice faults, as suggested by geoelectrical 
sounding data. Net slip was then calculated from vertical offset of the T2 surface. Fault slip-rates were 
estimated using calculated T2 net slips and the two absolute ages of T2 surface obtained in the central 
part of the fault trace and E of Sava River (Table 6.3 and 6.4), which yields a slip-rate of 0.3 ± 0.2 
mm/yr in the last 134 kyr.  
 
Table 6.4: Fault slip rates of the northern and southern Vodice faults calculated from T2 net slips along the faults 
and OSL, IRSL and 36Cl ages of T2. T2 net slips were calculated from fault throws assuming the dip of 45-60°.  
 Offset reference 
(chronology method) 
Net slip along the fault 
(dipping 45-60°) 
Estimated  
fault slip rate 
Northern fault T2; centre (OSL, IRSL) 13.9 – 17.0 m 0.09 – 0.14 mm/yr 
Southern fault T2; centre (OSL, IRSL) 24.2 – 29.7 m 0.16 – 0.25 mm/yr 
T2; E of Sava (36Cl) 3.5 – 4.2 m 0.10 – 0.52 mm/yr 
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6.5 Seismogenic potential of the Vodice fault 
 
The presence of an active reverse fault in the Ljubljana Basin, only 15 km north of the capital of 
Slovenia, might present a significant seismic hazard for the population and a threat for both human 
lives and the economy of the country. The seismogenic potential of the Vodice fault was estimated 
using the empirical scaling relationships (Tables 3.3 and 3.4; Wells and Coppersmith, 1994), with the 
surface rupture length assumed to be equal to the length of the southern Vodice fault scarp, i.e. 10 km. 
According to empirical equations for reverse faults, the Vodice fault could trigger an earthquake of M 
5.9 to 6.5 with a coseismic average displacement of 10 to 90 cm. Regressions for reverse-slip 
relationships between surface rupture length and average displacement by Wells and Coppersmith 
(1994) however are not significant at a 95 % probability level. Acording to all-slip type regression 
(Table 3.4) a coseismic average displacement on the Vodice fault could be up to 60 cm. Assuming a 
constant slip-rate, a possible recurrence time of large earthquakes may range from 300 to 9,000 years. 
Note that the longer the recurrence time interval is, the stronger the associated expected earthquake 
could be. But even if assuming the smallest coseismic average displacement of 0.1 m and the shortest 
recurrence time interval, the expected earthquake magnitude could theoretically still reach 6.1.  
 
6.6 Historical seismicity  
 
According to the earthquake catalogue (Živčić, 2009) the Vodice area hosted a few earthquakes of 
magnitudes between 3.0 and 4.9 that might have been triggered by the Vodice fault (Figure 6.17). 
However, the historical earthquake epicentres are not well constrained and the uncertainty of the 
locations may be 10 km or more. The coordinates of historical earthquakes epicentres are rounded and 
hence aligned into a grid (Figure 6.17).  
 
The strongest known historical destructive seismic event in the wider area is the 1895 Ljubljana Mm 
6.1 earthquake (Ribarič, 1982). The macroseismic intensity dataset (Cecić, 2011a) of this earthquake 
shows that the maximum intensities of VIII – IX EMS-98 were recorded south of the fault, between 
Vodice and Ljubljana (Figure 2.27). Since the Vodice fault is a reverse north dipping fault, maximum 
intensities would be expected in the hangingwall of the fault, north of Vodice. Therefore, unless the 
maximum intensities distribution is biased by the population, the Vodice fault was probably not the 
source of the 1895 earthquake. Geophysical inversion of macroseismic data suggests the most 
probable source of 1895 earthquake was a thrust fault with dinaric orientation, located SW of 
Ljubljana (Jukić et al., 2012; chapter 2.5.2). However, since the time interval between two strong 
seismic events on the Vodice fault may be longer than the span of historical record in the region (about 
1000 years), paleoseismological investigations are required to unravel its possible seismic history.  
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Paleoseismological trench was excavated across the Vodice scarp, showing coseismic displacements 
(Figure 6.15, Bavec et al., 2012), however the paleoseismological interpretation of the trench together 
with dating of deformed sedimentological units are currently still in progress.  
 
 
Figure 6.17: Historical earthquake epicentres from Živčić (2009). The Vodice fault and Sava fault as mapped in 
this study. Shaded relief from DEM 5 data (Public Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping 
Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 2006).  
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7 STRUCTURAL AND SEISMOTECTONIC MODEL OF THE LJUBLJANA BASIN 
 
The extensive review of the available data and the detailed tecto-geomorphological study of the 
Ljubljana Basin allow to better constrain the seismotectonics of this region. The Ljubljana Basin lies 
in the northeastern section of the Adria-Europe convergent margin, at the junction between the 
Southern Alps and the Dinarides. Counterclockwise rotation of Adria with respect to Europe causes a 
maximum horizontal compressive stress in the N-S direction (e.g. Grenerczy et al., 2000; Poljak et al., 
2000; Heidbach et al., 2008) with about 2-4 mm/yr of ~ N-S shortening across Slovenia as suggested 
by geodetic observations (e.g. Weber et al., 2010). North of the Ljubljana Basin, GPS measurements 
suggest ongoing eastward extrusion of the Eastern Alps along the Periadriatic fault system at a rate of 
~ 2 mm/yr (Grenerczy et al., 2000; Vrabec et al., 2006). Those ongoing deformations are 
accommodated by active right-lateral strike-slip NW-SE- striking faults, such as the Sava and the 
Idrija fault, and by E-W to ENE-WSW-striking active reverse faults and folds, such as the Vodice 
fault and the Sava Folds (Figure 7.1). Note that folding in the Sava Folds is probably also controlled 
by active reverse faults, as evidenced by structural cross sections (Placer, 1999), seismic reflection 
profiles (Tomljenović and Csontos, 2001) and by a prominent cluster of seismic activity in the area 
(Figure 2.15). 
 
7.1 Discussion on the kinematics of the active faults in the vicinity of the Ljubljana Basin 
 
Our observations suggest that the NW-SE-striking and northeast dipping Sava fault is the most 
important structure of the Ljubljana Basin area (Figure 7.1). Our results suggest the Sava fault has 
been active over the last 2 Myr with a slip-rate of 0.5-1.5 mm/yr with an additional reverse component 
of motion. Thus the Sava fault, the southernmost fault of the Periadriatic fault system, accommodates 
about 25-75 % of the recorded ~ 2 mm/yr eastward extrusion (according to Grenerczy et al., 2000, and 
Vrabec et al., 2006). The rest of the motion is probably accommodated by other active faults from the 
Periadriatic fault system, probably the Periadriatic, Šoštanj and Labot faults. For example, GPS 
measurements suggest about 1 mm/yr of cumulative dextral displacements across Labot fault (Vrabec 
et al., 2006). This implies the Sava fault accomodates a significant part of the regional convergence 
rate. Recent investigations suggest that the Idrija fault, where the slip rate has been constrained using 
LiDAR data to 1-2 mm/yr of right-lateral motion with a reverse component (Moulin et al., submitted), 
might be of similar regional significance.  
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Figure 7.1: Seismotectonic map of the Ljubljana Basin showing active and presumably active structures mapped 
from fieldwork, Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5.000 and 1 : 10.000 scales (Public Information of Slovenia, the 
Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, TTN 5 and TTN 10, 1999), DEM 5 m (Public 
Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 2006) and 
aerial photos in stereo pairs (the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, Aerial photos, 
1:17.500 scale, cyclic aero-photo survey 1985-1995). Segments of the Idrija fault from Moulin et al. (submitted). 
Oligocene to Quaternary geological units (Buser, 2009), historical earthquake epicentres with estimated M > 5 
(Živčič, 2009; note that earthquakes magnitudes are obtained from macroseismic data and that locations of 
historical earthquake epicentres are not well constrained), intensities of the Ljubljana 1895 M 6.1 earthquake 
above VIII EMS-98 (Ribarič, 1982; Cecić, 2011a), instrumental seismicity (ANSS catalogue, 1976-2012) and 
earthquake focal mechanisms (Bajc et al., 2001; Zupančič et al., 2001; Kastelic et al., 2006, 2008; Ložar Stopar 
and Živčić, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2012; Čarman et al., 2010). 1 - focal mechanism of the 1998 Ms 5.7 (Bajc et al., 
2001), and 2 – focal mechanism of the 2004 Mw 5.2 earthquake (Kastelic et al., 2006). Shaded relief from DEM 
5. 
 
Our results also suggest slip partitioning north of the Ljubljana Basin with right-lateral movement 
accommodated mainly on the NW-SE striking segments of the Sava fault and shortening on the E-W 
to ENE-WSW striking reverse faults and folds such as the Vodice fault or the Sava Folds. Between the 
major Sava and Idrija faults, several other NW-SE-striking and northeast dipping right-lateral strike-
slip faults have morphological expression of Quaternary activity. Northwest of the Ljubljana Basin 
these are Zasip, Jelovica, Dražgoše and Ratitovec faults, while in the southeast these are Žužemberk, 
Želimlje, Mišja dolina and Borovnica faults (Figure 7.1). The Zasip and the Dražgoše faults are most 
probably active faults, since they affect the active drainage and their trace is very sharp in the 
topography. Whereas the evidence for activity of those faults is convincing, such as faulted Quaternary 
strata in seismic reflection profiles from the Ljubljana moor (Atanackov, 2013), change in vertical 
surface motion rates across the faults indicated in levelling surveys (Bavec et al., 2009), and 
earthquake occurrence in the wider fault zone area (Bavec et al., 2012), a more targeted study of those 
faults will be required to investigate their role in the active tectonics of the Ljubljana Basin.  
 
Our study evidences the Late Quaternary activity of WSW-ENE-striking and north dipping reverse 
Vodice and Utik faults, located within the Ljubljana Basin, about 15 km north of Ljubljana (Figure 
7.1). Detailed geomorphic study and geochronological data allowed estimating a throw-rate for the 
Vodice fault of 0.1 – 0.4 mm/yr over the the last 134 kyr (Jamšek Rupnik et al., 2013). Northward, the 
Sava restraining bend progressed into the basin as evidenced by the presence of the ~ E-W north 
dipping Cerklje fault (Figure 7.1). The minimal throw-rate of the Cerklje fault is estimated at 0.1 
mm/yr for the last 50-70 kyr as the maximum age. Although the estimated rates on the Cerklje, Vodice 
and Utik faults are very low compared to the regional convergence rate of 2-4 mm/yr (Weber et al., 
2010), the presence of those structures is kinematically important with important consequence on the 
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seismic hazard of the Ljubljana Basin. The Ljubljana Basin thus appears to be recently internally 
deformed by secondary faults of reverse character.  
 
The current transpressional activity of the Sava fault and of the dinaric faults, the existence of reverse 
faults within the Ljubljana Basin, and the active uplift in the basin observed from levelling surveys 
(Rižnar et al., 2005) oppose to the interpretation that this is an active transtensional basin in a releasing 
overstep (as proposed for the origin of the basin by Vrabec, 2001, Vrabec and Fodor, 2006).  
 
7.2 Discussion on the geodynamic of the Ljubljana Basin 
 
The broadly rectangular outline of the Ljubljana Basin and its overall relief compared to surroundings 
suggest that the basin originated as a depression of tectonic origin, predominately controlled by the 
NW-SE-striking boundary faults. These observations coupled with structural data led to interpretation 
that the basin formed as a transtensional basin in a releasing overstep between the Sava and the 
Žužemberk fault (Vrabec, 2001; Vrabec and Fodor, 2006). Southward displacement transfer from the 
Sava fault, which triggered the formation of the basin, was attributed to the onset of transpressional 
shortening in the Sava Folds area, which blocked the eastward continuation of the Sava fault (Vrabec, 
2001; Vrabec and Fodor, 2006). According to this interpretation the formation of the Ljubljana Basin 
is synchronous with formation of the Sava Folds, which started in Pliocene (cf. Tomljenović and 
Csontos, 2001). 
 
The maximum possible age for the beginning of basin formation is end of Miocene –  beginning of 
Pliocene, when widespread regional inversion commenced in the Alpine-Carpathian-Pannonian 
system (e.g. Peresson and Decker, 1997; Bada et al., 2001; Vrabec and Fodor, 2006). The onset of 
right-lateral strike-slip motion on the regional NW-SE-striking faults at the junction between the 
Southern Alps and the Dinarides at the beginning of Pliocene is also supported by termochronological 
modelling of Caporali et al. (2013). A further constraint on the timing of Sava fault activity is found in 
the western (Tunjice Hills) part of Tuhinj syncline, where a sequence of Miocene strata of up to 
Sarmatian age was folded in front of the restraining bend of the Sava fault. This again sets the 
beginning of the Sava fault transpressional activity to post-12 Myr time bracket (Vrabec, 2001). 
However, because Pliocene sediments are lacking in the Ljubljana Basin, the exact timing of the basin 
formation cannot be constrained more precisely. 
 
Nevertheless, Oligocene and Miocene strata that overlay the pre-Tertiary basement in the Ljubljana 
Basin are folded. Synclines are present in the Kranj-Sora Polje and in Skaručna Polje, whereas the 
anticlinal parts have probably been eroded (Figure 6.8). Oligocene strata that outcrop on the Smlednik 
crest imply that the Oligocene is relatively uplifted for about 1-2 km in the area of Smlednik crest 
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compared to the Oligocene strata in the centre of the Kranj-Sora Polje (Celarc, 2004). The morphology 
of the eastern boundary of the basin suggests alternating of areas of uplift and subsidence (Figure 7.1) 
that could be associated with folding in the Sava Folds. The sequence of deposition and geometry of 
Quaternary strata as interpreted by Žlebnik (1971, Figure 2.18), Kuščer (1990, Figure 2.19) and Rižnar 
(2003, 2009) also suggests Quaternary folding in the Ljubljana Basin. Thus, the westward propagation 
of N-S directed shortening and folding typical of the Sava Folds probably affected the Ljubljana Basin 
after the basin formation, which implies a major change in kinematics in the basin. Folding is probably 
controlled by reverse faults and thrusts, as suggested by our observations in the Vodice area inside the 
basin and from structural and seismic section in the Sava Folds (Placer, 1998; Tomljenović and 
Csontos, 2001). 
 
When did this major kinematical change in the Ljubljana Basin occur? Progressive uplift of 
Quaternary terraces in the northern part of the basin (northwest of Kranj) indicate continuous uplift in 
this part through the last ~ 2 Myr (Kuščer, 1990), whereas sediments southeast of the Kranj indicate 
subsidence of the Kranj-Sora Polje through the Quaternary (Žlebnik, 1971; Kuščer, 1990). The Sava 
River begun to incise its about 20 m deep canyon into the Kranj-Sora Polje after the formation of the 
younger Kokra fan and the Sava fan about 50-70 kyr ago, as suggested by age estimation of these fans 
(Pavic and Vidic, 1993; Vidic and Lobnik, 1973). This incision could be climatically or tectonically 
enforced, but as the sea level is at present higher than it was 50-70 kyr ago (Fleming et al., 1998), the 
incision is probably not climatically enforced. Active uplift in the Ljubljana Basin north of Ljubljana 
with respect to the Ljubljana-Črnuče reference point was demonstrated with the levelling survey 
(Figure 2.26, Rižnar et al., 2005) and PSinSAR data (Figure 2.25, Bavec et al., 2007). The Sava 
incision in the Kranj-Sora Polje is therefore most probably due to the uplift. The subsidence of the 
northern Ljubljana Basin therefore probably ceased in the Early Quaternary and the subsidence of the 
Kranj-Sora Polje probably ceased in the Late Quaternary. The subsidence of the Ljubljana Polje and 
Ljubljana moor probably continued through the Late Quaternary as suggested by the youngest 
sediments in those areas and an ongoing subsidence of the Ljubljana moor recorded by PSInSAR data 
(Bavec et al., 2007, 2008; Sušnik, 2009). However, explanations other than tectonic activity exist for 
the observed subsidence of the Ljubljana moor Basin, as noted in Chapter 2. The inversion from 
subsidence to uplift could therefore be interpreted to occur in Early Quaternary to Late Quaternary 
with a progressive migration of this major change from NW to SE.  
 
How are the uplift and subsidence related to transtensional and transpressive tectonics? Transtension 
leads to subsidence, but transpressional tectonics could produce both uplift and local subsidence. The 
subsidence in the Kranj-Sora Polje until the Late Quaternary is not necessary related to transtensional 
tectonics. The throw of the pre-Tertiary basement of the Kranj-Sora Polje along the Vodice fault as 
suggested by interpretative geologic section is about 1 km. Assuming that the estimated maximum 
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Late Quaternary throw-rate of 0.4 mm/yr was constant, about 2.5 Myr would be needed to accumulate 
such a throw. The Vodice fault thus has most probably been reversely active much longer than the age 
of the oldest deformed surfaces. Certainly, the beginning of incision of the Sava River in the Kranj-
Sora Polje indicate the change to uplift, but cannot be taken as an indicator of time when the regime 
changed to transpressive. Observed relative subsidence of this part (regarding the accumulation of 
younger deposits over older ones; Žlebnik, 1971; Kuščer, 1990) could be also a consequence of 
synclinal folding and therefore unrelated to transtensional faulting. Thus, the major kinematic 
inversion from transtensional to transpressional tectonics in the Ljubljana Basin may have occurred as 
early as in the Early Quaternary. The formation of the transtensional Ljubljana Basin (sensu stricto) is 
hence placed in the Pliocene to Early Quaternary. Since the Early Quaternary the basin has been 
internally deforming along reverse faults.  
 
7.3 Discussion on the seismic hazard in the Ljubljana Basin 
 
Active faults are potential seismic sources for future events. Estimation of geometric type of fault 
segmentation at the surface allowed us to estimate the seismogenic potential of the Sava, Vodice and 
Cerklje faults. The Sava fault segments are 3.5 – 15.5 km long and could individually produce 
earthquakes with magnitude 5.4-6.8. The step-overs between the segments are less than 1 km wide 
indicating a structural maturity of this fault. The rupture may therefore easily overcome the barrier and 
trigger a multi-segment rupture (Wesnousky, 2006; Manighetti et al., 2007). The Cerklje fault with a 
minimum length of 3.5 km could produce earthquakes with magnitude at least 5.4-6.0 with a possible 
recurrence time of 1-5 kyr. The Vodice fault with a surface rupture length of ~ 10 km could produce 
earthquakes with magnitude 5.9-6.5 and a possible recurrence time of 300 yr to 9 kyr. A detailed 
geomorphic analysis will be required to decipher the segmentation of other active faults in the area in 
order to evaluate their seismogenic potential.  
 
Several active structures in the immediate vicinity of the Ljubljana Basin and in the basin itself present 
a significant seismic threat for the population and economy of this area (Figure 7.1). The strongest 
historical earthquakes in the area, 1511 Mm 6.8 Idrija earthquake, 1348 Mm 6.4 Villach earthquake and 
1895 Mm 6.1 Ljubljana earthquake (Živčić, 2009), probably occurred on one of these faults. 
Paleoseismological trenching of the Idrija fault in Kanomlja suggests that the strongest historical 
earthquake in Slovenia that resulted in maximum intensities X EMS-98 (Cecić, 2011b) occurred on 
the Idrija fault (Bavec et al., 2013). The 1348 Villach earthquake with estimated maximum intensities 
IX-X EMS-98 (Živčić, 2009) triggered the Dobratsch rockfalls (150 Mm3 of material) and Veliki Vrh 
rockfall (20-100 Mm3 of material), (Zorn, 2004; Mrak et al., 2010; Vičič and Vrabec, 2011). The 
distribution of these rockfalls, the estimated epicentre location (sensu Živčić, 2009; see Figures 2.15, 
5.30 and 5.31) and its rather large positional uncertainty allow the possibility that the Sava fault was a 
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source of this earthquake (Merchel et al., submitted). The distribution of maximum intensities VII-IX 
EMS-98 of the Ljubljana 1895 earthquake (Cecić, 2011a; see Figures 2.27 and 7.1) and their inversion 
suggest the earthquake source located southwest of Ljubljana with thrust slip on a fault plane with 
“dinaric” orientation at about 30 km depth (Jukić et al., 2012). According to the source model by Jukić 
et al. (2012) one of the faults located south of the Ljubljana moor (Borovnica, Mišja dolina, and 
Želimlje faults; Figure 7.1) or rather their possible detachment at 30 km could be the potential source 
of the 1895 earthquake. However, the intensities may be biased by population and site effects (Gosar 
et al., 2010; Sirovich et al., 2012) and to determine the source of the 1895 Ljubljana earthquake the 
paleoseismological approach following a detailed geomorphologic study is necessary.  
 
As opposed to previous structural models of the Ljubljana Basin, the here proposed seismotectonic 
model includes into consideration only the structures for which we find evidence of their recent or 
long-term Quaternary activity. Other geologic observations are considered to discuss the structural 
evolution and Quaternary inversion in the Ljubljana Basin. This model presents the ongoing structural 
style of active deformation and related seismotectonic processes on a regional-scale of Adria-Europe 
collision zone and Alps-Dinarides junction, as well as on a local-scale of the Ljubljana Basin. On a 
regional-scale we contribute to the knowledge of active tectonics of this region, while on a local-scale 
we constrain some important seismotectonic issues for society and economy. We stress the importance 
of continuing the seismotectonic investigations in this area to provide a thorough model to be used as 
an input for seismic hazard assessment and to take the results into consideration for future urban 
planning, regulation of earthquake resistant construction and public awareness programs.  
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8 CONCLUSIONS 
 
This PhD work presented state of the art of active tectonics, seismotectonics and earthquake hazard in 
Slovenia with a focus on the Ljubljana Basin as the most densely populated part and presumably one 
of the three areas in Slovenia with most increased seismic hazard (according to seismic hazard map of 
Slovenia by Lapajne et al., 2001). The dissertation addressed these topics on two scales. The extensive 
review of available geological, geophysical, geodetic and seismological data with addition of 
morphotectonic observations on a regional scale allowed us to identify active faults in the Ljubljana 
Basin and its surroundings. Detailed tectonic-geomorphologic study was focused on the Sava fault as 
the most important structure in the Ljubljana Basin and on the Vodice fault as a potential seismic 
source in the centre of the basin. Geomorphic evidence permitted us to qualitatively and quantitatively 
constrain the activity of these faults over several thousand to 2 million years, to determine the faults’ 
geometric arrangements and estimate their seismogenic potential.  
 
We presented a series of geomorphic indicators for the Sava fault transpressional dextral activity 
through the Quaternary and estimations of offsets of geomorphic markers, such as fluvial terraces and 
risers, alluvial fans, streams and plateaus. Estimated offsets may be divided into two groups. Lateral 
offsets range from long-term (> 1 Myr) 1-2 km and 4-5 km offsets and middle-term (< 1 Myr) 100-400 
m offsets. Vertical offset of ~ 35 m and 3-5 m are present in the eastern part, between Preddvor and 
Godič. 5 m of vertical offset along the Cerklje fault scarp present a short-term (< 50 kyr) offset 
associated to a reverse fault segment in front of the main right-lateral strike-slip fault segment. Using 
published age estimations of Quaternary units in the Ljubljana Basin by paleomagnetic analysis, 
isotopic 10Be dating and 26Al/10Be dating (Pavic and Vidic, 1993; Vidic and Lobnik, 19997; Mihevc et 
al., in prep.) and with morphostratigraphic correlation we estimated the age of deformed 
geomorphological markers. Geomorphological slip-rate of the Sava fault was calculated from two 
individual offsets and their age estimations. We constrained the Sava fault slip-rate on 0.5-0.9 mm/yr 
through the last 2 Myr. This is in agreement with the recent slip-rate based on geodetic observations 
(GPS) of 1 ± 0.5 mm/yr by Vrabec et al. (2006) and is lower than the estimated long-term geological 
slip-rate of 1-5 mm/yr for the last 20-6 Myr. The Sava slip-rate is thus most probably of within the 
range of a 1 mm/yr rather than being as low as 0.05-0.15 mm/yr as suggested by Basili et al. (2013).  
 
Quantitative morphological evidence show that the Vodice scarp is the surface expression of an active 
emergent reverse fault, as previously inferred by Verbič (2006), and allow to constrain a slip-rate 
along that fault. Two fault segments vertically offset the Quaternary surface for 3-18 m and 5-25 m. 
Deformed surfaces were dated with 36Cl cosmogenic nuclide dating along a 3 m deep depth profile and 
with OSL and IRSL dating (Jamšek Rupnik et al., 2013). Using the available geological and 
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geophysical data we estimated the fault dip at 45-60° N, with a slip-rate of 0.1-0.5 mm/yr for at least 
the last 134 kyr.  
 
We used the regional-scale and local-scale observations to propose a seismotectonic model of the 
Ljubljana Basin. The basin lies in the transition between several active fault systems: the dinaric fault 
system on SW-S, the Periadriatic fault system on N and the Sava Folds structural system on E. The 
main active structures in the area are NW-SE-striking steeply northeast dipping right-lateral Idrija 
fault and W-E- to NW-SE-striking steeply north to northeast dipping right-lateral Sava fault. Both 
faults accommodate significant part of the regional convergence rate. Between these two faults, the 
Zasip and Dražgoše fault were classified as active faults and Jelovica, Ratitovec, Žužemberk, Želimlje, 
Mišja dolina and Borovnica faults as presumably active faults. On east the Sava Folds are presumably 
active, but mechanism of their folding was not investigated during this work. Ljubljana Basin itself is 
now being internally deformed, as shown by the presence of the Cerklje, Vodice, and Utik north 
dipping reverse faults, located within the basin. All these faults are probable seismogenic sources. At 
surface geometric-type-segmentation of the Sava fault suggest this fault may trigger an earthquake of 
magnitude 5.4-6.8 in case of an individual segment rupture (according to scaling laws by Wells and 
Coppersmith, 1994). However, less than 1 km wide step-overs suggest the likelihood of multi-segment 
ruptures that could result in stronger events. According to scaling laws (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994) 
the Vodice fault could trigger an earthquake of magnitude 5.9-6.5. A rough estimation of return 
periods suggest strong earthquakes may occur every several hundred to several thousand years on each 
fault. Both, Sava and Vodice faults thus present a significant seismic hazard for the Ljubljana Basin 
and wider area.  
 
The formation of the Ljubljana Basin was interpreted to result from transtensional tectonics, as a 
releasing over-step between the Sava and the Žužemberk fault (Vrabec, 2001; Vrabec in Fodor, 2006). 
The current transpressional activity of these faults and the existence of reverse faults within the basin 
suggest there has been a major change of the kinematics of the basin during the Quaternary. The 
transtensional formation of the basin is of post-Miocene age and is synchronous with the formation of 
the Sava Folds due east. Transtensional tectonics in the Ljubljana Basin (sensu stricto) probably 
ceased in the Early Quaternary, as suggested by progressively uplifted terraces in the northern part of 
the basin through the last 2 Myr and about 1 km of throw of the pre-Tertiary basement along the 
Vodice fault. The transpressional regime from the Sava Folds progressed westward into the Ljubljana 
Basin leading to continuous subsidence of the center of the Kranj-Sora Polje. In our interpretation the 
kinematic inversion took place in the Early Quaternary and since then the Ljubljana Basin is internally 
deformed along ~ W-E-striking north dipping reverse faults.  
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The results of this work place the active tectonics and seismotectonics of the Ljubljana Basin in a new 
light. Proposed seismotectonic model is the first one that consistently accounts evidences for recent 
and Quaternary displacements along the faults and explains other geological observations in the 
context of structural evolution. Moreover, it places the model of the Ljubljana Basin into regional 
perspective, and provides new insights into tectonics of the Alps-Dinarides junction, which is still 
poorly understood. The results are important also from social-economic aspects, since they will enable 
better earthquake hazard assessment in the Ljubljana Basin and wider area. They provide a basis for 
long-term prevision and prevention for seismic risk in this area, affecting the urban planning and 
regularisation of earthquake resistant construction to decrease the earthquake vulnerability.  
 
During this PhD work a new approach of tectonic geomorphology was introduced into Slovenian 
scientific community. It turned out to be a valuable tool even with some limitations in this 
environment due to moderately humid climate, forest vegetation, mass movement phenomena and a 
long period of anthropic surface processes that were especially intense in the last century. The 
approach should be applied also on other active faults of Slovenia. Besides the results for the active 
tectonics research the method produced an important side results. Numerous previously unknown 
landslides and flooding plains were recognised in the populated area. These side results should be 
considered by landslide hazard and flood hazard investigations.  
 
Perspectives and ideas for further work are the following:  
a) Tectonic-geomorphological approach could be employed to study other active faults of Slovenia. 
b) Structures that were classified as presumably active should be investigated with focused detailed 
morphotectonic approach to quantitatively constrain their motion and probable seismogenic 
potential.  
c) To better constrain the Sava fault slip-rate dating should be applied to a specific offseted 
geomorphic marker.  
d) Precise location of the active geomorphic Sava fault trace allows further geophysical 
investigations, such as ground penetrating radar, high resolution seismic refraction or seismic 
reflection methods, to determine the structure of the fault and quantify the deformations of 
sediments under the surface.  
e) Paleoseismologic study of the Sava fault should be employed to reveal the seismic history of this 
fault and its potential connection to the 1348 Villach earthquake. Detailed geomorphological maps 
provided by this dissertation should be used together with geophysical investigations to localise 
potential trenching site(s).  
f) This study calls to attention the fact that the Ljubljana Basin is a region with several active faults 
with strong seismogenic potential. Seismotectonic investigations should be continued to provide a 
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more thorough model of active seismotectonic processes in this region and wider Alpine-Dinaric 
junction.  
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9 RAZŠIRJENI POVZETEK  
 
9.1 Uvod  
 
To delo obravnava področja aktivne tektonike, seizmotektonike in potresne nevarnosti v Ljubljanskem 
bazenu, osrednja Slovenija, z uporabo tektonsko-geomorfološkega pristopa. Tektonska geomorfologija 
združuje različne metode za ugotavljanje odnosa med tektonskimi procesi in razvojem površja 
(Burbank in Anderson, 2001). Ta pristop je v svetu pogosto uporabljen v  študijah aktivnih prelomov, 
njihovega pomena v okviru tektonike plošč in za oceno njihovega potresnega obnašanja in potencialne 
nevarnosti (npr. Bull, 1991, 2007; Burbank in Anderson, 2001), v slovenskem prostoru pa se področje 
v namen identifikacije aktivnih prelomov razvija šele v zadnjem desetletju (Verbič, 2004a, 2005, 
2006, 2008; Cunningham et al., 2006; Jamšek et al., 2011a, 2011b; Jamšek Rupnik et al., 2012, 2013; 
Moulin et al., 2013, submitted).  
 
Ljubljanski bazen je najgosteje naseljena in urbanizirana regija Slovenije. Aktivni tektonski procesi v 
tem prostoru so vezani na post-kolizijske procese med Jadransko mikroploščo in Evrazijsko ploščo in 
so dokumentirani z geodetskimi meritvami (npr. Rižnar et al., 2005; Vrabec et al., 2006; Weber et al., 
2006, 2010; Bavec et al., 2007, 2008, 2009; Sušnik, 2009) in deformacijami kvartarnih sedimentov 
(Drobne et al., 1960; Šifrer, 1961; Žlebnik, 1971; Kuščer, 1990; Bavec et al., 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 
2010; Verbič, 2006; Jamšek Rupnik et al., 2012, 2013). Izražajo se tudi v obliki stalne, a zmerne 
potresne aktivnosti območja (Ribarič, 1982; Živčić, 2009). Najmočnejši zgodovinski potres v bazenu 
je bil Ljubljanski potres leta 1895 z ocenjeno magnitudo 6.1 in maksimalno intenziteto VIII-IX. 
stopnje po EMS-98 (Ribarič, 1982; Cecić, 2011a). Ker je bazen napolnjen s kvartarnimi sedimenti 
debeline do 280 m obstaja možnost lokalnih ojačitvenih učinkov ob potresu, kar dodatno poveča 
potresno nevarnost območja (Gosar et al., 2010; Sirovich et al., 2012). Kljub zavedanju o potresni 
nevarnosti, ostajajo aktivni prelomi, ki bi bili zmožni proizvesti močne potrese, relativno slabo 
raziskani. Tako na primer še vedno ni znano, ob katerem prelomu je nastal potres leta 1895. Poleg tega 
obstaja več različnih strukturnih modelov Ljubljanskega bazena, ki si med seboj celo nasprotujejo 
(Vrabec, 2001; Bavec et al., 2003; Vrabec in Fodor, 2006; Verbič, 2006; Rižnar, 2009).  
 
Za oceno potresne nevarnosti je najprej potrebno identificirati in locirati aktivne prelome, 
kvantitativno oceniti njihovo aktivnost, oceniti, kateri prelomi so sposobni proizvesti močne potrese in 
kakšno je njihovo potresno obnašanje. Namen te študije je priskrbeti informacije o potencialni potresni 
nevarnosti v Ljubljanskem bazenu, interpretirati njegovo strukturo in prispevati k poznavanju 
regionalnega geodinamskega sistema, oziroma natančneje, odgovoriti na naslednja vprašanja: kje v 
Ljubljanskem bazenu so aktivni prelomi, kakšna je njihova geometrija, ali so segmentirani, kako dolgi 
so njihovi segmenti, kakšna je povprečna hitrost premika ob posameznem prelomu, ali so sposobni 
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proizvesti močne potrese in kakšna je lahko pričakovana magnituda ter kako ti prelomi uravnavajo 
deformacije v kontekstu širše tektonske zgradbe Slovenije znotraj Alpsko-Dinarske kolizijske cone.  
 
9.2 Aktivna tektonika, seizmotektonika in potresna nevarnost obravnavanega območja – 
obstoječe poznavanje in odprta vprašanja 
 
Konvergenca med Afriko in Evrazijo, ki traja že zadnjih 140 milijonov let, je vodila v nastanek 
Alpskega in Dinarskega orogena (npr. Stampfli et al., 1998; O’Brien, 2001; Stampfli in Borel, 2002; 
Lippitsch et al., 2003; Schmid et al., 2004; Tari, 2002, in reference v teh delih). Stik med Jadransko in 
Evropsko litosfero, ki je dokumentiran z globokimi geofizikalnimi raziskavami preko Alp in 
Dinaridov, poteka prek slovenskega ozemlja (Slika 2.5, 2.6, 2.7), (npr. Tari, 2002; Lippitsch et al., 
2003; Schmid et al., 2004; Ziegler in Dezes, 2005; Šumanovac, 2010). Na južni strani Alp je orogen 
presekan s strmimi desnozmičnimi in reverznimi proti severu vpadajočimi prelomi (Slika 2.7a in b), 
med katerimi Priadriatski prelom na območju Vzhodnih Alp verjetno sega iz območja meje Jadranska 
mikroplošča-Evropska plošča, medtem ko je jugozahodni del Dinarskega orogena presekan s proti 
severovzhodu vpadajočimi narivi in antitetičnimi proti jugozahodu vpadajočimi narivi (Slika 2.7c).  
 
Tekom kolizije in post-kolizijskih procesov, ko se je Jadranska mikroplošča gibala proti severu, je 
prihajalo do post-eocenskega do recentnega narivanja v Dinarskem orogenu (npr. Placer, 1999), 
miocenskega do recentnega narivanja v Južnih Alpah (Vrabec et al., 2006, in reference v tem delu) in 
oligocenske do srednjemiocenske ekstruzije Vzhodnih Alp proti vzhodu, ki po nekaterih 
interpretacijah traja še danes (npr. Vrabec in Fodor, 2006; Vrabec et al., 2006). Na širšem 
obravnavanem območju so Južnoalpski narivi narinjeni preko starejših Dinarskih narivov (Placer, 
1999), (Slika 2.2, 2.3). Od zgornjega miocena ali pliocena je Jadranska mikroplošča rotirala v smeri 
protiurinega kazalca za približno 30° (Márton et al, 2003). Ob nadaljnjem krčenju ozemlja in koncu 
subdukcije v Karpatih je konec miocena prišlo do glavne kinematske spremembe na obravnavanem 
ozemlju, ob kateri so nastali desnozmični NW-SE usmerjeni (»dinarski«) prelomi (Vrabec in Fodor, 
2006, in reference v tem delu). Ti prelomi sekajo dinarske in južnoalpske narive ter predstavljajo post-
kolizijski in neotektonski stil deformacij v obravnavanem območju (Vrabec in Fodor, 2006; Placer et 
al., 2008; Kastelic et al., 2008; Poljak et al., 2010).  
 
Z geodetskimi metodami je bilo izmerjeno, da se Afrika še danes približuje Evropi s hitrostjo 4-6 
mm/leto (Nocquet, 2012, in reference v tem delu), (Slika 2.8), da Jadranska plošča potuje proti severu 
s hitrostjo 2-4 mm/leto (Slika 2.9) ter rotira v protiurni smeri (Slika 2.10), (npr. Weber et al., 2010). 
Zaradi tega je na območju prisotna tlačna napetost približno v smeri N-S in strižna napetost vzdolž 
NW-SE usmerjenih prelomov (Slika 2.13, 2.14), (Grenerczy et al., 2000; Heidbach et al., 2008). Te 
razmere so ugodne za aktivnost »dinarskih« desnozmičnih prelomov. Na njihovo aktivnost kažejo 
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seizmološki, geološki ter geodetski podatki (Poljak et al, 2000; Bajc et al., 2001; Zupančič et al., 2001; 
Galadini et al., 2005; Kastelic et al., 2006, 2008; Rižnar et al., 2007; Burrato et al., 2008; Milanič et 
al., 2009; Gosar et al., 2011; Vrabec, 2012; Bavec et al, 2012, 2013; Basili et al., 2013; Atanackov, 
2013; Moulin et al., 2013, submitted). Med dinarskimi prelomi so v jugozahodni Sloveniji aktivni 
Ravenski, Idrijski in Raški prelom, ter južno od Ljubljane so aktivni ali domnevno aktivni 
Žužemberški, Želimeljski, Mišjedolski in Borovniški prelom (Slika 2.15). Vzhodno od Ljubljanskega 
bazena se nahajajo Posavske gube pliocenske do verjetno kvartarne starosti, v katerih so oligocenski 
do miocenski sedimenti nagubani v E-W usmerjene sinklinale med vertikalni izrivi predterciarne 
podlage, dvignjenimi ob srednje strmih reverznih prelomih (Placer, 1998; Tomljenović in Csontos, 
2001). Na aktivnost krčenja, prelamljanja in gubanja v Posavskih gubah nakazujejo nivelmanske 
izmere (Bavec et al., 2009) in seizmičnost (Slika 2.15, 2.16). Severno od Ljubljanskega bazena se 
nahaja Periadriatski sistem, ki vključuje Savski, Labotski, Šoštanjski in Periadriatski prelom, ob 
katerih so se Vzhodne Alpe izrivale proti vzhodu in se morda še danes (Slika 2.15), (Vrabec in Fodor, 
2006; Grenerczy et al., 2000). Seizmičnost in geodetski podatki nakazujejo, da so ti prelomi 
najverjetneje aktivni (Poljak et al., 2000, 2010; Vrabec in Fodor, 2006). Znotraj Ljubljanskega bazena 
naj bi bili aktivni še približno E-W usmerjeni Kokrški, Vodiški in Utiški reverzni prelom in Litijski 
nariv, na kar nakazujejo geomorfološka opazovanja Verbiča (2006).  
 
Katalogi zgodovinskih potresov zajemajo obdobje približno zadnjih tisoč let (Ribarič, 1982; Živčić, 
2009; Grünthal in Wahlström, 2012; Stucchi et al., 2013). Med najmočnejše zabeležene potrese na 
Slovenskem ozemlju spadajo Idrijski potres leta 1511 z ocenjeno magnitudo 6.8 in maksimalno 
intenziteto X. stopnje po EMS-98 (Ribarič, 1982; Cecić, 2011b), potres v Beljaku leta 1348 z ocenjeno 
magnitudo 6.4 in maksimalno intenziteto IX-X. stopnje po EMS-98 (Živčić, 2009) in Ljubljanski 
potres leta 1895 z ocenjeno magnitudo 6.1 in maksimalno intenziteto VIII-IX. stopnje po EMS-98 
(Živčić, 2009), (Slika 2.16). Medtem ko je Idrijski potres najverjetneje nastal na Idrijskem prelomu 
(Fitzko et al., 2005; Camassi et al., 2011; Bavec et al., 2013, Moulin et al. 2013, submitted), pa 
ostajata potresna vira pri drugih dveh neznana. Podatki o intenzitetah Ljubljanskega potresa 
nakazujejo, da je najverjetneje nastal na dinarsko usmerjenem prelomu (Slika 2.27, Cecić, 2011a, 
Jukić et al., 2012).  
 
Ljubljanska kotlina je ocenjena kot eno izmed treh potresno najbolj nevarnih območij v Sloveniji 
(Slika 2.17), (Lapajne et al., 2001) in je kot taka predmet številnih geoloških, seizmoloških in 
geodetskih raziskav (Bavec et al., 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012; Rižnar et 
al., 2003, 2005, 2009; Verbič, 2006; Sušnik, 2009; Gosar et al., 2010; Jamšek et al., 2011a, 2011b; 
Cecić, 2011a, Jukić et al., 2012; Pattenati et al., 2012; Sirovich et al., 2012; Jamšek Rupnik et al., 
2012, 2013; Atanackov, 2013). Prve interpretacije opazovanih deformacij kvartarnih sedimentov 
opisujejo aktivno gubanje in posedanje na območju Kranjsko-Sorškega polja ter aktivno dvigovanje 
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območja med Kranjem in Radovljico (Slika 2.18, 2.19) (Žlebnik, 1971; Kuščer, 1990). Kasneje so bili 
postavljeni različni strukturni modeli Ljubljanske kotline: a) transtenzijski bazen v sproščujočem 
preskoku med Savskim prelomom na severu in Žužemberškim prelomom na jugu (Slika 2.20, Vrabec, 
2001; Vrabec in Fodor, 2006), b) strukture, ki nastajajo znotraj enostavnega zmika med Savskim in 
Žužemberškim prelomom so gube, reverzni in normalni prelomi (Slika 2.21, Poljak v Bavec et al., 
2003), c) aktivno gubanje, ki se v Ljubljanski bazen nadaljuje iz Posavskih gub (Slika 2.22, 2.23, 
Rižnar, 2009), d) znotraj bazena so aktivni reverzni prelomi (Slika 2.24, Verbič, 2006). Obstoječi 
modeli so si različni, zato jih je potrebno ovrednotiti z vidika opazovanih recentnih in kvartarnih 
deformacij. Ugotoviti je potrebno, kateri prelomi so dejansko aktivni v Ljubljanskem bazenu in 
njegovi okolici, kakšna je njihova kinematika in ali je glede na različne podatke in interpretacijo 
morda v Ljubljanskem bazenu prišlo do glavne kinematske spremembe v kvartarju.  
 
9.3 Tektonsko-geomorfološki pristop 
 
Tektonska geomorfologija preiskuje odnose med tektonskimi procesi, ki gradijo pokrajino, in 
površinskimi procesi, ki jo izravnavajo, prek združevanja različnih področij, kot so geologija, 
geodezija, seizmologija, geomorfologija in geokronologija (Burbank in Anderson, 2001). V tem delu 
je tektonsko geomorfološki pristop uporabljen za identifikacijo aktivnih prelomov v Ljubljanskem 
bazenu, kvantitativno oceno njihove aktivnosti in možnega seizmogenega potenciala.  
 
Prelome identificiramo kot aktivne, kadar deformirajo t.i. geomorfološke indikatorje. Geomorfološki 
indikatorji so prepoznavne geomorfološke oblike, površine ali linearni trendi, za katere poznamo 
prvotno nedeformirano geometrijo in starost ter imajo visok potencial za ohranitev v določenem 
časovnem obdobju, zato lahko na podlagi njih izmerimo delno ali absolutno deformacijo (Burbank in 
Anderson, 2001). Geomorfološki indikatorji pa so lahko tudi geomorfološke oblike, za katere natančna 
starost ne more biti izmerjena, vendar je kljub temu na podlagi njih mogoče oceniti deformacijo in jo 
primerjati z deformacijami izmerjenimi na drugih geomorfoloških indikatorjih z znano starostjo. 
Geomorfološki indikatorji so lahko morske terase, obale, delte, rečne terase, aluvialni vršaji, doline, 
paleodoline, plazovi, pobočja, penepleni, reke, rečne ježe, grebeni, ledeniške morene, antropogene 
oblike, ipd.  
 
Opazujemo premike geomorfoloških indikatorjev, ki so lahko posledica površinskih pretrgov ob 
potresih ali rezultat skupnih premikov ob prelomih. V obeh primerih imajo profili premika vzdolž 
preloma triangularno asimetrično obliko (Slika 3.1, npr. Manighetti et al., 2005). Primeri oblike 
površinskega obpotresnega pretrga ob reverznem prelomu so prikazani na Slikah 3.2 in 3.3, ob 
zmičnem prelomu pa na Slikah 3.4 in 3.5. Ko gre za kumulativni premik ob prelomu, so starejši 
geomorfološki indikatorji vse bolj deformirani kot mlajši (Sliki 3.6 in 3.7).  
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Tektonsko-geomorfološko kartiranje aktivnih prelomov poteka v dveh korakih: v prvem se določi 
regionalno pomembnejše prelome na podlagi opazovanj prostorskih podatkov v večjem merilu, v 
drugem pa se na podlagi različnih prostorskih podatkov podrobno kartira geometrijo prelomov, 
njihovo segmentacijo in geomorfološke indikatorje. V  Sloveniji je identifikacija aktivnih prelomov z 
opazovanjem geomorfoloških indikatorjev nekoliko otežena zaradi zmerno vlažnih klimatskih 
pogojev, pojavljanja plazov, visokega deleža poraščenosti z gozdovi in vegetacijo ter zaradi dolge 
zgodovine antropogenih posegov v površje. Za kartiranje so bili uporabljeni naslednji prostorski 
podatki: Temeljni topografski načrti meril 1 : 5.000 in 1 : 10.000 (Javne informacije Slovenije, 
Geodetska uprava Republike Slovenije, TTN 5 in TTN10, 1999), Topografski podatki merila 1 : 
25.000 (Javne informacije Slovenije, Geodetska uprava Republike Slovenije, GKB 25, 2005), digitalni 
model terena z ločljivostjo 5 m izdelan iz digitalnega modela višin – DMV 5 (Javne informacije 
Slovenije, Geodetska uprava Republike Slovenije, DMV 5, 2006), karta naklonov pobočij izdelana iz 
DMV 5, letalski posnetki v stereo parih (Geodetska uprava Republike Slovenije, letalski posnetki 
merila 1 : 17.000, ciklično aerofoto snemanje 1985-1995), in satelitski SPOT posnetki z ločljivostjo 
2.5 m v stereo parih (Astrium 2009).  Podrobno kartiranje je potekalo tudi na terenu.  
 
Kumulativne deformacije geomorfoloških indikatorjev se lahko izmeri z uporabo podatkov 
daljinskega zaznavanja oz. prostorskih topografskih podatkov, manjše deformacije pa se natančnejše 
izmeri na terenu. Lateralen premik je moč oceniti z rekonstrukcijo geomorfološkega indikatorja v 
prvotno nedeformirano lego (Slika 3.9), (npr. van der Woerd et al., 2006), vertikalen pa s pomočjo 
topografskih profilov in merjenjem spremembe višine vzdolž vertikalne premice, ki povezuje linearni 
naklonski premici geomorfološkega indikatorja na obeh straneh preloma (Sliki 3.10, 3.11), (npr. 
Avouac et al., 1993).  
 
Starost deformiranih geomorfoloških indikatorjev lahko ocenimo z eno od relativnih ali absolutnih 
metod datiranja, odvisno od vrste materiala in časovnega razpona metode (Tabela 3.1), (Noller et al., 
2000). Ljubljanski bazen je bil v celoti razdeljen na štiri glavne morfostartigrafske enote s pomočjo 
kartiranja in s primerjavo relativne višine površin, stopnje cementiranosti konglomerata, stopnje 
degradacije površine z vidika erozije in zakraselosti ter debeline tal (Šifrer, 1961, 1969; Žlebnik, 1971; 
Meze, 1974; Kuščer, 1990). Starost teh morfostatigrafskih enot je bila kasneje ocenjena s pomočjo 
paleomagnetizma in izotopskega 10Be datiranja (Slika 3.14, Tabela 3.2), (Pavic in Vidic, 1993; Vidic 
in Lobnik, 1997). Za potrebe v tem delu so bile izvedene datacije s pomočjo optično stimulirane 
luminiscence in infrardeče stimulirane luminiscence (Bavec et al., 2005; Jamšek Rupnik et al., 2013) 
ter s pomočjo izotopskega 36Cl datiranja profila po globini (poglavje 6).  
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Na podlagi podatkov o velikosti premika in starosti geomorfološkega indikatorja lahko ocenimo 
povrprečno hitrost premika (PHP) ob prelomu. PHP pridobljena s pomočjo različnih metod se lahko 
razlikuje, saj različne metode zajemajo različen časovni razpon, PHP pa ni konstantna, temveč se 
spreminja v odvisnosti od spreminjanja tektonskih obremenitev, časovno grupiranega sproščanja 
napetosti na prelomih, potresnega cikla, interakcije med prelomi in rasti prelomov (Slika 3.15), 
(Friedrich et al., 2003, Mouslopoulou et al., 2009, Mouslopoulou et al., 2012, Benedetti et al., 2013). 
Tako PHP običajno postane konstantna šele v dolgem časovnem obdobju (> 1 milijon let). V tem delu 
je bila ocenjena PHP v dolgem časovnem obdobju na podlagi premaknjenih geoloških enot ter PHP v 
kratkem do dolgem časovnem obdobju na podlagi premaknjenih geomorfoloških indikatorjev, obe pa 
primerjane z recentno povprečno hitrostjo, kjer je ta podatek dostopen (npr. Vrabec et al., 2006, Basili 
et al., 2013).  
 
Za oceno potresnega potenciala prelomov je potrebno poznavanje njihove geometrije in segmentacije 
(npr. Manighetti et al., 2005, 2007). Velikost premika ob potresu je namreč odvisna od sproščene 
energije, tipa preloma (reverzen, zmičen, normalen), dolžine preloma oz. njegovih segmentov, 
velikosti barier med segmenti in strukturne zrelosti prelomov (Manighetti et al., 2005; McCalpin, 
2009; Benedetti et al., 2013). Obstaja več tipov segmentiranosti: potresni tip (segmenti definirani na 
popisu zgodovinskih površinskih pretrgov), tip obnašanja (definiran na podlagi paleoseizmoloških 
raziskav, razlik v PHP, povratnih dobah, smislu premika, itd.), strukturni tip (definiran na podlagi 
razvejanosti preloma in sečišč z drugimi strukturami), geološki tip (definiran na podlagi enot 
kvartarnih bazenov, reoloških terenov, geofizikalnih enot, geomorfoloških enot), geometrijski tip 
(definiran na podlagi sprememb orientacije prelomov, preskokov, ločitev ali vrzeli v prelamljanju), 
(McCalpin, 2009). Segmentacija na površini se sicer lahko razlikuje od segmentacije preloma v 
globini. V tej disertaciji je bila določena površinska segmentacija geometrijskega tipa, ki ponekod 
sovpada s strukturnim tipom segmentacije.  
 
Potresni potencial prelomov je bil ocenjen z oceno možne magnitude potresa, obpotresnega premika 
ob prelomu in povratno dobo, kjer je bilo to mogoče. Za oceno magnitude potresa in obpotresnega 
premika je na voljo več enačb, sestavljenih na podlagi empiričnih podatkov o zgodovinskih potresih z 
znano magnitudo, dolžino preloma, obpotresnim premikom in območjem aktiviranega preloma (npr. 
Wells in Coppersmith, 1994; Manighetti et al., 2007; Leonard, 2010). Uporabljene so bile empirične 
enačbe po Wells in Coppersmith (1994) (Tabela 3.3, 3.4, Slika 3.16), ki so sicer najpogosteje 
uporabljene enačbe. Tako ocenjeni obpotresni premik in možna magnituda potresa sta lahko 
podcenjena zaradi več razlogov (podrobnosti v poglavju 3.3.2), dokazano pa je bilo, da obpotresni 
premik na površju predstavlja le 40-85% premika v globini za potrese z magnitudami nad 6 
(Manighetti et al., 2007). Povprečna povratna doba močnejših potresov je bila ocenjena z uporabo t.i. 
direktne metode, to je iz povprečnega obpotresnega premika in PHP preloma (McCalpin, 2009). Tako 
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ocenjena povratna doba ima veliko napako, vendar je uporabna kot preliminarna ocena. Koncept 
povratnih dob je sicer vprašljiv tudi zaradi različnih modelov potresnega obnašanja prelomov: 
periodični model, časovno predvidljiv model, model predvidljivega obpotresnega premika, časovno 
grupirani model (Friedrich et al., 2003, in reference v tem delu).  
 
9.4 Identifikacija aktivnih prelomov v Ljubljanskem bazenu 
 
Glede na regionalni tektonsko-geomorfološki pregled je bilo v Ljubljanskem bazenu in njegovi okolici 
identificiranih nekaj aktivnih prelomov z geomorfno traso (Slika 4.1).  
 
Desnozmično transpresivni NW-SE potekajoči Savski prelom (Vrabec, 2001) ima spektakularno 
geomorfno traso, deli visokoreliefno območje Kamniško-Savinjskih Alp od nizkoreliefnega območja 
Ljubljanskega bazena in vpliva na fluvialni drenažni sistem, ki je razvit preko njega (Sliki 4.1, 4.2). 
Več o obsežni študiji njegove geomorfologije in geomorfoloških dokazih o njegovi aktivnosti je 
predstavljeno v poglavju 9.5 (in v poglavju 5).  
 
Zasipski prelom je vzporedni Savskemu in poteka med dolino Radovne in Zasipom (Sliki 4.1, 4.3). 
Tudi ta prelom ima jasno geomorfno traso. Na podlagi poteka trase in vzporednosti s Savskim 
prelomom sklepamo, da gre za strm proti severu vpadajoči desnozmični prelom.  
 
Dražgoški prelom (NW-SE usmerjen) je desno transpresiven prelom, ki poteka od Pokljuke, vzdolž 
Jelovice do Ljubljanskega bazena (Sliki 4.1, 4.4). Ob njem je dolina Sava Bohinjke desno zamaknjena, 
prek njega pa Sava Bohinjka tudi spremeni režim iz nasipanja v široki dolini v vrezovanje v skalno 
podlago v ozki dolini. Območje preloma je v dolini Save Bohinjke zaznamovano s pojavljanjem 
pobočnih masnih premikov (Jež et al., 2011, 2012). Na podlagi teh podatkov sklepamo, da se ob 
Dražgoškem prelomu poleg aktivnega desnega zmika tudi dviguje NE krilo. Iz poteka geomorfne trase 
sklepamo, da prelom vpada strmo proti severu.  
 
Vzporedno Dražgoškemu prelomu poteka na območju Jelovice še pet geomorfnih tras, ki pripadajo 
Jeloviškemu in Ratitovškemu prelomu (Sliki 4.1, 4.4). Glede na vzporednost z drugimi aktivnimi 
prelomi in ugodno orientacijo v trenutnem napetostnem stanju, so tudi Ratitovški in Jeloviški prelomi 
domnevno aktivni.  
 
Na območju Vodic je WSW-ENE orientirani in proti severu vpadajoč reverzni Vodiški prelom (sensu 
Verbič, 2006), ob katerem je premaknjena kvartarna aluvialna površina (Sliki 4.1, 4.2). Geomorfološki 
dokazi za njegovo aktivnost in njegova strukturna interpretacija je predstavljana v poglavju 9.6 (in v 
poglavju 6). Južno od Smledniškega grebena je prisotna še ena prelomna stopnja v kvartarni aluvialni 
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površini, ki nakazuje aktivnost W-E orientiranega in proti severu vpadajočega reverznega Utiškega 
preloma (sensu Verbič, 2006), (Slika 4.2).  
 
Desnozmični NW-SE orientirani Žužemberški prelom poteka med SE delom Ljubljanskega polja prek 
Žužemberka proti Črnomlju (Slika 4.1). Njegova geomorfna trasa je dobro izražena, nadaljevanje na 
Ljubljanskem polju pa ni jasno. Desno povijanje Ljubljanice v Vevčah in Save in njenih rečnih jež v 
Ježici nakazujejo, da se Žužemberški prelom morda nadaljuje proti Gameljnam (Slika 4.5). Glede na 
geomorfno izrazitost Žužemberškega preloma in seizmično aktivnost v širšem območju 
predvidevamo, da je prelom aktiven.  
 
Na območju južno od Ljubljanskega barja imajo izrazite geomorfne trase še desnozmični Želimeljski, 
Mišjedolski in Borovniški prelom (Sliki 4.1, 4.6), ki potekajo od Barja proti SE in vpadajo strmo proti 
NE. Njihovo aktivnost nakazujejo deformacije kvartarnih sedimentov na Barju (Atanackov, 2013), 
(Slika 4.6) in seizmična aktivnost v širši okolici (Sliki 2.15, 2.16), (Bavec et al., 2012; Basili et al., 
2013).  
 
Predstavljeni prelomi imajo izraženo geomorfno traso, vendar obstaja možnost, da so poleg teh 
prelomov aktivni tudi drugi. Ker trase Jeloviškega, Ratitovškega, Žužemberškega, Želimeljskega, 
Mišjedolskega in Borovniškega preloma niso bile detajlno raziskane, ni dovolj dokazov, da bi jih 
opredeliti kot aktivne prelome in jih zato smatramo kot domnevno aktivne prelome (Slika 4.1).  
 
9.5 Geomorfološki dokazi o aktivnosti Savskega preloma 
 
200 km dolg Savski prelom je eden od najbolj markantnih prelomov v Sloveniji (Slika 5.1). Na zahodu 
se nadaljuje v Italijo kot reverzni Fella prelom, na vzhodu pa naj bi potekal ob Celjskem bazenu kot 
Celjski prelom in dalje proti vzhodu (Kazmer et al., 1996; Placer, 1996; Fodor et al., 1998). 
Predstavlja najjužnejši prelom v Periadriatski prelomni coni (Vrabec in Fodor, 2006), ob katerem je bil 
premik geoloških enot ocenjen na 25-70 km (Hinterlechner-Ravnik in Pleničar, 1967; Kazmer et al., 
1996; Placer, 1996), GPS podatki pa kažejo na aktiven premik s hitrostjo okrog 1 mm/leto (Vrabec et 
al., 2006).  
 
Kavrtarna aktivnost Savskega preloma je bila raziskana na odseku med Jesenicami in Godičem, kjer je 
njegova trasa še posebej jasna (Slika 5.2). Prelom je sestavljen iz več segmentov z dolžinami 3,5 do 
15,5 km, med katerimi so do 1 km široki preskoki. Mad Jesenicami in Preddvorom so segmenti 
desnozmični, linearni in NW-SE usmerjeni, medtem ko so na območju stiskajočega prevoja med 
Preddvorom in Godičem desnozmični do reverzni in približno W-E usmerjeni. Večje reke so ob 
prelomu desno zamaknjene za 1-2 km in 4-5 km (Sliki 5.2 in 5.3).  
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V prilogi 1 je predstavljena geomorfološka karta teras Tržiške Bistrice. Iz nje je razvidno, da je več 
teras prisotnih na zahodni strani Tržiške Bistrice kot na vzhodni, kar nakazuje na to, da se je zaradi 
desnega premika ob prelomu reka južno od preloma pomikala proti vzhodu, zapuščala svoje terase na 
zahodni strani in erodirala na vzhodni starni. Z rekonstrukcijo spodnje ježe T4 terase južno od preloma 
in zahodnega roba doline severno od preloma je bilo ocenjenega okrog 1 km desnega premika v času 
po odložitvi T4 terase (Slika 5.8). Greben NW od Bistrice je ob prelomu zamaknjen za okrog 150 m 
(Slika 5.9). Posredno kaže na aktivnost preloma tudi oster lom površja in pojavljanje pobočnih masnih 
premikov vzdolž preloma (Slika 5.7).  
 
Med Golnikom in Preddvorom Savski prelom prečka več manjših vodotokov, ob čemer prek preloma 
desno povijajo in prehajajo iz režima vrezovanja v režim odlaganja (Slika 5.11). Z rekonstrukcijo ježe 
ob potoku Milka je bilo ocenjenega okrog 400 m desnega zmika, s takšno rekonstrukcijo pa se 
poravna tudi večina vodotokov severno od preloma z vodotoki ali aluvialnimi površinami južno od 
preloma (Slika 5.11).  
 
Kokra je južno od Preddvora odložila okrog 10 km dolg in širok vršaj, ob njegovem NW in NE robu 
pa je prisotno drugo višje in starejše površje s podobnim sedimentacijskim padcem, ki ga 
interpretiramo kot starejši Kokrin vršaj (Slike 5.15, 5.16, 5.17). Vrh starejšega vršaja se nahaja 
severozahodno od vrha mlajšega vršaja, kar nakazuje na desnozmično aktivnost Savskega preloma 
med časom po odložitvi starejšega in pred odložitvijo mlajšega vršaja. Zamik med rekonstuiranim 
vrhom obeh vršajev je ocenjen na 1-1.5 km.  
 
Med Visokim in Cerkljami na Gorenjskem se na mlajšem vršaju Kokre nahaja 3,5 km dolga in do 5 m 
visoka prelomna stopnja (Cerkeljski pregib sensu Vrabec, 2001), ki se vleče v WNW-ESE smeri (Sliki 
5.18, 5.19). Da gre za prelomno stopnjo in ne za aluvialno erozijsko obliko kaže nagib površja proti 
severu na severni strani preloma, zamiki potokov ob prečkanju ter prisotnost obvisele doline. Dvig in 
nagib površja severno od prelomne stopnje nakazuje, da je stopnja posledica reverznega proti severu 
vpadajočega aktivnega preloma, desni zamiki potokov pa nakazujejo da ob prelomu najverjetneje 
prihaja tudi do desnega zmika. Proti vzhodu višina prelomne stopnja narašča, nakar jo prekrije mlajši 
Rekin vršaj, ki pa ni vidno deformiran (Slika 5.18). Verjetno se prelom nadaljuje pod Rekinim vršajem 
ter dalje proti vzhodu v miocenske plasti, kjer so reverzni prelomni segmenti bili tudi geološko 
kartirani (Vrabec, 2001). Največja skupna dolžina reverznega preloma, ki ga interpretiramo kot 
segment Savskega preloma v stiskajočem prevoju, je tako 15,5 km.  
 
Stiskajoči prevoj med Preddvorom in Godičem je opisal Vrabec (2001). V tem delu so bile s 
tektonsko-geomorfološkim kartiranjem ugotovljene štiri aktivne trase reverznih segmentov: Ambroški, 
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Ravnski, Gradski in Cerkeljski segment (Slika 5.20). Na njihovo aktivnost nakazuje prisotnost 
prevojev v vzdolžnih profilih vodotokov ob prečkanju prelomnih segmentov (Slika 5.22). Gradski 
segment loči kraško planoto Štefanje Gore od Ljubljanskega bazena. Planota Štefanje Gore je 
približno horizontalna do nagnjena proti severu, z amplitudo reliefa okrog 25 m, in je nad Ljublanskim 
bazenom dvignjena za 250-300 m (Slika 2.21). Na planoti je Meze (1974) našel kremenove prodnike, 
za katere je interpretiral Pliocensko starost. Vse to kaže na to, da je planota del nekdanje fluvialne 
ravnice. Njen položaj nad Ljubljanskim bazenom, nagib proti severu in močno vrezana dolina Reke 
nakazujejo, da je bila planota močno dvignjena ob Gradskem segmentu. Ob tem segmentu se je v 
primerjavi z Ambroškim in Ravnskim verjetno izvršilo največ vertikalnega premika, medtem ko 
Cerkeljski segment deformira najmlajše površine. Ker so segmenti od severa proti jugu vse mlajši, se 
je napredovanje stiskajočega prevoja verjetno vršilo v tej smeri. Planota Štefanje Gore je najverjetneje 
nekdanji del Ljubljanskega bazena.  
 
Vzhodno od stiskajočega prevoja je Savski prelom sestavljen iz štirih desnozmičnih do reverznih 
segmentov, ki prečkajo dolino Kamniške Bistrice: Stahoviški, Bistričiški, Zagoriški in Godiški 
segment (Priloga 3, Slika 5.25). Geomorfološka karta teras Kamniške Bistrice prikazuje, da se dolina 
na kartiranem ozemlju večkrat zoži, ter da te zožitve sovpadajo z aktivnimi prelomnimi segmenti in 
osjo domnevno aktivne Trojanske antiklinale (Slika 5.23). Najvišja ohranjena terasa se nahaja na 
območju centra Kamnika (Priloga 3, Slika 5.24), kar bi lahko bila posledica dviga ob Trojanski 
antiklinali ali z njo povezanimi reverznimi prelomi. Na tak dvig in njegovo nadaljevanje v Tunjiškem 
gričevju nakazujejo tudi sprememba sedimentacijskega padca rečnih teras in recentne reke preko 
Kamniške zožitve (Slika 5.24), odložitev vršaja Kamniške Bistrice južno od zožitve, močno 
vrezovanje vodotokov na območju Tolste gore, Milega vrha in Vinskega vrha ter sedimentacija 
vršajev potokov, ki prihajajo iz dvigujočega območja ob njegovem vznožju (Priloga 3). Poleg tega je 
bilo v dolini Kamniške Bistrice vzdolž Savskih prelomnih segmentov ugotovljenih nekaj deformiranih 
geomorfoloških indikatorjev. Ob Godiškem segmentu sta terasi T2a in T1a vertikalno premaknjeni za 
približno 3 m (Sliki 5.25, 5.26). Izravnava P2, ki se nahaja 40-105 m nad današnjo Kamniško Bistrico, 
je ob Zagoriškem segmentu dvignjena za približno 35 m in za 1,3° nagnjena proti severu (Sliki 5.25, 
5.26). Pobočje doline pod izravnavo P2 je ob Stahoviškem segmentu desno zamaknjeno za 200-250 m 
(Sliki 5.25, 5.27h).  
 
Ugotovljeni premiki geomorfoloških indikatorjev med Jesenicami in Godičem so povzeti v Tabeli 5.1. 
Premiki so velikostnega reda kilometera ali stotih metrov, pri čemer so prvi posledica kumulativnih 
premikov preko daljšega časovnega obdobja, drugi pa prek krajšega. Najmanjši premiki velikosti 
nekaj metrov so tudi najmlajši. Premik ob Cerkeljski prelomni stopnji tako predstavlja najmlajšo 
dokumentirano aktivnost Savskega preloma, ki je vezana na reverzni prelomni segment pred glavnim 
desnozmičnim segmentom.  
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Starost deformiranih geomorfoloških indikatorjev je bila povzeta in interpretirana po objavljenih 
podatkih  (Tabela 5.2), (Pavic in Vidic, 1993, Vidic in Lobnik, 1997). Starost sedimentov T4 terase 
Tržiške Bistrice je bila na podlagi paleomagnetnih analiz in izotopskega 10Be datiranja ocenjena na 
1,8-2 milijona let (Pavic in Vidic, 1993, Vidic in Lobnik, 1997). Starejši Kokrin vršaj je bil na podlagi 
morfostartigrafske korelacije ocenjen na enako starost. Starost mlajšega Kokrinega vršaja je bila 
ocenjena na podlagi morfostartigrafske korelacije s terasami Tržiške Bistrice, ki so bile datirane z 
izotopom 10Be, na 50-70 tisoč let (Pavic in Vidic, 1993; Vidic in Lobnik, 1997).  
 
Na podlagi teh ocen starosti geomorfoloških indikatorjev in velikosti premikov je bila izračunana PHP 
ob Savskem prelomu. PHP v zadnjih 2 milijonih let izračunana iz zamika T4 terase Tržiške Bistrice 
znaša 0,5-0,6 mm/leto in iz zamika Kokrinih vršajnih vrhov 0,5-0,9 mm/leto. Minimalna vertikalna 
PHP ob Cerkeljskem reverznem segmentu pa znaša 0,1 mm/leto v zadnji 50 tisočih letih.  
 
Za oceno PHP v daljšem časovnem obdobju prek 2 milijonov let je bil uporabljen zamik oligocenskih 
enot, ki po našem mnenju znaša 20-30 km. Ta premik predstavlja celoten desni zmik ob Savskem 
prelomu, odkar je prelom aktiven. Ocenjujemo, da je prelom aktiven maksimalno zadnjih 20 milijonov 
let oziroma minimalno zadnjih 6 milijonov let (podrobnejša diskusija se nahaja v poglavju 5.9.1). 
Njegova PHP torej znaša 1-5 mm/leto v zadnjih 20-6 milijonih letih.  
 
Geomorfološke ocene PHP za zadnja 2 milijona let se ujemajo z ocenami recentne PHP izmerjene z 
GPS (0,5-1,5 mm/leto) in s spodnjimi vrednostmi geološko ocenjene dolgoročne PHP (Slika 5.30). 
Tako geomorfološko, geološko in z GPS ocenjena PHP pa so za red velikosti večje od modeliranih 
recentnih PHP, ki so bile ocenjene na 0,05-0,15 mm/leto (Kastelic in Carafa, 2012; Basili et al., 2013). 
Slednje vrednosti so modelirane glede na aktivne prelome v širšem območju, litosferske in reološke 
lastnosti, lateralno spreminjajočo se termalno strukturo, primerne geodinamske robne pogoje in 
recentno napetostno stanje izračunano iz GPS podatkov in žariščnih mehanizmov potresov (Kastelic in 
Carafa, 2012).  V okviru natančnosti lahko zaključimo, da ocenjena PHP Savskega preloma v zadnjih 
2 milijonih let znaša 0,5-1,5 mm/leto.  
 
Seizmogeni potencial Savskega preloma je bil ocenjen s pomočjo empiričnih enačb po Wellsu in 
Coppersmithu (1994) (Tabeli 3.3 in 3.4) in na podlagi dolžine segmentov med 3,5 in 15,5 km. Tako je 
bilo ocenjeno, da lahko 3,5 km dolg segment sproži potrese z magnitudami okrog 5.7 ± 0.3 in 
obpotresnim premikom do 50 cm, medtem ko lahko 15,5 km dolg segment sproži potrese z 
magnitudami okrog 6.5 ± 0.3 in obpotresnim premikom do 80 cm. Potresni potencial Savskega 
preloma je tako ocenjen na zmožnost generiranja potresov z magnitudami 5.4 do 6.8 na posameznih 
segmentih, vendar so lahko magnitude tudi močnejše v primeru potresa na večih segmentih. 
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Ocenjujemo, da Cerkeljska prelomna stopnja predstavlja kumulativni premik nastal s številnimi 
potresi magnitud 5.7 ± 0.3, katerih ocenjena povprečna povratna doba znaša 1-5 tisoč let.  
 
Iz zgodovine ne poznamo nobenega potresa, za katerega bi bilo dokazano, da je nastal na Savskem 
prelomu, vendar je na širšem območju Savskega preloma znanih več potresov z magnitudami med 3.0 
in 6.9 (Slika 5.30). Med ali po potresu v Beljaku leta 1348 z ocenjeno magnitudo 6.9 in maksimalno 
intenziteto IX-X (Stucchi et al., 2013)  so se sprožili veliki podori na Dobraču (150 milijonov m3 
materiala, Zorn, 2004) in najverjetneje tudi podor Veliki vrh (20-100 milijonov m3 materiala, Zorn, 
2004; Mrak et al., 2010; Vičič in Vrabec, 2011; Merchel et al., submitted), (Slika 5.30). Upoštevajoč 
veliko nezanesljivost lokacije epicentra (Slika 5.31), ugotovljeno aktivnost in ocenjeni seizmogeni 
potencial, je Savski prelom možen kandidat za vir potresa v Beljaku leta 1348.  
 
9.6 Geomorfološki dokazi o aktivnosti Vodiškega preloma 
 
Vodiški prelom je zagotovo bil eno od najzanimivejših tektonsko-geomorfoloških vprašanj v 
Ljubljanskem bazenu. Na površju je namreč izražen z dvema topografskima stopnjama, ki sta bili v 
preteklosti interpretirani kot rečni ježi (Žlebnik, 1971), in kasneje kot izraza normalnega preloma 
(Vrabec, 2001) oziroma reverznega preloma (Verbič, 2006). Vprašanje, katera od interpretacij je 
pravilna, je zelo pomembno s stališča potresne nevarnosti.  
 
Topografski stopnji se linearno vlečeta med rekama Pšato in Savo v smeri WSW-ENE na dolžini 6-11 
km in sta pravokotni na obe reki (Slika 6.1). Najbolj izrazita je južna, ki definira ostro spremembo v 
rečnem režimu: vrezovanje severno in odlaganje južno (Priloga 4). Iz oblike topografije je opazna tudi 
prisotnost suhih dolin, ki prečkajo strukturo, pri čemer so nekatere prek stopnje obvisele (»perched 
valley«) ali pa se končajo nad topografsko stopnjo kot viseče doline (»hanging valley«). Suhi dolini 1 
in 2 (Priloga 4, »paleostream 1, 2«) se končata v aktivnem močvirju južno od južne stopnje, od tam pa 
se suha dolina nadaljuje proti vzhodu ob vznožju Smledniškega grebena. Vse recentne in suhe doline 
povijajo proti vzhodu ali zahodu preden prečkajo stopnjo z močnim vrezovanjem skozi stopnjo, 
manjše suhe doline v sredinskem delu pa so nezmožne prečkanja obvisele. Medtem ko so vodotoki 
vrezali ravno in ozko dolino tik nad stopnjo, pa so pod stopnjo odlagali in meandrirali v široki 
poplavni ravnici (Priloga 4). Višina obeh stopenj varira vzdolž njune dolžine (Slika 6.2). Južna stopnja 
je visoka 5-25 m, severna pa 3-18 m. Stopnji sta najvišji v sredinskem delu, njuna višina se zmanjšuje 
proti obema koncema. Profili pravokotno prek stopenj kažejo, da je površje severno od obeh stopenj 
horizontalno do nagnjeno proti severu, kar je obratno od prvotnega sedimentacijskega padca približno 
proti jugu. Na podlagi teh opažanj je razvidno, da sta stopnji tektonskega izvora, natančneje gre za 
prelomne stopnje ob aktivnem reverznem proti severu vpadajočem Vodiškem prelomu, ki je sestavljen 
iz dveh vej.  
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Na podlagi topografski profilov vzdolž vodotokov in terasnih jež, projeciranih pravokotno na prelom, 
so bili ocenjeni vertikalni premiki posamerznih površin (Slika 6.3). Skupni premik T2 površja ob 
severni veji je ocenjen na 12 m, ob južni veji na zahodu na 3-7 m in v sredinskem delu na okrog 21 m. 
Na podlagi ocen nagibov površin severno od prelomne stopnje je razvidno, da nagib narašča iz obeh 
koncev proti sredini strukture. Na zahodu ob Savi sta bila ugotovljena še dva manjša in mlajša 
vertikalna premika: premik T1 površja za okrog 3 m in T2 površja za 1-2 m.  
 
Za ugotavljanje starosti T2 površja je bilo opravljeno datiranje z optično stimulirano luminiscenco 
(OSL), infrardeče stimulirano luminiscenco (IRSL) in datiranje s kozmogenim nuklidom 36Cl po 
globinskem profilu na karbonatnih prodnikih. Vzorci za OSL in IRSL so bili odvzeti v finih 
sedimentih v Lokarjah (Slika 6.5, Bavec et al., 2005, Jamšek Rupnik et al., 2013). Z OSL analizo na 
kremenu je bila ocenjena starost sedimentov pod T2 površino na 134 ± 15 tisoč let in z IRSL analizo 
na 132 ± 12 tisoč let. Starost teh sedimentov predstavlja maksimalno starost T2 površine in jo lahko 
uporabimo za določevanje minimalne PHP. Vzorci za datiranje s 36Cl so bili vzeti na profilu 
konglomerata T2 površja na zahodnem delu ob Savi (Slika 6.6). Na podlagi analize koncentracije 36Cl 
v vzorcih karbonatnih prodnikov po globini je moč oceniti najverjetnejšo starost površja v tem delu na 
približno 28 tisoč let, glede na vse možne modele koncentracije 36Cl po globini pa na 8-34 tisoč let 
(Slika 6.7).  
 
Iz ocen vertikalnih premikov T2 površine in njene OSL/IRSL starosti je bila izračunana minimalna 
vertikalna PHP ob severni veji Vodiškega preloma okrog 0,1 mm/leto in minimalna vertikalna PHP ob 
južni veji preloma okrog 0,2 mm/leto (Tabela 6.3). Z uporabo starosti T2 ocenjene z izotopskim 36Cl 
datiranjem in premikom te površine na zahodnem delu je bila ocenjena vertikalna PHP južne veje 
Vodiškega preloma 0,1-0,4 mm/leto (Tabela 6.3).  
 
Za interpretacijo geološke strukture na območju Vodiškega preloma so bili uporabljeni podatki 
geološkega kartiranja (Žlebnik, 1971; Grad in Ferjančič, 1974; Premru, 1983; Celarc, 2004), vrtin 
(Škerlj, 1975), geoelektričnega sondiranja (Car, 1986, 1991) in gravimetrije (Čibej, 1967; Starčević et 
al., 1986). Na Kranjsko-Sorškem polju je nad paleozojsko do mezozojsko podlago odloženih do okrog 
1500 m oligocenskih morskih plasti, nad njimi do okrog 1000 m miocenskih morskih plasti in do 270 
m heterogenih fluvialnih in lakustričnih kvartarnih plasti (Slika 6.8). Oligocenske in miocenske plasti 
so na območju Kranjsko-Sorškega in Skaručenskega polja nagubane v sinklinali. Vodiški in Utiški 
prelom sekata to zgradbo, zamikata oligocenske do kvartarne plasti, in pri tem ustvarjata izmenjevanje 
območij z velikimi debelinami sedimentov in manjšimi debelinami sedimentov, kar potrjuje tudi karta 
rezidualnih gravimetričnih anomalij po Starčeviću et al. (1986) (Slika 6.10) in geoelektrični profili po 
Car (1986) (Slika 6.9). Na podlagi podatkov o geoelektričnem sondiranju (Car, 1986, 1991) je moč 
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interpretirati, da obe veji Vodiškega preloma vpadata za  45-60° proti severu (Slika 6.8). Glede na to, 
da sta si veji na površju le 1-2 km narazen in da tvorita prelomni stopnji nastali kot kumulativni 
premik obpotresnih površinskih pretrgov, predvidevamo, da preloma dosežeta seizmogene globine in 
se združita v isti prelom.  
 
Zbrani so bili tudi pripovršinski geološki dokazi o premiku ob Vodiškem prelomu. V strugi Save 
izdanjajo kvartarne konglomeratne plasti, ki so premaknjene in nagubane ob reverznih prelomnih 
ploskvah z vpadom okrog 35° proti severu (Slika 6.11). V danes opuščenem in saniranem glinokopu v 
Lokarjah je bila v pleistocenskih drobnozrnatih sedimentih opisana asimetrična antiklinala, katere 
južno krilo vpada za 40° proti SSE in severno za okrog 10° NNW (Slika 6.12; Drobne et al., 1960; 
Šifrer, 1961). Njena lokacija, oblika in orientacija nakazujejo, da je bila formirana kot posledica 
reverznega premika ob prelomu. Verbič (2006) jo interpretira kot obprevojno gubo (»fault bend 
fold«), ki je nastala nad prevojem iz relativno strmega preloma v relativno položen prelom. Tektonske 
deformacije sedimentov pod površjem so zabeležile tudi naslednje geofizikalne raziskave: visoko 
ločljiva refleksijska seizmika (Slika 6.13; Atanackov, 2013), georadar (Slika 6.14; Jamšek et al., 
2011a, 2011b) in refrakcijska seizmika (Slika 6.16; Car and Stopar, 2012). Obpotresni premiki 
sedimentov so bili dokazani tudi v paleoseizmološkem izkopu v Hrašah (Slika 6.15; Bavec et al., 
2012).  
 
Upoštevajoč ocenjen vpad Vodiškega preloma med 45° in 60° je bila izračunana PHP preloma, ki 
znaša 0.3 ± 0.2 mm/leto v zadnjih 134 tisočih letih (Tabela 6.4).  
 
Prisotnost aktivnega reverznega preloma znotraj Ljubljanskega bazena in le 15 km severno od 
Ljubljane predstavlja potencialno potresno nevarnost za prebivalstvo in ekonomijo celotne regije. 
Glede na empirične enačbe (Tabeli 3.1 in 3.2; Wells and Coppersmith, 1994) je reverzni Vodiški 
prelom z 10 km dolgo prelomno stopnjo zmožen proizvesti potrese z magnitudami 5.9 do 6.5 in 
obpotresnimi premiki velikosti 10-90 cm. Ob predpostavki konstantne PHP je povprečna povratna 
doba takih potresov na Vodiškem prelomu ocenjena na 300-9000 let. Glede na ocenjeni seizmogeni 
potencial Vodiškega preloma in porazdelitev maksimalnih intenzitet ob Ljubljanskem potresu leta 
1895 tudi na območju Vodic in Utika (Slika 2.27), se postavlja vprašanje, ali je ta potres morda nastal 
na Vodiškem prelomu. Maksimalne intenzitete so bile ocenjene na območju med Vodicami in 
Ljubljano, torej južno od preloma, v primeru potresa na reverznem Vodiškem prelomu pa bi jih 
pričakovali severno od preloma. Vodiški prelom zato najverjetneje ni bil vir potresa leta 1895, vendar 
je lahko vir podobnega potresa v prihodnosti.  
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9.7 Strukturni in seizmotektonski model Ljubljanskega bazena 
 
Na podlagi obširnega pregleda dostopnih podatkov in literature ter tektonsko-geomorfološke raziskave 
Ljubljanskega bazena lahko bolje opredelimo seismotektonske in strukturne značilnosti tega območja. 
Savski prelom z ocenjeno PHP 0,5-1,5 mm/leto in Idrijski prelom z ocenjeno PHP 1-2 mm/leto 
(Moulin et al., submitted) sta glavni aktivni strukturi na širšem območju (Slika 7.1). Ob Savskem 
prelomu se absorbira 25-75 % z GPS izmerjenege ekstuzije Vzhodnih Alp. Deformacija severno od 
Ljubljane je deljena med NW-SE orientirane desnozmične prelomne segmente in E-W do ENE-WSW 
orientirane reverzne prelomne segmente (Slika 7.1). Med Savskim in Idrijskim prelomov so aktivni ali 
domnevno aktivni desnozmični Zasipski, Jeloviški, Dražgoški, Ratitovški, Žužemberški, Želimeljski, 
Mišjedolski in Borovniški prelom, znotraj Ljubljanskega bazena pa reverzni Vodiški, Utiški in 
Cerkeljski prelom (Slika 7.1). Vodiški prelom z ocenjeno vertikalno PHP 0,1-0,4 mm/leto in 
Cerkeljski prelom z ocenjeno minimalno vertikalno PHP 0,1 mm/leto absorbirata relativno malo 
deformacij v primerjavi z izmerjenim krčenjem ozemlja 2-4 mm/leto prek celotne Slovenije (Weber et 
al., 2010), vendar je prisotnost aktivnih reverznih prelomov znotraj Ljubljanskega bazena pomembna 
iz kinematskega vidika in z vidika potresne nevarnosti. Vsi aktivni prelomi so namreč potencialni 
seizmogeni viri. Zmožnost Savskega preloma je bila ocenjena na magnitudo 5.4-6.8, zmožnost 
Vodiškega pa na magnitudo 5.9-6.5.  
 
Naši rezulati kažejo na transpresivno aktivnost prelomov na obravnavanem območju, kar je v 
nasprotju z interpretacijo, da je Ljubljanski bazen aktiven transtenzijski bazen, kot je bilo 
interpretirano za njegov nastanek (Vrabec, 2001, Vrabec in Fodor, 2006). Ljubljanski bazen je 
verjetno nastal v sproščujočem preskoku, ko je formiranje Posavskih gub blokiralo vzhodni del 
Savskega preloma in je zato prišlo do prenosa zmika iz Savskega na Žužemberški prelom (Vrabec, 
2001; Vrabec in Fodor, 2006). Po tej interpretaciji je formiranje Ljubljanskega bazena sočasno s 
formiranjem Posavskih gub. Maksimalno starost nastanka bazena definira začetek aktivnosti 
desnozmičnih prelomov, ki je postavljen na začetek pliocena (Vrabec in Fodor, 2006; Caporali et al., 
2013). Formiranje Posavskih gub je tudi post-miocenske starosti (Placer, 1998; Tomljenović in 
Csontos, 2001). Da je gubanje iz Posavskih gub prešlo tudi v Ljubljanski bazen nakazuje nagubana 
predkvartarna podlaga na območju Kranjsko-Sorškega in Skaručenskega polja (Slika 6.8) ter za 1-2 
km relativno dvignjene oligocenske plasti na območju Smlednika glede na njihovo lego na Kranjsko-
Sorškem polju (npr. Celarc, 2004). Severni del Ljubljanskega bazena se aktivno dviguje že vsaj zadnja 
2 milijona let, na kar kaže morfostartigrafski položaj teras med Kranjem in Radovljico (Kuščer, 1990), 
medtem ko se je Kranjsko-Sorško polje ugrezalo vsaj do pred 50 tisoč leti, na kar nakazuje 
sedimentacija mlajših kvartarnih sedimentov preko starejših (Žlebnik, 1971; Kuščer, 1990). Ugrezanje 
Kranjsko-Sorškega polja sicer ni nujno vezano na transtenzivno tektoniko, ampak je lahko posledica 
aktivnega gubanja. Upoštevajoč interpretirani 1 km premik predterciarne podlage ob Vodiškem 
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prelomu, njegovo ocenjeno PHP in predpostavljeno konstantno PHP, je ta prelom reverzno aktiven že 
okrog 2,5 milijona let. Glede na zgornjo diskusijo je do glavne kinematske spremembe iz transtenzije 
v transpresijo v Ljubljanskem bazenu lahko prišlo že v spodnjem kvartarju. Od spodnjega kvartarja 
dalje se Ljubljanski bazen notranje deformira ob reverznih prelomih.  
 
9.8 Zaključki  
 
Rezultati doktorske disertacije predstavljajo aktivno tektoniko in seizmotektoniko Ljubljanskega 
bazena v novo luč. Na podlagi regionalnega tektonsko-geomorfološkega pregleda so bili identificirani 
aktivni in domnevno aktivni prelomi, podrobneje pa raziskana Savski in Vodiški prelom. Predstavljeni 
so bili geomorfološki dokazi za njuno aktivnost, na podlagi ocen deformacij geomorfoloških 
indikatorjev in njihove starosti pa izračunana povprečna hitrost premika ob obeh prelomih. S pomočjo 
empiričnih enačb in na podlagi določene geometrije in segmentiranosti je bil ocenjen tudi seizmogeni 
potencial obeh podrobneje raziskanih prelomov. Interpretiran je bil strukturni in seizmotektonski 
model Ljubljanskega bazena, ki predstavlja prvi model tega območja, v katerem so upoštevani samo 
dokazi za recentne in kvartarne deformacije ob prelomih, ostali geološki podatki pa uporabljeni za 
razlago strukturnega razvoja bazena. Model je umeščen v širši kontekst stika Alp z Dinaridi, s čemer 
prispeva k poznavanju seizmotektonike tudi v širšem prostoru. Z raziskavo smo v slovensko znanost 
uvedli novi pristop tektonske geomorfologije. Rezultati tega dela so poleg znanstvenega prispevka 
pomembni tudi iz socialno-ekonomskega stališča, saj omogočajo boljšo oceno potresne nevarnosti v 
Ljubljanski kotlini in njeni okolici ter s tem vplivajo na morebitne ukrebe za zmanjšanje potresne 
ranljivosti območja, kot so ustrezno prostorsko planiranje in protipotresna gradnja.  
 
V prihodnje je predlagan tektonsko-geomorfološki pristop k raziskavam ostalih aktivnih prelomov v 
Sloveniji in podrobne raziskave prelomov, ki so bili v tem delu določeni kot domnevno aktivni. 
Seizmotektonske raziskave je potrebno nadaljevati in prek njih izpopolnjevati seizmotektonski model 
Ljubljanskega bazena. Na Savskem prelomu bi bilo potrebno z geokronološkimi raziskavami 
posameznih ugotovljenih deformiranih geomorfoloških indikatorjev oceniti njihovo starost, na podlagi 
katere bo omogočena boljša ocena povprečne hitrosti premikov ob tem prelomu. Podrobno določena 
geomorfna trasa preloma omogoča lociranje geofozikalnih raziskav, s katerimi bi bilo potrebno 
raziskati deformacije sedimentov pod površjem in kasneje na primernih lokacijah izvesti 
paleoseizmološke raziskave, na podlagi katerih bo lahko ugotovljena potresna zgodovina Savskega 
preloma.  
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SUPPLEMENTS 
 
SUPPLEMENT 1: a) SPOT satellite image of 2.5 m resolution (Astrium 2009), b) geomorphic map of 
the Tržiška Bistrica terraces. See Figure 5.4 for location. Shaded relief from the DEM 5 data (Public 
Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 
2006), contour lines and hydrography from the Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5,000 and 1 : 10,000 
scales (Public Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of 
Slovenia, TTN 5 and TTN 10, 1999).  
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SPOT satellite image of 2.5 m resolution (Astrium 2009)                    SUPPLEMENT 1a 
 
Geomorphic map of the Tržiška Bistrica terraces                        SUPPLEMENT 1b  
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SUPPLEMENT 2: Geomorphic map of the Kokra terraces between Potoče and Podlebelca (Spodnja 
Kokra). See Figure 5.12 for location. Shaded relief from the DEM 5 data (Public Information of 
Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 2006), contour 
lines and hydrography from the Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5,000 and 1 : 10,000 scales (Public 
Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, TTN 5 
and TTN 10, 1999). 
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 Geomorphic map of the Kokra terraces between Potoče and Podlebelca (Spodnja Kokra)                  SUPPLEMENT 2  
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SUPPLEMENT 3: Geomorphic map of the Kamniška Bistrica terraces. Square indicates the location 
of Figure 5.25. See Figure 5.23 for location. Shaded relief from the DEM 5 data (Public Information 
of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 2006), 
contour lines from National topographic maps at 1 : 25,000 scale (Public Information of Slovenia, the 
Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DTK 25, 2003) and hydrography from 
the Topographic database at 1 : 25.000 scale (Public Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and 
Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, GKB 25, 2005). 
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SUPPLEMENT 4: Geomorphic map of the Vodice area. Contour lines are from Topographic database 
at 1 : 25.000 scale (Public Information of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the 
Republic of Slovenia, GKB 25, 2005), DTM of 5 m resolution from DEM 5 data (Public Information 
of Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, DEM 5, 2006), recent 
streams from Basic topographic maps at 1 : 5.000 and 1 : 10.000 scales (Public Information of 
Slovenia, the Surveying and Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, TTN 5 and TTN 10, 
1999). See the legend for symbol and colours explanation.  
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